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KEARNY AND "KIT" CARSON
AS INTERPRETED BY STANLEY VESTAL'
THOMAS KEARNY

Having read recently the brilliantly entertaining, but
apparently unfact1,1al life of a supposedly famous "foe" of
Maj-Gen. Stephen Watts Kearny," the writer studied the
original records of the court-martial of Lieut-Col. John C.
Fremonta and other original material to investigate the
truth of these alleged "facts" presented as historical by
Mr. Vestal; and he turned also to tradition in the Kearny
family to interpret the relations of Kearny· with Carson
and Fremont. Just what were the relations between Kearny
and Carson in their famous march
from Socorro,
New Mex.
.
ico, to San Diego, California, in the summer and fall cf ·
1846? Upon the basis of these authoritative sources. the
writer must disagree with Mr. Vestal's statement and interpretation in many historical essentials.
In the first place, Mr. Vestal asserts that Kearny,
when he met Carson coming from California (at Socorro
on October 6) with intelligence of the conquest of California, already bore
enmity to Carson; placing this dislike
'
upon the grounds that "the West Pointers did not love
'

1. Star.!ey Vestal, Kit Carson, a Happy Warrior of the Old West.
2. Often mis·spelled as "Kearney," and also often mispronounced. The right
pronounciation has ever been "'"Karny. u
For geneological data supplied by the
author, se~ the introduction to the letters following.-Editor.
3. Senate Ex. Doc. no. 83, 30th Congress, 1st Session .
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Fremont," and again, that "Kearny's dislike for Fremont
probably extended to his right-hand man 'Kit' Carson."' ...
Now at that time no friendship could have been firmer
and more intimate than the friendship between Kearny and
Fremont, his wife Jessie and Senator Benton (Fremont's
father-in-law), or between their families; and there is no
record anywhere of Kearny then bearing anything but
personal regard for Carson, OJ;" ·carson for Kearny.
The S. W. Kearny family were really St. Louis residents, and had been there since 1820 when Kearny, a New
Jerseyman, had marched with the 6th Infantry from Platts- ,
burgh, New York, to St. Louis and. from there to Council·
Bluff, Nebraska; proceeding thence in 1820 to make the
first journey of white
men from the Upper. Missouri
to
\
.
Camp Cold Water (later Fort. Snelling, near the present
St. Paul) ; and thence down the Mississippi River and so
back to St. Louis."
·
Kearny had married the step-daughter of the governor of Missouri Territory, William Clark (of the Lewis
'
and Clark Expedition) ; and the Bentons, the Kearnys and
the Clarks and (later; after his marriage) Fremont, dur. ing his visits to St. Louis, formed part of an intimate aristocratic society in , the "capitol of the trans-Mississippi
west."
Moreover, :at the very moment when Kearny met'
Carson, the former was in the position of high. command
that he occupied principally because the all-powerful democratic leader, Senator Benton, had urged President
Polk to appoint Kearny to the command of the "Army of the
West," planned by Polk to occupy New Mexico and California; and this, despite the fact that Kearny was a whig!
And then too, Kearny was not a "West Pointer" ! Not
one of the three commanders of highest rank in the Mexican
War was a West Pointer, - Taylor, Scott. nor Kearny;
. 4. 07J. cit., p. 231.
5. Kearny's Journal, Mo. Hist. Soc. Coll.
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and the tradition of the army at that time was embodied in .
the persons of its chief officers.
Hence the reasons in fact upon which Mr. Vestal bases
the alleged enmity of Kearny to Carson were unreal. Let
me repeat that at that period the Kearnys, the Fremonts
. and the Bentons were bound by ties of family and personal
intimacy. Later when Kearny lay dying in 1848 he asked
Jessie to visit him, and she denied his dying request:
Mr. Vestal then proceeds to assert that Kearny was
•
disappointed to learn frqm Carson that California
had al•
ready been pacified.' No word from Captain Abraham
Johnston,' none from Lieutenant Emory" (the sole scribes
of the expedition), and none from any other member of the
expedition supports this assertion; Carson is simply repre'.sented as s(J interpreting Kearny's mind without the author
stating any facts upon which Kearny, a trained army officer who had been urgently commanded by Polk, his commander-in-chief, to fulfill Polk's dominant desir·e in the 'lvaT
(namely, to occupy Alta California if possible before the
fall of the year), is said to" have felt disappointment that
this dominant. desire of the president had been accomplished! At least, on the record, one interpretation is as
good as another; and if Kearny was true to the president's
plan, he must have gone forward to fulfill the balance of his
mission, to "take possession and to govern" the conquered
province'o with alacrity and resolution; and without the
least scintilla of that dejection ascribed to him by Carson
(in this book) who, when commandeered by Kearny, is
represented as trying to escape the duty of guiding Kearny's
command to California.
Mr. Vestal now ·advances with Kearny and Carson to
11

•

6. Nevins, Fremont.
I .
7. op. cit., p. 233.
8. ·capt. Abraham R. Johnston, Journal, 1846 (in Emory, Notes.)
9. Lieut. Wm .. H. Emory, Notes of a Muita711 Reconnaisance (Senate Ex. Doe.
no. 41, 30th Cong., 1st Sess.)
10. Kearny's orders of June 3 and 18, 1846.
11. Grant, Kit Carson's Own Story.
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the capture "late in November," 1846, of despatches whiCh
told Kearny that "it [the conquest of California] had to be
done all ·over again" ;' at this point remarking that "on
first hearing of the conquest [at Socorro, October 6] Kearny had reduced his 'Army of the West' to little more than
100 men", and adding, "now he had leisure to reflect upon
his folly. But Kearny pushed on. He was. as rash as he was
.
;
unprepared"!
·
.
"Late in November" Kearny was two months of forced
marching from Santa Fe; and within ten days of San Pasqual where he fought undefeated the Mexicans under General Fico; and within twelve days' journey of Commodore .
Stockton at San Di~go. The "folly" of Kearny would have
'
been in not pushing on; and inasmuch as Kearny
actually
did arrive at San Diego, aJ).d d·id receive support from Stockton, and did therefore fulfill his orders by arriving in California "by the fall" (December 12), and by later commanding the forces that conquered California, and by governing
the province as his peremptory, insistent and unconditional
orders from President Polk directed him to do-Kearny's
"folly" in not retraversing the vast stretches of territory
(900 miles), bare, waterless in part, and destructive of the
'
morale of his men, is converted into a judgment against
Mr. Vestal's thought that it
was "folly" in Kearny not to
'·
retreat!
But upon ' whose shoulders falls the "folly" of compelling a decision as to whether Kearny should, or should not,
have pushed on in his "unprepared" condition? On this
question there can be no doubt, for the situation was due,
first, to the despatches. and letters (read by Kearny_· at
Socorro) alike of Stockton and Fremont, both then naval
officers-those of the former being official and directed
to the president in the person of his secretary of the navy,
Mr. Bancroft, and those of Fremont addressed to Senator
Benton, chairman of the foreign relations and military
2

'

I

I

.

12. OJ>. cit., p. 233 •

•
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committees of the senate, -and therefore quasi-official; and
next, to the statements of Kit Carson himself/a Both the
documents and the statements announced in unconditional
terms that California had been conquered, the war in California ended, and a civil government established;" and it
was these despatches and statements whiCh caused Kearny
to proceed to California as to a conquered province.
Only on the assumption (not to be entertained) that
· Carson, Stockton and Fremont had deliberately falsified the
record so as to prevent Kearny from going to California
and so that the sole honor might fall to Stockton and Fremont (Carson's great and staunch companions in the earlier
California· campaign) ,-only on such an assumption should
Kearny have taken his whole command to the Pacific, and
thus have disregarded his unconditional orders referred to
below (but not referred to by Mr. Vestal).
Kearny's orders told him to take from Santa Fe only
that portion of his army necessary to the objects of conquest and occupation and government, and to leave all
troops not thus necessary upon the eastern front of action
to hold New Mexico; Kearny being assured by his orders
that troops coming around Cape Horn would await him in
California.
No one who has read the bombastic text of Stockton's
despatches of August, 1846 (read by Kearny at Socorro)
can imagine the possibility of Kearny's needing to go to
California "prepared" for conquest; and when Carson verbally and unconditionally confirmed to Kearny what the
15

1

"

13. Kit Carson's statement as quoted by Bashford and Wagner.
14. Kearny's order of October 6, sending back two-thirds of his command.
Johnston's Diary, and Kearny's report to the president, Dec. 12, 1846.
Kearny
writes : "Information having this gay been received t.he necessity no longer exists
for taking a considerable force to California." See also Hunt, Hist. of Calij._. p. 363.
15. See his orders of June 3 and 18.
16. Stockton had written these despatches after he_ had failed to make contact
with the Mexicans \vith his horseless and partially clad sailors and' marines. The
Mexicans had fled to the hills, driving off
. all cattle and horses, the former the
sole mean~; of sustenance and the latter the sole means of transport on an inland
campaign. Bayard. Life of Stockton.

'
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wholly responsible official documents of Stockton and Fremont had stated, it was not a choice with Kearny of ful..,
filling Polk's order other than by going to California with a
"mere bodyguard"" to hold and to govern the province, as-·
sisted by the troops which were to follow him overland and
by those which were to await him on the coast.
Where, then, lay the responsibility· of "R;earny's having leisure to reflect on his folly"? Clearly upon Carson
and Stockton and Fremont who were responsible for the
false statements (however innocent) which led Kearny to
believe with certainty, as he ought to have done, that California had been conquered, a civil government established,
and the war ended. As a matter of fact,· no civil goveTnment had ever been established!'"
Next we come to San Pasqual. It is an astounding
fact that Mr. Vestal by implication, if not explicitly, states
that there were no 'horses in the battle of San Pasqual except the solitary· horse used by Carson, which, alas! fell,
and ove~ which Kea~ny's command passed, Carson successfully "getting from under"!'"
But the essence of the cause of the loss of life at San
Pasqual was the fact that the advance guard was mounted
on honws, whereas the balance of the troops were mounted
'
on the jaded mules that had survived the destru~tive
march
across the continent; the former outstripped the latter and
the fleeing Mexicans, suddenly turning (but without premeditation-Vestal contra), attacked the advance. guard
and wrought the death and disability of a large portion of
Kearny's commana. But to the reader, not informed of the
facts extrinsic to Mr. Vestal's account, the inference is
absolute that Kearny's command, except for Carson's fallen
horse, was exclusively mounted on mules! In fact, the ap-

y

.

I

17. Senator Benton's statement at the court-martial. Mr. Vestal avoids placing
the responsibility upon Stockton or Fremont, only {ndicating that Kearny, in reducing his Command, acted only upon the unofficial statements of Cai-son.
18. Thos. Kearny. "The Mexican War and the Conquest of California: K~arny or
Stockton Conqueror and First Governor" (Cal. Hist.. Soc. Quarterly, vm, no. 3).
19. Ve>tal, op. cit.,. pp. 232, 234.

I
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propriation of this horse leaVes an impression entirely unfavorable to Carson!
Mr. Vestal then goes on to say that Kit Carson was now
placed in command of "the advance guard'' and drove the
Mexicans from the hill, of San Bernardo on the day following the attack at San Pasqua!. But Carson himself, who
took part
in both battles, state that "Captains Emory and
•
Turner took command and charged the enemy [on the hill
of San Bernardo] and routed them giving us full possession
of the position.'"0 Hence Mr. Vestal's statement that Carson after Sar~; Pasqual eommanded the advance guard and ·
"fought any battles thereafter that were in any way successful" does not agree with the facts, for San Bernardo
was the only other battle then fought, and Carson says that
Emory and Turner commanded! Later, in January 1847,
the joint forces of Kearny and Stockton fought the battles
completing the conquest, but no pretence may be made tliat
Carson comma·nded at those engagements.
Mr. Vestal (following others) now remarks as evidence
of Kearny's impotence to conquer, that his command was
without water at San Bernardo. But Kearny's testimony
at the court-martial is undisputed on this point, and is supported by Emory. Kearny testified, "we did not have plenty
of grass; but we had plenty of water which we dug for,
the animals being watered once or twice a day.''"'
·Again, Mr. Vestal claims that Carson would, if con. suited, have advised against Kearny's attacking the Mexicans at San Pasqua!,
saying
not have walked
.
. "Carson would
.
into such a trap." The writer has examined the authorities upon which this statement is supposed to rest, and
neither in BentoH's quotation from Carson in his speech for
days in the senate," opposing the nomination of Kearny
as brevet major-general for gallantry at San Pasqual, nor
21

20.
21.
22.
23.

·.

Grant, op. cit., p. 81
Ve"tal, op. cit., p. 236.
Kearny, at the court-martial.
Benton's speech in the senate.
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in "Kit" Carson's dictated statement, recently pubFshed,"
is there reference to any such attitude to Kearny being
taken by Carson. On the contrary, Gillespie, recently with
Carson and who had just come from Stockton, was eager
to attack ;25 and consonant with Carson's well known con- ·
· tempt for the Californias, predicated upon his recent experiences in California, basis is given for Dr. Hunt's judgment that Carson concurred. in Gillespie's opinion and in.
the unanimous voice of Kearny's and Stockton's officers
that an attack should be made!7
Wf:' now turn to Mr. Vestal's implicit judgment upon
the. unwisdom
of ~earny's sending back two-thirds of his
.
command to Santa Fe, for he speaks of the inadequacy of
Kearny's preparation to hold New Mexico, resulting in the
revolution at Taos. But had not Kearny, learning official- ·
ly of the conquest and government of California, sent back
Captain Sumrier with 200 of the crack cavalry regiment of
the army to hold that province, the troops used in speedily
quelling that rebellion would not have been available.
Kearny's judgment, then, in· executing the president's
orders, was vindicated by the events, alike in the conquest
of California and in maintaining possession
of New· Mex,
26

'

.

-

'

.
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.
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.

.. Mr. Vestal accords to Stockton the command of the
troops which completed the conquest of California; and to
Stockton and
Fremont respectively
the first
and second
.
.
.
governorships. Without· commenting in. detail upon his
narrative of the events, it is to be observed that had Stockton conquered California prior to Kearny's arrival, undoubtedly the authority would have vested in Stockton, without
'
orders (under the law of nations, solely governing our military and naval commanders prior to the treaty of peace) to
24. Grant, op. cit.
25. Hunt, op. cit., "San Pasqua!;" Sabin, Kit Carson D<ws. p. 281. Stockton
to Kearny. "If you see fit, surprize them."
26. Satin, op. cit., p. 281; Bancroft's Works, xxii, 341.
27. Sabin, lac cit., Hunt, ut supra.. Emory says: "Necessity to attack.n

.
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form a civil government, and to act as governor, or so to
appoint Fremont.
But it is equally certain from the messages of the president and the orders to his commanders in the field that conquest and government depended upon the actual occupation
of the enemy's territory. 28 This rule of international law
is epitomized by the authoritative publicist Halleck in the
proposition that government depends on conquest, and conquest depends on "actual occupation" and ends (as does
government)- immediately upon the "explusion of the invaders.'"'" Kearny's conquest of New Mexico was upheld
on this hypotp.esis.:ro Now what were the facts as to California?
Prior to Kearny's arrival, Stockton occupied no portion of the interior south of Monterey save Los Angeles;
but from that ·half of the province south of Monterey, including the ports and Los Angeles he was, in September,
expelled by the Mexicans who, for three months, occupied
it and exercised civil as well as military sovereignty. This
was the situation until six weeks after Kearny's arrival,
when the battles of the Mesa and San Gabriel were fought
in January, 1847, which resulted in the capitulation of Co._
'
·huenga consummating the conquest.
Hence, neither conquest nor government under our system of law came into being until after the arrival of the expedition commanded by Kearny; and Kearny then, as. the
commander of the conquering forces, exercising the conqueror's right, established the first government, and so
(with the assistance of Stockton and Fremont) became the
conqueror, and the first governor, of California,"-which
contravenes the thesis proposed to us by Mr. Vestal.
28. Thos. Kearny, op. cit., Stockton testified: "I governed by martial law."
29. Halleck, International Law. ·
'
30. Ward, In Mexico, pp. 75, 78; Leitensdorfer v. Houghton, xx Howard 176
(Supreme Court) ; Mechanics Bank etc., 89 U. S., p. 246.
31. Cross v. Harrison (U. S. Supreme Court). "Shortly thereafter (1846) the
U. S. had military possession of all of upper California and early in 1847 the
President authorized the military and naval commanders (Kearny and Schubrick)
to- form a civil government."

.
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But obviously Mr. Vestal disputes'" the authority of
Kearny to command the expedition from San Diego to Los
Angeles. (December 29, 1846 to January 10, 1847) which
resulted in the capitulation; a command accorded to Kearny
by McElroy and other historians.""
Yet Kearny's orders read that he should "conquer and
govern,". and Stockton's,. orders explicitly limited him to the
"occupation of the ports only.""' The grave error is made
by historians in assuming that 'all of Stockton's orders
reached California, particularly the order upon which Professor Nevins predicates in part his justification of Fremont's . court-martial,'JG
namely, the order· of July, 1846, ..
.
which did authorize Stockton, should he conquer, to goverri;
but thif: order never reached California; therefore the only
orders then controlling limited Stockton to the ports without authority to govern, whereas Kearny was directed to
"lead an expedition
to. conquer and govern, and to command
.
.
all the troops organized in California." It will thus be
seen· that Kearny, on December 29 when he claimed command of the expedition, did so with Polk's authority which
excluded Stockton from inland operations and from government. And since "no officer can put himself on duty
except by commission from the president" and . "an army
officer cannot delegate his power to a naval officer,"""
Stockton's pretenses to the conquest and to the government,
32. As do Nevins (p. 326) and Bashford and Wagner (p. 251) in their recent
' Lives"
of Fremont, and Prof. Justin Smith, Mexican War._ Vestal writes: "Stock..
ton appointed Fremont, and Kearny had to yield."
33. McElroy, Winning of the Far West, p. 201.
34. Stockton's and Sloat's orders were dated March 21, Ma:r 5,. June 24 .and
.
,
I
Oct. 17, 1845, and June 13 and 15, 1846. The July order arrived after Stockton's de'
parture. (Commander Wainwright, Bureau of Naval Archives). ·
35. Prof. Nevins, and Bashford and Wagner, in saying that Fremont was
technically in the navy in January, 1847, fail to distinguish between the "California
Battalion . Of Mounted Riflemen," a naval organization of which Fremont was .
'
ma.ior, and the uRegiment of Mounted Rifles,"
an army organization of which he
was· lieutenant-colonel! Fremont abandoned the navy upon receiving his army commission in October. 1846; and so wrote Kearny on January 13) 1847. saying he was
present with 400 ;'Mounted Rifles," signing himself "Lt-Col., Regiment of Mounted
Rifles.'" (See record of court-martial, ut supra).
~
36. Letter of Adj. Gen'l Robert C. Davis to the author.
4

.
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as well as Fremont's claims to government based on Stockton's delegation to him of void powers, are without foundation in the law of nations or in military or naval law which
alone governed the situation affecting these officers.
Kearny commanded the expedition which completed the
conquest."'
The Smithsonian Institution at Washington finely
celebrates in a tablet presented by a relative of Past Midshipman Beale the "defeat" of Kearny at San Pasqual and
the rescue of. Kearny's. beleaguered command on the hill
·of San Bernardo; and the legend on the tablet exalts Beale
and Carson as Kearny's saviors from annihilation when
these two heroic men (and an Indian not named in the
legend or in the exploit!) passed thru the Mexican lines
and told Stocldon at San Diego of Kearny's predicament.""
Evidently Mr. Vestal concurs in this judgment, alike of defeat and of rescue, but he goes beyond the epitomized account as given by the narrative on the tablet and pronounces
repeatedly that Lieutenant Godey, sent by Kearny on the
day of the battle of San Pasqua} to seek reinforcements
from Stockton (the "conqueror" and "governor" as his and
Fremont's despatches had informed Kearny, confirmed by
Carson who must now have seen the "folly" of his false
prophecy!)-that Godey "failed" in his mission. Mr. Vestal's words are: "Godey and others had failed; maybe Kit
would make it," and Mr. Vestal does make Kit "make it,"
but in so doing he contradicts the facts of history.
For
Carson did not .cause the despatch of the relief expedition;
it had already left when Carson reached San Diego! and.
it was the heroic Godey who did.reach Stockton, and did
communicate to him Kearny's plight, and did cause Stockton to set in motion the forwarding of the relief force; and
39

.

I

.

37. McElroy, op. cit., p. 201; Latane , American Foreign Policy (cd. 1929):
. .
"Kearny completed the conquest." As to Kearny comm'anding the combined forces.
see War D<•pt. Records. The Naval Records are silent.
38. The insc1·iption by the donor may be changed to meet modern opinion.
39. Vestal, op. ·cit .• p. 236 ; he also says that Godey "was captured within sight
of the hill" en route to San Diego.

,
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then it was the Indian who, arriving at San Diego hours
before Beale or Carson, quickened Stockton to hurry forward the relief already set in motion thru Godey's arrival
.
two days before; leaving to Beale the office of accelerating
Stockton's action. So that when Carson arrived, the command had already left .San Diego several .hours earlier. So
much for Godey's "failure" .
. Neither Carson, Beale ·nor the Indian returned to
Kearny. Neither did Godey. But if the return constitutes the test of "failure," the mission of Carson, Beale
and the Indian was likewise a failure. But the preparation
and sending of a relief expedition was the object of success, and, Mr. Vestal to the contrary notwithstanding, Lieutenant Godey, the Indian and Beale succeeded where Carson "failed" - to use Mr. Vestal's term and interpreta" . tion. But it is eminently unfair. so to. treat Carson's mission, for it was he who allocated to himself and to the Indian, expert mountainmen, the most difficult route, leaving
to Beale the "easier way",- a way which required, even in
Beale, unparallelled heroism!
Stocktqn's sworn testimony'" supporting these historical facts, states that Mr. Stokes, sent· by Kearny, "returned to San Diego on December 6th and reported that
early on the morning of that day Kearny had been worsted
at San Pasqual. The next day (Dec. 7th) Lieut. Godey
'came in express' from Kearny . . . suggesting the propriety of despatching, without delay," a consideraole force.
I supposed I would be obliged to send the whole force I
could spare. My preparations were accordingly made, and
the advance was directed to leave San Diego with two pieces
of ar1illery for the mission at seven o'clock on the evening .·
of Dee. 9th where I intended to join them next day. About
the time the advance was ready to start,' an Indian coming from Kearny's camp stated that he left there in com~

•

2

40. Stockton's despatches, in 29 Gong. H. Ex. Doc. 4.
41. Stockton delayed for three <lays. · Why 7
42. Ready, therefore, thru Lieut. Godey's action.

}
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pany with Carson and Beale, and the intelligence brought
me by the Indian as to Kearny's condition was such that
I thought it was necessary to send him immediate aid;"'
and at ten o'clock Mr. Beale (sic) came to San Diego, and
as he confirmed the worst accounts Capt. Gray hurried off
to Kearny's aid."" Carson did not arrive until several hours
later, after -its departure. It is plain that hot only had
Stokes and Godey succeeded '(and·Godey's two companions,
•
as Stockton swore), but also the· Indian and Beale had succeeded where the great Carson, by his act of generosity
had ''failed," as Mr. Vestal would measure it by his test.
In justice to Godey and the Indian these facts of history
should be vindicated !
Many historians, not differentiating between two localities ten miles apart, have fallen into the error made by Mr.
Vestal in pronouncing San Pasqua! a defeat. But the official reports of the engagement at San Pasqual must force
upon us the correctness of the dicta by Professor ·McElroyand Professor McCormac that San Pasqua! was a victory
with severe losses for Kearny's "bodyguard.'"" For after
the sudden right-about face and attack by the Mexicans
resulting in a great loss of life and in many casualties, the
balance of Kearny's force with two pieces of artillery came
into action; and the Mexicans fled from the field.
Quoting from· Kearny's report· from San Diego on
·December 12 and from his testimony at the court-martial
and from Emory's· history of the engagement, Kearny remained in possession of the field and buried the dead·; Dr.
Griffin succored the wounded and prepared crude ambulances to transport them; Lieutenant Godey was despatched
to Stockton; and on the next day Kearny, accompanied by
·the wounded, advanced ten miles to the hill of San Bernhe occupied ·after driving off the forces of
.ardo, which
.
~

43. Al1, so far, done on the news conveyed by the "failure" of Godey.
44. With the whole relief force.
·
45. McElroy, op. cit., p. 200; Hunt, ut supra; MCormac, Polk, 443; and to like
effect see· Channing, McMaster, Schlesinger.
'
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the enemy. It is plain, therefore, that the engagements
at both these points were certainly not defeats; indeed, since
the objectives were achieved, they must be held to have
been victories.
And· it will ne\'er be known whether Kearny could have ·
reached San Diego without aid from Stockton; for aid did
arrive. But if we may give weight to General Pico's. statement:·after the battle of .San Pasqua}, there is abundant
evidence that the Mexicans had not the least intention, as
Mr. Vestal would have it, of "ambushing" or luring into a
false rosition the American forces, or even of attacking
them at all, either at San Pasqua! or at San Berna1~do; for
General Pico "a few weeks after the battle stated that he
had not intended to make a fight; that his charge \v.as a
pur-e accident,'"" and Bancroft adds: "that no attack was
made on Kearny's camp at San Bernardo is easily understood; the Californians being averse to charging up hill
against cannon 'ball!" Kearny having advanced without
opposition on the 7th, the evidence points to a·like advance
to San Diego as reasonably to be expected.
did
However, Kearny
.
. remain (whether compelled to.
do so, or voluntarily, to protect his wounded) on the hill
· of San Bernardo until the arrival of Stockton's relief command,- under the following conditions (rarely mentioned)
as sworn to by Kearny and uncontradicted· by any witness,
altho the most determined effort' was made to show that
Kearny was powerless to reach San Diego or to conquer
California, thus leaving the conquest to Fremont and Stockton, - an· effort illustrated by Mr .. Vestal who asserts
(against Kearny's testimony) that Kearny had no water
on that famous hill" and illustrated, too, in the efforts of
many of the earlier writers to adjudge San }>asqual a defeat.
.
"The battle of San Pasqua!," swore Kearny, "was
46. Bancroft's Worl<s,
47. Vestal, p. 236.

xxii,

35~,

citing Botello, Anales del Sur, MS.

154-156 .
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fought on the 6th. We proceeded on the 7th on the ·march
to San Diego. When near San Bernardo, the enemy attempted to get possession of a hill. We marched towards
it to prevent them getting it, and drove them from it and
occupied it.""
Continuing to show that Kearny felt that his ten mile
advance of the 7th. towards
Stockton (who was now less
'
than 3 miles away) could .be duplicated and the enemy
caught betweent
.
. the two commands, Kearny swore: "On
. the
morning of the 8th when we were nearly rea.dy to move, the.
mules being placed in front of the rough ambulances upon
which we were to carry our wounded, the doctor'" reported
to me that proceeding at that time and in that way befbre
the wounded could be placed in the saddle would endanger
the lives of the wounded. I accordingly ·gave directions
that we should remain there. On the lOth I stated to the .
doctor and others that we would leave the next day, the
wounded being able to go in the saddle, which we accordingly did, Lieutenant Gray of the Navy with a gallant detach-.
ment of sailors and marines having come into camp the
night of the lOth," the enemy nowhere appearing, and "arriving at San Diego on the 12th."
Thus from the narrative taken from the ~ncontradicted '
sworn reports in one of the bitterest trials in American
legal history, no support can be found for the alleged facts
that Kearny was defeated at San Pasqual or at San Bernardo; on the contrary he was victorious, or certainly undefeated, in each of these engagements. The evidence shows
that not only was Kearny ready to advance on the 8th (as he
had advanced ten miles on the 7th) but he had actually
given orders so to do,' deferring them only at the advice of
the doctor to protect the wounded, and when that protection had been. made effective and without knowing that
Beale's mission had been successful and that Stockton's re..,
48. Senate Ex. Doc., ut supra.
49. Dr. Griffin; also Emory (entry of Dec. 8th): "Decided to wait till wounded
could be placed on horse back."

j
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lief force was approaching, Kearny gave orders to advance
against a foe which (if Fico's statement is true in principle ·
for that point of time, as it had been true at San Pasqual) ·
did not intend to impede his progress. Both Kearny and
Emory swore that they thought, as did the other officers, ·
that the force could have. "cut its .way through to· San
Diego."
.
_
Mr. Vestal attacks Kearny's "folly," "rashness" and'
"incompetence" in a most vitriolic· fashion. Recognizing
that the facts alone could substantiate his characterizations
. or negative them, the writer has placed the original re. cords beside the facts as Mr. Vestal has presented them.
Alike Carson and Beale and Kearny. will suffer. .nothing
. from the real facts of history, and they would want no:.
thing else; and in the case of that honorable man and brave
soldier, General Stephen Watts Kearny, the "defeat of
fame" -- the in~vitable consequence to him if Mr. Vestal's
version of events were to stand unchallenged -:- will be
obviated by the facts; in short by history! Incidentally,
the lowly Indian and the brave Godey may also be given the '
credit which is rightly their due - also by history, as distinct from partisanship or historical fiction.
'

·:

I
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A GROUP OF KEARNY LETTERS
.

Though the courtesy of Mr. Clinton H. Kearny of San
Antonio, Texas, photostatic copies were made of the following original letters ranging in dates from 1807 to :1848.
Six of the letters were written by Stephen Watts Kearny
himself, one was written by his brother Philip to Mrs.
Kearny, and in the last three we are given a glimpse. of
Kearny in New Orleans, and in Vera Cruz where he was
in charge of the debarkation of troops and where he contracted the sickness which resulted in his death.
There has been a lack of correct information regarding
Kearny's ancestry.' The references in these letters to family
relationships (especially in the letter to his wife from his
older brother· Philip!) will be better understood by the fol. lowing genealogical data which are supplied by Mr. Thomas
Kearny of New York City (son of Gen. John Watts Kearny
and grandson of Maj-Gen. Philip Kearny).
The Kearny family in the American colonies .was
founded by Philip and Michael Kearny, brothers of a· distinguished Irish family," immigrants in 1699, who settled
first in Philadelphia, where both married daughters of
Col. Lionel Brittin, an Englishman and the first settler in
Penn's colony (1681) and the first convert to Catholicism
in Pennsylvania. Neither Philip nor Michael was a Catholic, Philip being a Quaker and his daughters marrying into
the Quaker families of Lloyd, Plumsted, Morris and Kinsey.
.

I

.

.

1. Following others, Prof. Allen Nevins,. Life of Fre1no-nt, characterizes Kearny
as Hirish'· in an action· at Fremont's trial.- The name is Irish, and means "warrior," - perhaps Professor Nevins meant to say that the Kearnys, being soldiers,
have ever gloried tll the Irish strain! Again, after Mr. Hoover, in a speech aS
presidenth~ candidate at Albuquerque, New Mexico, in August, 1928, had exalted
Kearny's proclamation of religious
liberty dur~ng_ the conquest of New Mexico,
several newspa~er articles referred to Kearny as of obscure Irish origin and recently immigrant to the United States.
2. Moon, Morris Family of Philadelphia.
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daughter Mary became wife of Chief Justice John
Kinsey of Pennsylvania, and their son James became chief
justice of New Jersey. The first Philip Kearny also became grandfather of the wives of the first two patriotic
governors of Pennsylvania, Thomas Wharton, Jr. and William Moore, and of the last acting royal governor of New
York, Andrew Elliott and so the ancestor of many prominent families alike in New York and Philadelphia.
Michael Kearny finally settled, 1719, in Perth Amboy, .
capitol of New Jersey, and was a _founder, vestryman and
warden of St. Peter's church, the first Anglican parish in
New Jersey; as well as surrogate, clerk of the assembly and
of the common pleas, member of the king's council and
secretary and treasurer of New Jersey. He was twice married, his second wife being Sarah, daughter of Gov. Lewis
M orris.
By his first wife (the above Miss Brittin, the greatgrandmother of Stephen Watts Kearny) he had Philip
Kearny, an "eminent lawyer,"" member of the New Jersey
legislature, and warden of St. Peter's. This son Philip also
was twice married, the second wife being the daughter of
Chief Justice Hooper. His first wife (grandmother of
Stephen Watts Kearny) was Susan Ravaud, widow of Sir
William Burley, a Frenchwoman; and from this marriage
descended the third Philip Kearny, merchant and lieutenant-colonel of the Loyalist Militia (New York City, 1780).
The third Philip Kearny married
Sussannah Watts, a.
'
Scotchwoman, daughter of John Watts (the first) who was
attorney general of New· York, speaker of the colonial
legislature, member of the king's council for seventeen
years, rich merchant and trustee of King's (now Columbia)
College .. He is to be distinguished from his son, John Watts,
Jr., (uncle of Stephen Watts Kearny), last royal recorder
of New York, whose statue stands in Trinity churchyard,
Wall Street, New York City, where the bodies of Kearny's
'

-

'

.-~

3. Lamb, New York City.

\\
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parents both lie in the Kearny vault, now owned by General John Watts Kearny. Kearny's own body lies in St.
'
George's Episcopal cemetery in St. Louis.
From the above marriage was born Stephen Watts
Kearny, in Newark, New Jersey in 1794, in the "Kearny
Homestead," built by Philip Kearny and owned by his lineal
descendants until 1910 when it was taken by the Normal
School. The Homestead stood across the Passaic River from
Kearny, New Jersey, five miles from New· York City, and
was alike the home of, and named for, Stephen Watts Kearny's nephew, Maj-Gen. Philip Kearny, who was stationed
in California in 1851 and who, by defeating the Rogue
River Indians, opened the way from California to Oregon,•
and who, with Richard Stockton, "Signer," represents New
Jersey in Statuary Hall in the capitol at Washington as
"New Jersey's two most illustrious sons." Stephens Watts
Kearny was a nephew of Capt. James Lawrence of "Don't
give up the ship" fame; and also a first cousin of another
nephew of Capt. Lawrence, Commodore Lawrence Kearny,
who "established the traditional American policy of the
Open Door in China in 1842."" Commodore Kearny's house,
"Kear:ny Cottage" at Perth Amboy, was lived in unti}
1922 by three generations of Kearnys (including S. -W.
Kearny's father), but is now publicly owned and stands in
a public park. "Kearny Castle" iri Kearny, N. J., built by
Gen. Philip Kearny in 1850, is now owned by his son.
·
From the above data it is seen that one Irish, one English, one French, and one Scotch strain. impregnated the
blood of General Stephen Watts Kearny. But this is only .
half the story, for through Sussannah Watts, his mother,
he was a member of the Van Rensselaer, Van Courtlandt,Schuyler, DeLancey, and Nicoll families; and so additional
strains alike of French and English blood and new strains
of Dutch blood in three distinct lines "distributed" Kearny's
4. DePcyster, Philip Kearny.
5. Tyler Dennett, America-ns in £'astern Asia; Prof. Willis Fletcher Johnson,

etc.
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racial composition. Kearny was essentially American!
The Jrish 'strain was there, but if any one blood predominated it was French, Dutch or English."
L. B. B.

S. W. K. To

HIS BROTHER RAVAUD

Wednesday morning, 1807 ·
I have not received a letter
from you my Dear Brother
.
- .
I don't know when & I hope you are not a going to stop. I
want to know if you will with me kill of [f] · all the ban toms
& I .will send John's down pretty soon then we will have
some fine fowels, J arne Plat's cock and Sidmans fight like
·the duce & neither one will not give up yesterday they got
at it but I parted them I wish you would let me know if
you will do that & if you will- I will buy some fowels & let
mama have these.
· I remain to be yours,
SWK
[Inscription:]
:Mr. R a Kearny
New York

S. W. K. To

HIS BROTHER RAVAUD

Dear Brother :
I take the present opportunity of letting you know of
the Great Battle that has been fought this side of the
Pasaik "this morning at half .Past ten I armed General
white with an intention of driving Major Red off these
plains. they engaged, a small skirmish ensued in which the
Gen. was victorious (like the never failing Sir W. Wallace
he drives all before) no great loss on either side the Major
retreated-afterwards your little ensign had a most terrible ·
'

6. Jones, History of St. Peter's Church, Perth Amboy ( 1925), giving the Kearny
1
genealogy.
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engagement with the Genl which would have proved fatal
to one side or the other, had not my all powerful arm as
Lord Randolf in the engagement between Douglas & Glenalvon drew the sword & swore "he that struck the next blow
'
should
be my enemy[.] at this word they halted I took the ·
.
Gen. & put him 'in close confinement for having engaged
with such superior force- It is expected that the next time
they engage, it will be a most desperate battle, both armies
are in good repair waiting for an attack-if you give this
to Lang & Turner it may be important to some People who
deal in feathers because both sides were almost stript- -----:-----:---~---------------

once more
Dear Brother
We all were very much disappointed at your not coming
up the other day for the Party at Dy-which you promised
me you would___:_however none of the girls were pleased but
I really was delighted we had the all accomplished Miss
Eliza Macomb there and if you knew what an impression
she has on me I know you would pity me but I am born to
trouble~! must sigh & bless her but never expect more,
I resign all pretences to Miss D-therefore now you may
have her Mother is well and all the family! salute you with distinction
(Signed)
S. W. Kearny
Remember me to all the
GALS
Hanc literam flammis uve
[Inscription :]
Mr. Rd Kearny
No 2 Gr.eenwich Street
New York

[No postmark, but endorsed :J
S. W. Kearny 1809 or 10
N.ark (Newark)
merry letter

•
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I

HIS BROTHER RAVAUD

Sackets Harbor
July 8, 1819

Dear R~tv--d
Yours of the 18th ulto,· I received, about a fortnight
since, & should have taken an earlier opportunity of acknowledging it, but for the public and private business·
that has 'til now so much engaged me, as to leave me nb
time, for iny absent friends.
In the first place, as you inform me, of your marriage, ,
allow me, to offer to yourself & wife, my most hearty &
sincere congratulations! may your lives be past in peace &
tranquility, & when old age, shall find you, at your happy
fireside, may you be able to look
. back
. at the days past,.
.
with pleasure, & the time, to come, with satisfaction! My·
best regards to your wife, whom tho' I had the pleasure
for but a short time, to see, I remember with pleasure, &
sincerely do I hope, that I am not forgotten by her!
. To let you know what is passing in this part of the
Country, probably may amuse you; & as some of your old
friends are engaged, it may probably interest you! about
the first of the montli, I was appointed by the officers
of the Army, a Committee to wait on Mr. How (whoresides at Brownville, & is practising law) to request him
to 'dine with us, on the .5th July, & deliver us an oration,
on that day! He had the day previous been informed, of
my intentions & therefore answered me, that as he had
expected me, he had taken the subject into consideration,
'that the recent death of his wife & a regard for his own
feelings, & the opinion of the world would not admit, of his
complying with my request! That if we should be situated
here, the next year, & should honor him in the same manner, he would with pleasure attempt it! He however said,
' he would dine with us! On the morning
of the 2d, a Com,
mittee waited on me, for the oration! I accepted, & on
the morning of the 4th delivered my speech .to the Reg't
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paraded, & large assemblage of males & Females-It was
of course, in the open air! To praise my own works would
not be modest, to dispraise, them, my friends say, would
not be just! Suffice it, to say, that tho' I had but two
days, I was constantly busy,· & from those, whom I have
a respect for, I understand my time, was well employed!
On the 5th all the officers of the army, their wives; & Sis•
ters, (of whom we have several,) sat down at our mess
table in number about 50! Mr. Leroy, & some one or two
countesses, & Marchionesses, from Leroyville, & Mrs. Genl
Brown, & family, as well as Mr. How, dined with us! He
speaks to me, very frequently of you, & remembers you, with
much warmth & with much feeling! He always enquires
after you, & always desires, me, to remember him, to you.
I am very careful, to pay him, all the attentions in my
power! I most sincerely pity him! He like a boy, nearly
at the top of the ladder, made a misstep, & down he feU!
His spirits are better, than they were, two months since,
but the 'change, I see in him now, from what I once knew
him, as well as thinking, if he ever com.mitted a crime, (of
which he has been accused, but of which I have my doubts,)
that he has sufficiently atoned for it, compels me, and enlists me, in his behalfYours truly
·Step. W. Kearny
[Inscription:]
Rev'd R. Kearny
East Chester
N.Y.

S. W. K. To

HIS BROTHER RAVAUD

Ulster
July 4, 1832
My dear Brother
. I received a letter from you, several weeks since, when
I was at Mrs. V. Hoines, saying you would expect me shortly in Canandaigua. I had promised myself the pleasure

I

I
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of seeing you and Mrs. K. ere this-But the events of our
lives, are uncertain-a fortnight ago, I went from Belleville to. N. J., intending to remain there a day or two, &
then after a short visit to John, to proceed to your ·residence. But on reaching N. York, I found Instructions there
for me, from the War Department, to relieve Col. Twiggs,
in the Superintendance of the Recruiting Service. I have
done so--my duties have kept me in the neighborhood of
the city and will detain me, for a few days longer-jwhen
I have leisure, which will be in a we'ek or so, I much .fear
that the reports of the calera, will prevent me, from going
North-not that I have any apprehensions myself-But. I
am no longer a Single Man-1 have others whose feelings
are to be consulted. I hope it will not be long, before this
Scourge will pass away, & the minds of our good People
again assume their wonted propriety.. A day or two since
there was a great alarm in the city, on account of the report of several cases of the col era, being Here-John has
just told, that the city papers of yesterday, state the re- ·
· ports to be false, & that the deaths were caused by the common diseases of the country.
Nancy is very much of an Invalid-altho' she has a
good appetite, I think it, a diseased one-she is as helpless
as an Infant--cannot walk without being supported,--cannot speak, but by sign & letters-has no control over her
nerves.:_laughs and cries like a Baby. Her term of life is
almost expired-! think it impossible she can Survive the
Fall. She is prepared for another world. Being so, & having no enjoyment in this, & offering none to others, her
death cannot be lamented.
As my duties will keep me in this Section of Country,
with my Head Quarters in the city, for 2 years, I shall
have frequent opportunities of seeing you. I shall avail
. myself of the first safe period to visit you. My wife joins
me in her love to Helen & yourself.
Yours
.
s. w. K.

'j
I

I

I

I
I

I

I
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Mr. R. Kearny
[P. S.] We have no accounts of Susan & Elisa-I presume they must during the alarm, have left' Montreal, for
, the Country, & been beyond the reach of a Post office. If
any thing had happened to them, their names would have
been mentioned in the 'Papers.
[Postmarked:]
[Inscription :]
Tivoli N. Y.
Revd R. Kearny
Jul. 4
Canandaigua
New York
S. W. K. To

HIS NEPHEW RAVAUD
'

Fort Leavenworth, FebrY. 24m. '42
My. dear Nephew
About three weeks since I received yours of the 5th
ulto' from Clermont, & as you announced your intention of
returning shortly to the college in Schenectady, I presume
these lines will find you at your studies.
I was very much pleased to hear from you, and highly
gratified with the style of your letter! It does you much
credit! I hope you will continue to write to me, and I shall
be pleased to hear frequently from you, but you must not
expect a letter in return for each one you send to me! I
have at times much writing to do, on account of the Public
Service & I believe it is that which has caused of late years
such a distaste in me for private correspondences.
To answer the questions contained in your letter &
in the order they appear there, I have to state, that there is
no situation in my Regiment suitable for you,- excepting
that of a. Commissioned· officer, which by the Regulations
of the Department, you cannot obtain 'til you are 21-that
regulation would unquestionably be done away with immediately upon the event of a War between our Country
& Great Britain, & altho' "the signs of the Times" not long
since were in favor of such a War, yet I regret to say, that
I no longer consider them so! I say regret, because I think
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a War must ensue before our difficulties are settled, and
I therefore think the sooner it comes, the better! A War
would tend to unite the feelings of our People & of our
Public Men, who would then be willing to put the Country
in a state of Defence, which they will not do, in these times
of Peace.
Your name could not now be entered on any list, ·so
as to give you a preference. for a commission when you
reach 21, & as you
. are now but .19 I think it is deserving
your most serious consideration, if it would not be more
adviseahle for you to abandon all idea of entering the Army,
& choosing some other Profession, to which you can ,at
once turn your attention! If you continue firm in your
faith of entering the Army, I will give you what influence
I may possess at Washington, if you will remind me of
it, a year & a half hence.
I have a little family (two Boys & three girls) growing up around· me; of the former one will be 9, the oth~r
8 years old, next Month! · A Year hence I must send them
both from here to some good school at the East, but where
I have not yet decided! As they will be so young they will
require some good, kind People to take charge of them, to
supply in a measure the care of a Mother & of a Father!
where would you recommend me to send them?
We have here but little news except what we get by our
letters & Papers from the East! The Indians on this frontier are perfectly quiet, & fair prospects of their continueing so! our Winter has apparently passed off, having
given us but very little cold weather, & we are now looking for Steam Boats from Saint Louis to enliven us again.
I was in Saint Louis this Winter, called there on Public business! I preferred my Horse to the Stage, or other
conveyance & so rode there & back.
Your Aunt is quite well and joins me in love & kind
remembrance.
Yours truly '
S. W. Kearny
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[Postmarked:]
Fort Leavenworth, Mo.
Feby. 25

[Endorsed (by addresse ?) in· · ·
gothic style letters]
Col. Stephen Watts Kearny;
1st Dragoons, U. S. Army.
GEN. PHILIP KEARNY

To MRS. S. W. K.

New York, June 22' 1845
My dear Mary
My Brothers last letter was the day of his leaving for
Fort Leavenworth for his departure West-upon a ve1y
interesting expedition which I hear talked of on all sides
with great interest, and by persons not knowing our. family
am frequently asked is Col. Kearny
a relation of mine &
'
I n,ever fail to reply he was my Mothers Baby the youngest of 16 children-& he expects to have as many. he sent
me the family record & I though you had already made progress-only 7 more to make up the number-I hear they
are very fine children & looking over all their names I have
been surprised not to find one of my Brothers own 'familyare they· all fancy names---.or are they all your own family
names-I am curios to know what could have induced· my
Brother to seperate his family from ours-for I think family names of the father for boys is a strong bond of Union
between families & a respect seems due to them-& I should
'
think if Stephen were such a derelict from his duties-=my Sist~r should have kept him straight. When you read
this, perhaps both You and he may say, what right has my
Brother to question us-my answer is ready a Brothers
right-a Claim too strong to be lightly considered. Now

.

'
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verily I cant but think there has been some conceit attached
to this-That yr children are to be something superior-:heads of great families like some of the Israelites of Old,
Dukes, but you have both greatly miscalculated in my
mind-so far as names go, they indicate the decent of families & my Brothers family names are traced with his family
through the Irish Kings to the Spanish Monarchy-& should
not have been lightly consjdered-& therefore not too late
I claim the next 4 Boys be all of his family, & I claim the .
first be called Philip seeing Stephens father, Grandfather·
& Great grandfather were all called Philip-next boy John
Watts after his Mothers father-the first daughter Susan
after his mother & his fathers mother & leave to him selecting such other family names as he thinks· becoming in
proper respect to their memories. What you will say to
this legacy I dont consider-you may like a good & patient
.soul submit to' the dictates of what must be & educate them
to look to their family in these parts with strong affection-:-as-as good a legacy as you can leave them & I hope
it will prove so-for though not boastful, we consider ·no
family among us rank higher-We are considered a proud
family--in one sense, this may be so, for through centuries ·
to this day· we have always maintained our rank in this
Country..:_Ireland-England & Scotland with the highest
ranks in Society-& 'all jokeing apart this is a good reason
for keeping up family names and educating the Younger
famiJieg to look with affection to each other-Sometimes
we find a colt kicks in his harness-this must needs be
'
from bad crosses-but taken together their Blood is in
high repute. I am getting old & declining & would leave
this as •my' advise to My Younger Brother & Sister to think
upon & to act upon-In the education of children Dear
Mary, we find Nature has given to them different tastes
-'-Some · music-some drawing-dancing-mechanics-or
what not_:_but all are to be perfected in large & old Cities
of wealth-so I consider N. York to be the finisher in
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America of fine tastes & elegancies of Manners-so you·
'
must be sending
your children among their uncles & cosens
-to see the world-For European fashions etc come to us
by Wind & Steam almost as quick as thought-& though
we all dispise men & women of ineer fashion-yet here they
will acquire a finish, seldom to be found far removed from
these Cities. I was strongly. imprest with this, that after
the decease of their mother I left an injunction in my will
that my children should be brought up. in the City-So I
hope when yr boys grow large enough-& y' girls too, if
the destinies keep you far off, you will let them be a great
deal with us.' I dont know if you correspond with one of
our family-I think ought not be so-write me & soon &
tell me all you think about your family-what you hear of
the Col. & how long he may be gone. I dont see any chance
for his fight for ·some years-the English are backing out
as if ashamed of their big words-finding how little we
think of i~ I hope the Mexican will show as much wit,
if we have Texas united to these States-the Command of
the Cotton England will fear-least a war will create mobs
among her idle manufacturers-& neither country will fight
for right but negotiate a decision. I hope you see a great
deal of Die make much of each other-be attached to each
other-your children will also & grow up in love & affection-very little effects this-;-& great good arises from it
'-good when we cant see its workings. I look to the time
of your next visit with all your children with great pleasure. does Harriet remember Uncle Phill or Cosen Susan
-Kiss her for me-she is most Ten Years I think latter
part of Sept. when .I shall toast her-as I shall M;ary's in
July-who I hear is also like Harriette a sweetly beautiful
girl. Tell William if he will write me we will commence and
keep up a correspondence. I hear he is smart & lazy-tell
him he must remember his parents hopes as the eldest of
his Broth. & Sisters are upon him-& he must open upon
me a letter. Susan had a letter from Mr. Macomb from

.. ·....
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St. Louis & from Fort Leavenworth-! dont understand
'
if he was staying with you or no-1 suppose however he
was & shall question him closely about you all on his return. I take great interest in fine children of our family
-Susan has a very fine girl 3 years old in Feby last-very
beautiful-very affectionate & very sensible-fine health
& tall of her age-Dies little girl I hear is beautiful-.I long
very much to see & carress it. Susan is very \Veil now but
suffered intensly before leaving City from Neuralgia in her
face. Our ·old Mansion is looking sweetly beautiful-:-we
moved here on Monday last. We expect our Sister Elisa
with us soon with My Sister Susans two boys-they are
talented, well improved, very handsome & very genteel_:_ ·
our Brother Rayauds Daughter lives with us but in city
at this time. the Bell rings for dinner so adieu Your Affectionate Brother with love to Harriette & all My Nieces
& Nephews.
Philip Kearny
'

'

S. W. K. To

HIS WIFE

Remember me to Noble, Milly & the servantstell Noble I have my grey :rriule which I
·
brought from Leavenworth-my Bay horse gave
out & I left him, this side of Colorado .
•

'

.

San Diego-Upper California
Decem}? .19, 1846

My dear Mary
I have been here one week-have been anxious to write
to you, but no means of sending-In two days ~aj. Swords
will leave for the Sandwich Islands to get Provisions, &
I must write by him, hoping that he may find there some
vessel about starting for the U. States·
I know my dear wife. that you may be uneasy
about
..
me seperated as we are so far from each other_..:._Let me
therefore in the first place tell you that I am moving about
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as if nothing had happened to me-that my_appetite is perfectly good, & that I feel but very little inconvenience from
my wot1nds. they are healing up much faster than I could
have expected, & in one week more, I think I shall be perfectly & entirely recovered-as a good christian you wm
unite with me in thanks to our God, who directs all things,
that he has preserved me thro' the perils and dangers that
surrounded me-l have written a report to the Adj't Gen'l of
our action of the 6th Decemb. probably .that may be published in the Papers, when you will. see .it. In the mean
time I have to tell you, that on the 6th at day break with
about 80 men we attacked a Party of 160 Mexicans which
we defeated after an hours fight, & drove them from th·_
field-this was at San Pasqua! & about 40 miles from this
place. We gained a victory over the enemy, but paid most
dearly for it-Capts. Moore and Johnston, ·and Lieut Hammond, with 2 sergts. 2 Corpls. & 10 Priv'. of Dragoons were
killed-about 16 of us were wounded, myself in 2 places in
the left side by lances, one of which bled very freely, which
was of advantage to me. The loss of our killed is deeply
felt by all particularly by myself who very much miss my·
aid Johnston who was a most excellent & talented Soldier, &
Capt Moore who displayed great courage & chivalry in th~:
fight, as did Lieut Hammond. Capt Turner is now. with
me-he· is perfectly well-was not wounded but had· his
jacket, tho' not his skin, torn-Lieut Warner of the Topo.
Eng'. received three wounds, but is now nearly well-__:_Mr.
Robideaux, ·my interpreter, is wounded, but is recovering.
Poor Johnstons loss will be felt by many & perhaps not
least by Miss Cotheal, a sister of. Mrs. Maj. Swords, to
whom he was en·gaged-:-I have now my dear wife given
you some items so that your own mind may be easy. do
not think that I am worse than I represent myself, for
it is not so-l expect in less than a week to be on my horse
& as active as I ever was.
Your brother William I learn is quite well-he is in

(
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the Warren & in the Bay of San Francisco, about a weeks
& the Artillery from New York are, or when to expect
them -- the great difficulty of getting information here
sail from here-I hope to see him 'ere long-He will not
be able to get back to the U. S. before next Summer. Co·m~
modo:re Stockton is at this place with 3 of his ships & has
4 or 500 of his Sailors & Marines here in Town to garrison
it-Among them are many very clever fellows & some Messmates of Williams, who have lately, left the Warren & from
whom I have heard of him.
We had a very long & tiresome march of it from Santa
fe-we came down the Del Norte 230 miles-then· to the
River Gila (pronounced Hela) G & i in Spanish sounding .
like H & e in english-we ·marched 500 miles down that
River, having most of the way a bridle path, but over a very
rough & barren country-It ·surprised me to see so much
land that can never be of any use· to man or beast-we
traveled many days without seeing a spear of grass, & no
vegetation exception a species of the Fremontia, & the Mus. queet tree, something like our thorn, & which our Mules
eat, thorns & branches to keep them alive after· crossing
the Colorado & getting about 100 miles this side of it, the
Country improved, & about here is well enough, tho' having but very little timber & but few running streams-the
climate is very dry & tho' this is the rainy Season of the
Year, yet we have more clouds to threaten us; than rain to
fall upon us - there is no cert,ainty of a crop in this part
of the world, unless the land is irrigated from running
streams.
Lieut Col Fremont is still in California, & we are daily
expecting to hear from him. He went up the coast to raise
Volunteers from the Emigrants from Missouri, to attack
the Californians, 700 of whom are now said to be in Arms
about 100 miles from here- Fremont, it is supposed is not
far from them - if he has not force enough, it is expected
that he will send word to us - I have not heard of Capt
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Cooke & the Mormons, tho' hope to see them here in less
than a month. I am also ignorant where the Volunteers
renders it necessary, that all our plans should be well considered before attempting to put them in execution - When
I get the Volunteers into the Country, I can drive the enemY out of it with ease, tho' at present they have the advantage of us, as they are admirably mounted & the very
best riders in the World - hardly one, that is not fit for
the Circus - This is a great Country for cattle & horses,
very many of both run wild & are never caught except
when wanted for Beef or to be broken-a fine Mare is worth
about $2- an unbroken horse 5 ~a broken one 10 ~so
you ·see that flesh is cheap - - If you have any curiosity
·to know where San Diego is, you will find it on the maps in
lat 33° on the Pacific & not far from the lower end of Upper
California- We have the Ocean in sight, & hear the rolling waves which sound like rumbling thunder-We have
abundance of fine fish, furnished us by the Navy, who each
day catch enough in their Nets to supply all. In 6,days we
shall have Christmas & a week after that a New Year-May
we all live my dear Mary to be reunited before the year is
past-you must take good care of yourself & all of our little
ones, so that when I return our numbers will be complete
- I have not heard from you since your letter to me of the
19". August, (4 Months since) I suppose Lieut Smith may
have a letter & mail for me, & that he may be coming with
Capt Cooke, who I sent back on the 6." Octob to command
th(' Mormons, as soon as I heard of the death .of my friend
Capt Allen. What great changes have taken place in the
Regt, within the last 6 months take care. of yourself & the
young ones - Regards to John & Sophie - I hope they
like their farm near Saint Louis - I wonder how you get
on in the management of business, & in your Money affairs
- I will be able in a month or two to send to you some more
Pay accounts- I have remaining from what I brought from
Fort Leavenworth, enough to carry me thro' this month,
'

'
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having paid for everything I have got since I left there Should Mr. Kennedy or others pay you, so that you have
more than you want for use, put it out at 10 per cent for
not less than 3, nor more than 5 years - consult Patterson
or Col Brant, & let either of them attend to the business
for you. .
.
Love again to you & the children - Yours ever most
truly S. W. K.
Phil has been for years sighing for a Captaincy - He
is now entitled to CompY B which was poor Johnstons, who
succeeded Sumner - Lieut Love went to recruit it. Johnston was killed before Capt Moore, & thus Phill was entitled to first vacancy. Say nothing of this, except to Phil
himself. and My regards to Major & Mrs. Stewart - also
·to Mrs. Hunt & my friend Bishop Hawkes & wife - I wish
I were with you now to pass at least the Christmas Holydays
-But as that is impossible, I must endeavor to content myself in thinking the more of you & the children - Kiss all
my dear little ones for me- I hope William & Charles are
learning fast - Harriet, I am certain is improving & Min& Lou, no doubt, also-:- Puddy, Clarence & the youngest must occupy your time I hope that you have some good
woman in your nursery to take care of them.
Envelope
[Endorsed] Received at the Adjutant General's office July
12th, 1847
[post mark]
Mrs. S. W. Kearny
Wa:shington City
Saint Louis Missouri
U. S. of America
LUDLOW & SMITH

To S. W. K.
St.. . Charles Theatre
. .
March 31st, 1848
'

General Kearny ·
Dear Sir
Permit us among many others of your countrymen to
•

'
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express our pleasure on beholding you in this QUr beautiful Crescent City.
We have been more than gratified within the last
twenty four hours in finding our own admiration of your
late military Career expressed by many of the good people of
this City - and at the same time have discovered an universal wish to behold the man who has so very essentially
added to the splendour of the American Arms.
We shall be most happy General,
if you will do us the
'
favor of. attending the
. St. Charles Theatre tomorrow evening (Saturday) - and permit us to· announce the same to
the public.
We know there is a strong desire among the Citizens
to see you.
It would afford us much pleasure would you extend
the invitation in our name to Capt. Radford (your brotherinlaw) -and such of your Military or Naval friends as you
would like to have with you.
A· Box will be appropriated to yourself and friends.
In addition to the inducement of a good play-we offer
you that of witnessing the first appearanq~ in this city of
the young and talented Miss Julia Deane whose mother we
believe you may remember, Julia Drake of Kentucky celebrity.
With much respect we have the honor to be your
Obt Servants,
Ludlow & Smith
P. S. Will you be kind enough to return an answer by the
bearer-we wish to know as early as possible on account
of the announcement.
L. & S.
P. S. Extra Perhaps it would be proper to state that we
have extended the like invitation to Genl Twiggs for the
same evening.
your obt Serts
L&S
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[Inscription :]
General S. W. Kearny
St. Charles Hotel
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MAJOR THOMAS

To S. W. K.

Head Quarters, Army of Mexico
Mexico, May 6, 1848
General:
Your letter of April 14th, received yesterday, has been
laid before the Commanding General, who instructs me .to
say that he wishes the Recruits belonging to Regiments in
and near this City, sent forward as they arrive at Vera
Cruz, if in sufficient bodies to ensure their safety on their
route through the country. He regards it as of great im. portance that Recruits should join their Regiments and be
distributed among the· several Companies, as soon after
their arrival in the country as possible.
The General has understood unofficially that you have
been sick since your arrival at Vera Cruz and he desires
me to say that if your health requires it and you wish to
do so, you can leave your station and come tq this City.
Should you leave it is hoped you may be able to leave the
command in the hands of an officer: of experience. ·
I am Sir,
Very Respy your Obt. Sevt.
L. Thomas
Asst. Adj. Gral.
Bl·ig. Genl.
S. W. Kearny
Comdg. Dept. Vera Cruz
[Endorsed]
Mexico, May 6, 48
Maj. Thomas
As. Adjt. Gnl.
Recruits to be sent forward to join their Regts,--

'.
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Genl K-y may come up to Mexico, if he desires to do so
May 11th, 48
ADJUTANT GENERAL

To MRS. KEARNY

The Adjutant General, deeply sympathising with Mrs.
Kearny in her bereavement, has the honor of enclosing to
b.er the General Orders announcing the melancholy event to
~he Army.
Adjutant General's Office
Washington, Novr. 9, 1848

•
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DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE RIO GRANDE
PUEBLOS, NEW MEXICO
By ADOLPH

·Part I -

F.

BANDELIER

1536 to 1542 (continued)

The next day, Garcia Lopez de Cardenas approached.
one of the Tigua villages with a view to a p~riey, but he
found the place barricaded by means of "big pieces .of
wood"" (The ·cottonwood trees growing in the Rio Grande
val.ley furnished· this material.) The Indians were shouting
and killing with arrows the horses that ran hither
. . and thither in fright. No headway could be made, the Indians
obstinately refusing to have a talk." They kept themselves with their pueblos. Hence Coronado gave orders to
Cardenas to attack and give rio quarter. The village first
assailed· was the one where the affair with the woman had
taken place. The Spaniards succeeded in surprising the
aborigines and in reaching the liousetops, although many
of the \Vhites were wounded by arrows. The Spaniards
maintained themselves on the roofs all of that day, the
night, and the following 'day in part, but they had to defend themselves .constantly with crossbows and harkbusses,
without being able to reach the interior of the village. During that time the horsemen were scouring the near neighborhood and protecting the Mexican Indians. The latter
74. Cibola, p. 434. Compare with: Relaci6n del Suceso, p. 324. I have already
referred ~o the interesting confirmations by Espejo. Francisco LOpez de Gomara,
Primera Y Segunda Parte de la Historia de las lndias, (in Vedia, Historiado~es primitivos de Indias, I, p. 288). Gomara had the first edition of this work printed in
1553, or twelve years after the events, but he was not himself in America. Hence
his st-atements are somewhat confused. Thus he alludes to the loss of thirty horses
and, afterwards, to the death of several Spaniards and fifty of their animals, men1
tioning als the capture of one Ovando, which occurred at Tiguex.
75. They also, in ali probability, kneW that animals could be used as beasts
of burthen, since the Indians from the plains used dogs for ·that purpose.
76. Cibola, p. 434: "y hall6 los pueblos serrados con palenques."
77. Ibidem.
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were engaged in digging under the houses. Into these excavations brush was piled and set on fire. The smoke aris)ng
therefrom at last compelled the besieged to surrender.
What follows is told, not
only by Castaneda'" but also
.
by Mota Padilla, as will be found hereafter. The Indians
having laid down their arms were led to the tent in which
Cardenas was at the time. The latter (so Castaneda as;..
serts) was not informed of their surrender and ordered
them to be burnt at the stake. Noticing the unmistakable
preparations that were being made for it, the prisoners
took hold of anything for their defense. A struggle followed, in which the Tigua prisoners were driven from the
tent into the open, where the cavalry charged them. A
few only escaped, hiding in the villages till after nightfall;
when they fled. This action on the part of Garcia Lopez
de Cardenas (for which he was afterwards severely punished in Spain) 80 made further negotiations impossible. War
had begun and war continued for sometime. At that time
began also the great fall of snow that had overtaken Tristan
· de Arrellanosoa with the main force on their way to Tiguex.
They 1'eached the pueblo where the Spaniards had been
quartered, almost at the same time that Cardenas came ·in
from his unfortunate success. Castaneda assures us that
the snowfall was of such long duration that, for two months,
no military movements were possible. AlL efforts of Coronado to treat with the Tiguas were fruitless. 8'
7

'

~

78. Ibidem.
79. Cibola, p. 435.
SO. Mota Padilla, HistOTia, p. 161: "Esta acci6n se tuvo en Espafia por mala,
y con razcn, porque fue una crueldad considerable: y habiendo el maese de campo
Garcia Lopez pasado a Espafia aheredar un mayorazgo, estuvo preso en una fortaleZa
por este cargo." The occurrence related is well known. Castafieda gives the detailed acc•Junt, Cibola. p. 435." Relaci6n del Suceso, p. 325, only states : · "hicieeronse
fuertes en sus pueblos, di6seles luego guerra, y el primero fue D. Garcia-Lope~ e
le tom6 e hizo· justicia de n1uchos del!os." - Gomara, flistor-ia (in Vedia I~ p. 288)
mentions the Tigua war in a general way.
80a. As firF-t suggested by Lowery. this ·was the officer, Tristan de Luna y
Arrel!ano, who later (1559-1561) commanded an expedition for the conquest ,of
Florida. (v. "The Luna Papers," ed. and tr. by H. I. Priestley). -L. B. B.
81. Cibola, p. 435-6 and 437.

'
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It is not to be overlooked that, in this emergency as
well as later on, no efforts were made by other Pueblo
tribes ' however near the Tigua. range, to take part in favor
of their congeners.· . Not even the other Tigua villages came
to the rescue of their relatives at once. Several possibilities present themselves in explanation. There may not have
been a formal obligation, on the part of other Pueblo stock,
to come to the assistance
their endangered neighbors.
· The outsiders may have judged of the cause of hostilities
in a different way than the party directly concerned, or,
lastly, they may have been held back by fear of Spanish
armament and bravery. No explanation of any kind is
furnished by the documents; the. Indian side of the matter
is unknown to us. Castaneda mentions that the fugitives
sent. messengers "all over the country to inform [other
puebloR] that the Spaniards violated the treaties, which
-did us much harm in the future." We shall see that such
was hardly the case, according_ to Castaneda's own statements.'"
Coronado left nothing untried to re-establish connections with the Tiguas. He sent messengers "in every direction" to that effect, but the Indians refused, upbraiding
the Spaniards for their treacherous conduct, and also with
the captivity of the Pecos chiefs. For one of the peace
seekers the· unlucky selection of Garcia Lopez de Cardenas.
was made. Castaneda here makes the following statment:
. Cardenas "one day set out with thirty soldiers for Tiguex."
(Tiguex, heretofore mentioned as a tribal range, here appears as a village!) Cardenas intended to communicate
with the Indian already alluded to as "Juan Aleman." When
he approached the place and made signs that he wanted
a parley, the aborigines replied that he should dismount,
come nearer and leave his escort behind, that Aleman and
another chief would come to him. These two envoys gave
him to understand that, as they. carried no weapons, he ·

of

82.

Cibola, p. 435.
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also should divest himself of his arms. Against the warnings of his companions (from a distance probably) Cardenas disarmed and Juan Aleman embraced him, but at that
moment two other Indians struck him with their clubs, so
that he fell fainting. Two horsemen who had remained at
·a lesser distance than the rest, saved him from capture or
death, hut the Indians had withdrawn to the village and,
when the main escort reached the· spot, showered arrows
upon the whites wounding many seriously and compelling
them .to retire. At another village "a league and· a half
further" Cardenas was also receivM with a shower of arrows: The Tiguas, at least, had become thoroughly aroused
and had mostly gathered in the two last·mentioned villages,
so that C~ronado found himself confronted by nearly the
entire available force of that Rio Grande Pueblo stock.""
From the last mentioned of the two .villages "the In.
dians . . . . came out in great numbers to attack them
[the whites]." The latter feigned a retreat, luring the Tiguas into the plains, where the cavalry charged and routed
them, killing "some of the most daring ones."
Thereupon Coronado resolved to put "siege to Tiguex."
(I again call attention to the possible contradiction in Castaneda, of calling 'here a village by the name of what he
previously termed a "province.") That siege was initiated
by an unsuccessful assault, in which the storming party
used ladders. The Indians held stones in readiness on the
housetops and hurled them on the assailants wounding more
than twenty, of which number several died, owing to the
inefficiency of the surgeon, says Castaneda."' The siege or
rather blockade lasted fifty days, during which time several
84

83. ·Cibola, 4.35 and 436 ~ "porque en estos dos lugares se auia recogido toda
la gente de aquellos pueblos." Relaci6n del Suceso, p 325: "desamvararon los }Jueblos
aalvados."
84. Ibidern.
8~.
CiboU., p. 435. I call attention to the title of cap. XVI. "como se puso
cerco a tiguex y se gano.H also (p. 436.) Hhaciendo rostro al pueblo de Tiguex."
Still it might be that, in this instance, the whole tribe might have been meant, since
most of the people' had gathered
in that particular village.
.
.
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fruitleRs assaults .were made. But the people within the
pueblo suffered greatly from lack of water and they "dug
a deep well inside the village, without finding any, aiJ.d
ev~n the soil gave way while the digging went on, "burying thirty persons."so
/
In the statements concerning this blockade or siege
indications are found concerning the situation of the pueblo
in question, as well as the· approximate date of events.
Speaking of the sally. of the Indians (attempting to take
the offensive) Castaneda observes that, when the Indians
had been routed to the level, they fled to the heights. This
may indicate that the village was on the right bank of the
river where, indeed, the rim of a mesa approaches the Rio
Grande, whereas on the left bank quite an extensive plain
extends to the base of the abrupt Sandia chain.S a In re-:
gard to dates, it has been stated already that warlike operations were begun by the Spaniards in December. The fifty
days given as duration of the "siege" would carry to the
beginning of April, which indeed (as will hereafter be seen)
coincides fairly with the date of Coronado's departure for
Quivira.s·
The Indians defended themselves obstinately, more
than two hundred of their number perishing in the engage6

86. Ibidem. "el c;erco dur6 sinquenta dias . . . y lo que mas les Aquexo fue no
tenian agua y hic;ieron dentro del pueblo un poso de .grandissima hondura y no
pudieron sacar agua antes se les derrumb6 a el tiempo que lo hac;ian y les mat6
treint.a personas murieron de los c;ercados docientos hombres de dentro en los coinbates y un diri que se les di6 un combatc rec;io mataron de los nro~ a frallcisco de
obando capitan y maestre de campo. . . . .. This is the officer alluded to by Gomara.
86a. Of the "twelve villages"' of the southern Tiguas (v. p. 332) occupying
both sides . of the Rio Grande from Isleta to Sandia, it will probably never be
decided which this particular village was. It should he noted; however, that Dr.
Hackett (Old Santa Fe," II, 381-391) has definitely shown that the pueblo of
Alameda was west of the river and seven and a half or eight leagues north of
Isleta ; that PuarUy was east of the river and one league above Alameda; and Sandia
also was east of the river, a league north of Puar<iy. This would put the pueblo
of Alameda about where the old plaza of Corrales is today.
One of the Otermin documents (v. Twitchell, Spanish Archives. II, p. 51) was
dated: "At this camping place of the Rio del Norte overlooking the three pueblos
of Alameda, Puaray and Zandia.
. ." -L. B. B.
87. !l;idem. p. 436, "los demas se recogieron al pueblo y a lo alto." In regard to Coronado's departure, see later.
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ments. The besiegers also suffered sensible loss, at least
two officers being. killed; one of them after his capture by
the natives. The besieged at last asked for a parley, the
purpose of which was almost .startling." They demanded
that the women and children should be allowed to leave the
pueblo, wh~reas the men insisted upon staying and continuing to r·~sist. Castaneda attributes this request to the conviction, on the part of the Tiguas, that the Spaniards would not
offend women and children. About 100 of the defenceless
t}len cnme out, more remained, and all overtures for peace
made by Coronado failed. Two weeks later the Tiguas made
a determined effort. to evacuate the pueblo at night. They
"came out, the women marching in the center of the troop."
But they were noticed by the sentinels, and the Indians
thereupon attacked desperately killing one soldier, a horse,
and wounding several men. The outcome was the almost
total destruction of the fugitives. The action must have
taken place close to the river, since many of the fugitives
were driven into it and a· large number of wounded were
afterwards found on the opposite bank. This indicates again
that the action took place on the right bank. The pueblo was
. easily taken in consequence, very few Indians continuing
to resist in what Castaneda calls the "suburbs" of the place,
where they defended themselves for a few days yet."'
During this time the other village had also been taken.
Its inhabitants also tried to escape, but were overtaken
and scattered. The village was sacked and about a hundred women and children. that had been left there, were
made prisoners. Castaneda here makes the extraordinary
statement that "that siege was concluded at the end of
88. CH~ola, p. 436 and 437. Usually, Indians are careful ·to hide their women
and children from an enemy and to save them if possible.
89. Cil}ola, p. 437. Relaci<)n del Suceso, p. 325, "e aunque otra vez en el mismo
tiempo torn~mos a cntrallc, al fin no se pudo ganar todo, y a esta causa. estuvo
~ercado tod<• este tiempo e los tomamos por sed, e duraron tanto a causa que ]es
nev6 dos ve.-;es ya que .estaban para rendjrse; al .fin los tom amos I murieron muchos
porque se salian de noche."
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1542," -- so Ternaux-Compans has translated the passage
which ' in the original reads: "this siege
ended at the close
of March of the year forty-two.""• The date of the y¢ar
shows, that Castaneda's memory had faded somewhat during the many years elapsing between the events and the
time he wrote- the month however, agrees well with the
previous indication concerning the length of the blockade.
While the blockade of- ''Tiguex" lasted, Coronado had
gone in person to Cicuye (Pecos) and permitted the return
of the chief "Bigotes" to his home." It is noteworthy that
the Pecos Indians received Coronado peaceably thus showing that there was no solidarity between them and the Tiguas. After hostilitie~ on the Rio Grande had come to an
end, exploring parties were sent in several directions ai1d
their experience .proved (what I have already stated) that
the other Pueblo stock did not consider themselves affected iby the straits in which the Spaniards had placed the
Tiguas. The village of Cia on the Jemez river even sent
in a message which Castaneda calls "submission." He describes the place (which he calls "Chia") as "a large village, very populous, four leagues west of the river." Coronado reposed so much confidence in the Cia people that he
left them four pieces of small artillery that were in bad
condition. They were of bronze." The people of Cia belong, as is well known, to the Queres stock, speaking that
1

90. This is from Ternaux:-Compan::;. rrhe original reads: Cibola, :P. 437, ··acabose.
este C;erco en fin de M~r~o del afio di! quarenta y dos." Ternaux.Compans does

not mention the month.
91. · Cibola, p. 439. How he was received by the Pecos is related as follows:
':y como llei?'6 a cicuye fue re.;ibido de paz y cntrO en el pueblo con algunos soldados
eiios re<;ihieron a su gouernador con .mucho ~mar y fiesta." - Coronado had taken
with him the so-called "governor." While he possibly had no knowledge of the
true chmacter of that functionary. his action in this case proved to be very wise.
What is today called the cacique can leave his village only in extraordinary circumstances and it was very wise on the part of Coronado to surrender that prisOner
first, keepjng "Bigotes" as hostage. The latter was of not so much consequence
to the tr~be, whereas the former, as religious head, could not be missed by his
people.
92. It is t<O be noted that no artillery was used against the Tigua pueblos· as
the pieces were out of service "mal acondic:~onados." C·ibola, p. 439. More in~orma
tion on this matter is furnished by MOta Padilla, as will be seen later.

'
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language. Six Spaniards went up the Rio. Grande to the
Qui'rix, who dwelt in "seven villages." The "Quirix" were
manifestly the 'Rio Grande Queres, east of their relatives
at Cia. Only the first Queres pueblo ·showed signs of apprehension- by fleeing at the approach of the strangers,
but the latter soothed them, so that they- came back to their
homes. The other Queres s~ttlements were soon reassured
and brought to friendly terms."
Here Castaneda mentions but one village of Cia, later
he alludes to one also; but the seven · Queres pueblos of
which he writes can only be identified in part, at the present time. Proceeding up the river from Bernalillo, the
nearest Queres pueblo met with today is Katishtya or San
Felipe, some distance above it Kiua or Santa Domingo is
found. In 1541 that pueblo was called either Guipuy or
Huashpa-Tzena, probably the former. Southwest of Guipuy, between it and the Jemez river lay Tamaya or Santa
Ana, and three miles to the north of Guipuy, on the west
bank of the stream Kotyiti or Cochiti. The sites of these
pueblos have been changed since the middle of the sixteenth
century. Thus "Katishtya" has been moved twice and from
the east bank to the west, across the stream, and even for
a time its inhabitants sought refuge on the abrupt mesa
overlooking their present abode. Guipuy moved from its
former situation on the Galisteo creek above its mouth to
the river banks; Santa Ana has slightly shifted its location; and even Cochiti is no longer exactly where it stood
in Coronado's time. But the shiftings have been to comparatively short distances. The three other villages Castaneda
enumerates would be difficult to point out amongthe several abandoned Queres pueblos within the actual range of.
the Rio Grande stock."• Besides, it is not absolutely sure
93. I again call attention to the pronunciation of the consonant "X". Hence
Quirix should read "Quirish" or "Quiris." For the events narrated se~~ Cihol'a, p.
439. The first village is said to have contained about ~'gien ue~inos". This would
indicate a small pueblo only.
94. Ir• regard to the shiftings of the Queres .villages see my Final Report,
vaL II, pp , 139 to 199.
•
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the Spaniards were properly· informed, or that ·they properly understood the Queres language which they hear'd, .
most probably, for the second time only and for which language they, with equal probability, had no interpreter. It
may b.: that the three pueblos in question lie now in ruins
within the actual Queres range, but it may also be that the
Queres of Katishtya; when asked about the number of their.
villages {which question they undoubtedly understood) included in their reply Cia (or Tzia) and two pueblos now in
ruins but known to stand near the main village."'' I hold it
useless, in view of lack of trustworthy information, to
speculate on the matter. The conclusion of the strife with
the Tigua Indians marks a definite period in the History
of the Pueblos. Their people became, through the unfavorable exit of that war, convinced of the great superiority
of the white men's military power over their own, and th·e
subsequent unexpected reappearance of the Spaniards on
the Rio Grande (in 1580)
led to no conflicts, nothwith.
.
standing .the small number of the latter. The lesson of
1541 was not forgotten, since the tradition of the occurrences remai'ned among the Tiguas.
Almost as detailed on the subject of the war on the
Rio Grande as Castaneda, are the data given by Mota
Padilla. the importance of which data I have emphasized
several times. In what they agree with, or differ from,
Castaneda's statements must now be examined.
After confirming the fact that the group of Tiguex
consisted of twelve villages, the largest of which contained
about ''two hundred Indians," Mota Padilla states' that the
pueblo in which· the Spaniards quartered themselves was
called "Coofer.""" This name, or any other resembling .it,
appears, to my knowledge, in no other document and I am
.

----

95. ThE.: two villages were, and their ruins are today, called respectively ''Ka~
kan A-tza Tia" and "Ko-ha-sa-ya." The .former lies opposite the Cia of today,
the latter north of it. According to the traditions told me, however, .the abandonment of both pueblos would appear to have taken place previous to the arrival
of Coronado. Final Report, vol. II, p, 196.
9G. Iit'storia, p. 161 "Coofer"; ·p. 165, CfCoofert" .

•
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. unable to identify it. In case (which is subject to ,doubt
however) the name should be correctly reported, it was at
all events one of· the twelve villages of the Tiguex group.
I must remark, here, that Jaramillo (who has but a brief
mention of Tiguex) gives the number of villages as fifteen,
but expands the range over which these were scattered to
"twenty leagues.""' Mota Padilla mentions how the Tiguas·
at first received the Spaniards kindly, but. further on he
states: "But some wars [conflicts] broke out at Tiguex
because, when the horses once were pasturing by the river,
the Indians of a small pueblo fell upon them, killing more
than forty, and forthwith fortified themselves in their
village. Our people went to avenge this outrage, and, after
some fighting, the unfortunates surrendered. When they
had been bound our people cruelly killed more than one·
hundred and thirty, holding them to be beasts and because
there was no interpreter. This action was held in Spain
to be evil, since it was a considerable cruelty, and when
the Maestro de Campo Garcia LOpez went to Spain to inherit a mayorazgo he was imprisoned for it in a fortress."'s
The attempt to take Cardenas prisoner is then described
almost exactly as we learn it from Castaneda,"" but in regard to subsequent events Mota Padilla is more detailed. ·
"Forthwith it was resolved to destroy the pueblo by
all our people and, siege being put to it, the Indians proved
rebellious to all summons, and it was attempted to make a
breach. But when the clay coating on the surface had been
breken it was noticed that the wall inside was of palisades,
tree trunks and willows firmly planted :ln the ground, and
these resisted the blows given by poor iron bars, while,· at
the sarr{e time, they (the India~s) did much damage with
97. Rdaci6n hecha, p. 309, j'llegado al rio d<:! Tiguex, hay por el, en distancia
como de veinte leguas, Quince pueblos."
98. Hi-storia, p. 161. "U heredar. un mayorazgo."
99. IbUlem. Mota Padilla represents that the Indians tried to carry Cardenas
alive into the pueblo.--editor.
'
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stones from the roofs and with arrows through loopholes}'"••
The mention of the use of timber for the walls, covered by
a coating of clay, and the mention of loopholes deserves attention. The Spaniards placed a ladder,· after losing three
of their number in efforts to close the loopholes with mud,
to enter by narrow openings and other fruitless endeavors
of the' kind. On that ladder some of them reached the top
of the wall, but there they found that the natives had removed the roofs of many (upper) rooms, so that there
was no communication between them, and as there were
little towers at short distances .from each other, from which
missiles were showered upon the assailants on the top, the
Spaniards had more than sixty of their number hurt, three
of whom died of their wounds.'•' The wounded recovered
with_ difficulty. Castaneda attributes it to the unskilled
surgeon
of the Spanish force
.
. whereas. Mota Padilla, from
his sources, gives an entirely different explanation when
he writes, "they tried to heal the wounded although the
wounds festered and formed scars. From what became
ascertained, the cause of i·t was that the Indians kept poisonous snakes· in vessels mad.e of willows. These [snakes]
they touched with the arrows in order that they might
bite and communicate the poison."'" The use of timber
with a view: to obstructing the perforation of walls is here
mentioned again and the custom of the Pueblos to keep
poisonous snakes in the villages is for the first time alluded
2

100. Ibf'dc.m, p. 161-162, "por lo que :;e intentO abrir brecha, y rota la arg~masa
superficial, se advirti6 que el centro del muro era de palizada troncos y mimbres
bien hincados en la tierra,. par lo que resistian los golpes que daban con unas malas
barras, en cuyo tiempo hacian de las azoteas mucho dafio en los nnestros con las
piedras y con .las flechas por las troneras.',
,.
101. Ibidem~ "pero con arte, los Indios te~ian muchas piezas a cielo descubierto,
para que nc se comunicasen, y como a cortas distancias hn;bia torrecillas con muchas
saeteras y troneras, hacian mucho dafio, d~ suerte que hirieron mas de sesenta, le
los que murieron tres."
· 102. Ibid"em, "y segun se supo, era la causa e.l que en unas vasijas de mimbre
encerraban los indi?S vivoras, y con las flechas las tocaban para que .mordiesen
las puntas y quedasen venenosas." The same is stated of various tribes, 'for instance,
the Seris. I· refrain from comments upon the questiori, whether or not weapons
thus placed in contact with snake-poison may become dangerous.
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to. Elsewhere I have referred to this custom, which has
been as often denied as it has been asserted and which,
in the presence of sundry proof, can hardly be unworthy
of belie£.'00 In regard to· the poi~oning of arrows through
snake-bjtes, this is so frequently stated in former times
and was so universally believed in, that it is not wot·th
while to attempt a discussion thereof.
Castaneda mentions the digging of a "well" by the besieged. Mota Padilla converts this well into a simple cistern, dug within the beleaguered village for the purpose of
collecting snow that was falling at the time and by means
of which the. Tiguas, "sustained themselves for two
months." The digging was found by the Spaniards when at
last they succeeded in entering the abandoned pueblo/0 '
During the whole siege no use was made by the whites
of their artillery. Castaneda has told us already that the
bronze cannon (stonehowitzers) had become useless and
had
been entrusted by Coronado,
during the siege, to the
'
.
friendly Indians of Cia. The source I am riow considering affirms that in default of cannon the Spaniards tried,
but vainly, to use "tubes of wood tightly bound with ropes .
(cords) after the manner of rockets," also that they constructed battering rams such as "were used against fortresses at the time when gunpowder was unknown," which made
no effect either. 105 He mentions with a sort of surprise
that no attempt was made to fire the village by heaping
brush against the walls and burning it there. The wall
being at least covered with mud, and largely built of that
103. Final Report, I, pp. 305 to 307.
104. Histarica, p. 162, "Luego que amaneci6 se trat6 de reconocer el pueblo
Y entrando, se hal16 abastecido pero sin agua, y se reconoci6 un pozo profunda en
Ja plaza que aquellos indios abrieron en busca de agua, y por no encontrarla, se
resolvieron a la fuga.·" I recall the passage in Relaci6n del Suceso, p. 325, ."'e duraron
•
tanto a causa que nev6 dos ve~es . . . . ." In the sandy soil of the Rio Grande
valley digging, even with very primitive implements, is quite easy.
105. It seems that the first time when the artillery was used was when Hauicu
was attacked. Relaci6n del Suceso, p. 319. The allusion to the artillery reads. "'por
falta de artilleria, ihtentaron hacer unos caiiones de madera bien Iiados de. cordeles
lL modo de cohetes; mas tampoco sirvi6 ;" Historia, p. 162.

6
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material, it is obvious the attempt would have been fruit.·
less. 6 Finally the flight of the Indians and the capture of
the village are related in terms quite similar to those used
by Castafieda. The agreement between two sources which
cannot have had the same basis nor have been communi.
cated in any way, is creditable to the reliability of both.
Mota Padilla makes no mention of the excursions to Cia
and to the Queres villages, but at once proceeds to relate
the journey to Quivira, with which however we have but
little to do. The notorious "Turk" is. of course spoken of,
as well as his stories of fabulous wealth. Incidentally, I
·must remark that Mota Padilla, a·lthough towards the end
of his narrative he also uses the word ~'Quivira," in the
.beginning applies the name "Copala" twice to the r.egion
·whither the "Turk" professed to lead the Spaniards. Copala
is the name of a lagune in northern Mexico and has no.
thing tc do with the Rio Grande and the country through
which the river. flows. · It was also a "province" and called
"Topiame." Mota Padilla must hav.e been familiar with
the name, because, in years following the Coronado ex.
.pedition, it was accidentally coupled with that of "Nuevo
Mexico."
With the Indian called "Turk" we would have nothing
to do, were it not for one reason, which is the part the Pue.
blo Indians may have played in inducing Coronado to go ,
·in search of Quivira. That many of the statements of that
:Indian from the east were either .not understood at all ·or
misunderstood, was inevitable. That he misrepresented and
exaggerated seems also very probable if not certain. · But
the marked suspicion is also expressed, by the chroniclers
of Coronado, that some of the Pueblo Indians prompted
the "Turk" to make false statements, in order to allure
the Spaniards away from New Mexico and into destruc1

•

"

tion~
106. His'toria, p. 162, "y no arbitraron el arrimar leila a los muros y prenderles
habia dado que por el er~dito que alii le dabamos a Ia guia'" Jaramillo, Relacidn kecha,

fuego.,. .

·
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The earliest intimation of such a plot on the part. of
the Pueblos is found in the "Relaci6n del Suceso" in which
it is said: "Francisco Vazquez [Coronado] left for these
plains in search of Quibira, rather for the sake of the report which he gave us on the river [the Rio Grande]· than
on account of the faith which then we placed in the guide."
This is no direct accusation, but the Captain Juan Jaramillo
is very positive.'"'
Castaneda states that the first notice concerning Quivira came directly from the "Turk." Later however, when
the Spaniards saw they had been led astray and took him
severally to task, this individual, seeing that he would be
}{illed said "that the people of Pecos had begged him to lose
[lead to destruction] the Spaniards in the plains, hoping
that the lack of food would cause the horses to perish and
that, on the return, .it would be easy for them. to kill the
men, returning exhausted from hunger and fatigue. He
finally said that he had consented to the project, believing
that we did not know how to hunt and could only live on
maize. . . .'""8 While this is a direct statement, the extraordmary circumstances in which the "Turk" was t:P.cn
placed must be taken into account. He saw death before
him, and his accusation of the people of Pecos may have
been due to various motives. J:Ie may have harbored a faint
hope that, by slandering the Pueblos, he might save himself; he may have accused the Pecos out of motives of re'

107. Doc. de Indias, vol. 14, p. 326, "mas par la rdaciOn que en el rio nos
p. 310, "entendimos tambien que no distrajo de la derrota que habiamos de llevar. y
nos metiese por aquellos llanos como nos meti6, para que ga.stasemos la comida y
por falta della viniesemos en flaqueza nosotros Y los caballos, porque si volviesemD!I
con este atriis u adelante, ~o tuvieramos resistencia a lo que
quisieran jacer de
nosotros.''
,
i08. Cibola, p. 431. The Turk's confession is ·found on page 444, "'J>reguntaron
a el turco que porque auia metido Y los auia guiado tam abieso dixo que su tierra
era hac;ia aquella parte y que allende de aquello los de cicuye le auian rogado que
los truxese perdidos par los llanos po:rque .falt:indoles el bastimento se muriesen los
enuallos y ellos flacos quando bolbiesen los podrian matar sin trabajo y bengarse
de lo que auian hecho y que par esto los abia desrumbarlo creyendo que no supierail
eaaRr ni inantenerse sin ;maiz . . . . . esto dixo ya como desesperado" the last
is noteworthy. In my text I have given that of Ternaux-Compans, whielt

"""tan""

'
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venge, but it may also have been a frank confession of
real fact. Castaneda makes still another statement. Among
the Pecos, Coronado (or rather his officers) had met two
.more Indians from ·the plains one of whom, called "Ysopete" or "Sopete," accompanied him to Quivira and persistently contradicted the statements of the ''Turk", declaring
that the ·latter was lying and leading the Spaniards astray.109 That Indian rema~ned at Quivira. Another one,
to whom the name .of "Xabe" is attributed, remained
with
.
the main force during the time of Coronado's dash to the
northeast. When the latter's return was announced, "Xabe"
affected· great satisfaction based upon the expectation that
much gold had been discovered, but when it came out that
this had not been the case, Xabe became suddenly very sad
and dejected.
Was this perhaps due to deception, the
Pueblos having calculated upon a definitive removal of -the
whites to Quivira? Another suspicious sign is, that while
Coronado had left the Pecos in a friendly mood, upon the
return of Arellano (see later) and himself, they were in
arms against .both !
In the foregoing I have already had occasion to allude
to some customs of the Pueblos, but much more yet is contained about them in the documentary sources of the time.
To this material I shall now turn ere proceeding with the
narrative of events.
The "Relaci6n postrera" informs us in regard to the
people of Tiguex: "The river is nearly as wide as the one of
Seville, although not as deep; it flows through a, level country. its water is good; it has some fish and rises in the north.·
He who says this saw twelve villages within a certain circumscription of the river. Others say they saw more higher
up the river. Below, all pueblos are small except two, that
may have two hundred houses; these houses are with walls
110

---~

109. This is repeatedly stated by Castaneda .. Cibola, pp. 441, 442. 444, etc.
is shorter but incomplete.
·
110. Cibola, p. 446.
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like of mud and sand, very hard and as wide as the breadth
of a hand. The houses are of two and three floors and
the woodwork is like that at Sivola. It is very cold, the
estufas are like the ones at Sivola. The river freezes so
that loaded pack animals pass over it and it might be crossed
by carts. They harvest as much maize as they need,
also beans and squash. · They keep some fowl, in order to
make fE:ather-mantles. 'They raise little cotton, wear cotton mantles and shoes of hides, as at Sivola. These people
defend· themselves well, and from their houses, as they do
not care to sally. The soil is all sandy." "Four days march
from Tiguex four villages were met with. The first one
may contain thirty houses. The second one is large, but
destroyed by their wars, still it has thirty-five inhahited '
houses, the third (lacking) houses. These three are after
the manner of those on the river. The fourth one is a big
village situated among timber and is called Cicuic. It has
as many as fifty houses with as many floors as those of
Sivola and the walls are of soil and clay as at Sivola. They
have much maize, beans, calabashes and some fowl." For
the first time we learn of the existence of three pueblos
between the Rio Grande and Pecos (Cicuic) and also obtain
a hint of an event that had transpired, a bit of pre-colonial
history of the Rio Grande Indians, n:amely, that war was
'
carried on not very far from the river and that one village
had been partly destroyed, before the whites arrived. This
point will be touched upon later.=
What the "Relaci6n del Suceso" has to say concerning
manners and customs has already been referred to.
Not quite as explicit as the two preceding sources is
the report of the Captain Jaramillo. He affirms that: "On
the river of Tiguex; within the extent of twenty leagues,
there are fifteen villages, all ·of houses of flat roofs of mud,
. 111. Compare original text in Winship, Report of the Bureau of Ethnology 14,
Part I, p. 567. In regard to the village reported as destroyed I call attention t.o the
words "destruiod de sus guerras." This might allude ~o wars between pueblos also,
and is not impossible.

(
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and
not of stone
. . . . and away
from it [the river] are
.
.
.
other pueblos· on brooks [torrents] that. rejoin the same.
Three of these, ~or among Indians, are well. worth seeing,
especially one called Chia, another Uraba and another Tienique. Both Uraba and Tienique have plenty of houses, the
others all of two stories and these have maize and beans
and calabashes [squash], hides, and a kind of feather cloaks
of plumes which they twist and attach,the plume by threads.
and then form a sort of curious texture with which they
make the mantles .with which they
cover
themselves. All
.
..
have estufas underground and while these are not. very-handsome they are very sheltered· [warm]. They have
and gather a little cotton, making the mantles. of which I
have spoken."
Jaramillo thus reiterates the statements
of the documents already quoted, adding to it the description of how the feather mantles were made, (which have
come into disuse centuries ago) and mentioning a village
which he calls "Uraba" that, according to him, lay outside
of the Rio Grande valley proper and which recalls the
"Yuraba" already ally.ded to. He also mentions the under. ground "estufas," designating them as places of warmth.
In regard to the culture of cotton by the Pueblos he is more
conservative than any other source. His village of "Chia"
is doubtlessly Cia, and Tienique a misprint for Cicuique,
. "Tshiquique," "Tshiquite," that is Pecos. It is noteworthy
that the contemporaneous chroniclers of Coronado insist
that Cia, Pecos and another one which can hardly have
been anything else but Taos, were the most important ones
in New Mexico.
Castaneda is by far the most detailed of all on Pueblo
· customs. Of the Tiguas (Tiguex) he states:.
Fil.'st: that "the Province of Tiguex contains twelve
villages situated on the banks of a great river; it is a valley
that has a width of· about two leagues. On the east there
is a snowy mountain range, very high and rugged, at the
112

..
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Relaci6n H eclu., p. 309.
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foot of which and in the rear there are seven villages, four
on the level and three on the slope of the mountain.'m• ·
'
The mountain range is the Sierra de Sandia with lower
collateral chains lying to the northeast and east of it. Hence·
the seven pueblos are those of the Tanos tribe, of which·
rnore hereafter. He mentions, as neighbors of the Tiguas,
"Quirix" (seven villages) ; in the northeast ( it should be
northwest) "Henies" with seven villages; at forty league
in the north, "Acha" (from .the direction and distance that
pueblo corresponds to Taos or possibly, Picuries, and probably the latter) ; and four leagues to the southeast "Tutahaco" t eight villages), the settlements of the Piros. He·
follo>vs with the important remark: "All these pueblos in
general have the same rites and customs although they'have
some· in particular which the others have not."u• "They
govern themselves by the resolutions of the oldest men."
In regard to the building of their houses we are informed
that: 'the edifices of the village are made in common, the
women busy themselves with preparing' the. mixture [the ·
mass] and making the walls, the men fetch the timbers and
place them." This division of the joint work is in accordance with the,ancient Pueblo custom that the outside labor
incumbs upon the men, because the dwellings were not
theirs, but belonged to the women. It will be alluded to
agairi further on, and there are traces of. it at the .present
day."' "They have no lime, but make a mixture of ashes,
110

•

113. Cibola, p. 451. Hence the villages were on the east (slope and base) of the
Sierra de Sandia. Compare.- for tilie ruins in the former country of the Tanos, my_
Final Report, II, pages 87 to 125.
114. Cibola., p. 451, "todos eStes pueblos en general tienen unos ritos y costumbres ~unque tienen algunas cosas en particulares que no las tienen los otros." This
applies, not merely to the Tiguas, but to the Queres, Jemez, and to "Acha," which
is here mentioned for the first time and is probably Picuries.
115. Ibidem. "gobiernanse por acuerdo de los mas uiej_os."
116. Cibola, p. 451, "labran los edificios del pueblo de comun las mugeres entienden en ha~er la mescla y las paredes los· hombres tr~en la madera y la asientan no
ay cal." At the time when I established myself first among the Queres of the Rio
Grande for purposes of study (1880) it was the custom that only the female head
of the household ( mother or, if she was no longer alive, the ·eldest daughter) could
dispose of anything that was in t;he building, whereas the males had exclusive control.
of what was outside.
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charcoal and mud, which is little less strong than lime
[mortar] for, although the houses are four stories high, the
walls are not thicker than ha~f an ell. Gathering a large
quantity of sagebrush and·. reeds they set it 6n fire, and
when it is part charcoal and part ashes they throw upon
it much mud and water, mixing it, and shape the mixture
into round lumps. These .they place in lieu of stones after
they have dried, and bind them with the same mixture so
that it results like one mass of clay.'""'· This description
of the ancient method of forming the so-called adobe is as
yet unique in literature on the Pueblos and shows, that the
mold was unknown to those Indians in pre-Spanish times.
Castaneda 'continues: "The marriageable youth serve to
[help in] the village in general. They carry firewood, placing it in courts of the pueblo, whence the women take it
to carry to the houses. The homes of the young men are
the estufas, which are in the courts [squares] of the village.
They are square or round, and with pillars of pirie-wood.
Some of these were seen with twelve pillars and four in
place of a vault as big around as two fathoms, the usual
ones have had three or four pillars. The floor is of large
and smooth flags as in the baths that are used in Europe.
Inside [of the estufa] is a hearth like the binnacle of a ship.
On it they burn a handful of sage brush with which they
keep up warmth and one can be inside as in a bath. The
top is on the level of the ground; some have been seen that
were al' spacious as [the place for] a game of balL"' This
description of an estufa is by far the most exact and de18

117. ILidem. This passage is somewhat confused in the original: "juntan gran
cantidad d(~ rama de tomillos y corriso." It should be "carrizo," reeds. "Tornillo" ·is
thyme, but, I have substituted sagebrush, since it is the common covering of levels
in the valleys, next to bunch grass.
118. Ibidem, "algunas se bieron de do<;e pilares y de quatro por nabe de gordor
de dos bra~as," Since there were no arches or vaults, "nabe" means the roof
or ceiling, supported by four heavy crossbeams or treetrunks functionlng as such.
In 1880 thE-re was still such it support, .of unusual size, sallying horizontally from
the upper rim .of a ruined estufa at Pecos. The size given by Castafieda is much
exaggerated and certainly not from actual measurement.
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tailed found in olde:t; literature as yet. The mention Of
very large beams as "arch" is to be understood as follows:
the beams rested on the pillars thus supporting the roof of
the estufa and therefore performing the duty of an arch or
110
•
vauIt.
There follows the most explicit description of marri- .
age customs. known from older literature on the Pueblos:
"When one is to marry, it must be by command of those
who govern."""' This must be understood in the sense that
medicine-men (who play an important part in the social
life_of the Pueblos) are and were consulted on the proposed
marriage. The replies of the Principal ones among them
have, or had at least, the weight of oracles so that, while
Castaneda's statement cannot be understood as implying
an intervention of the leaders as civil authorities, it is still
true in a sense. "He (the man) must spin and weave a
mantle and place it before the woinan ; she covers herself
with it and (thereby) she is his wife. The houses are of
the women, the estufas of the men. When a man repudiates his wife he has to go for it to the estufa. It is an offence
on the part of a woman to sleep in an estufa or to enter
one, except to fetch food to the husband or to the sons.
The men spin and weave, the women raise the children and
cook."'" Strict separation of the sexes to a certain extent
,is no longer observed, and the ·estufas are no longer the
exclusive male quarters. "The land is so fertile, that weeding is necessary only once a year, at planting time, for then
snow falls, covering the plantation and the ear grows under
j

119. See preceding
note. Mota Padilla, Historia, cap.
XXVIII, p. 115, describes
.
I
the estufa as follows: "en medio de la plaza habia una portaiiuela 6 escotillon por
donde se bajaba a una subterriinea sala, cuya teehumbre era de grandes vigas de
.t>ino, y en el suelo un pequefio fogon, y las paredes encaladas; alli se estaban los
indios dias y noches jugando, y las mugeres les llevaban de comer, y esta era Ia
vida .de los indios de los pueblos comarcanos, Gomara, Historia, p. 287, distorts these
det~criptions as follows: uTiene delante cada casa una cueva . donde como en estufa,
se rec~en loS inviernos." Relaci6n del suceso, p. 320, n1akes of the estufas houses
for the winter.
120. Cibola. p. 451.
121. Ibidem, p. 452.

)
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the snow. In one year they harvest for seven." 12" Early
planting i_s indeed customary among the Rio Grande Pueblos, but the fertility vaunted by Castaneda should be taken
. with allowances. "There are a great number of cranes,
geese, crows and starlings, that maintain themselves in the
plantations; withal, when they go to plant again for another
·year the fields are still covered with maize they have not
bee~'able to house."' 23 The en,tire chapter is so full of valuablle and mostly reliable information that I cannot resist
the temptation to proceed givilw it textually.
"There were in this province a great number of [female
and male] turkf>ys. These, when dead, would keep for
sixty rlays without being plucked or opened and yet there
was no bad odor from them. The same is with people and
especially in winter. The villages are free from filth, because they go outside to secrete, and also into vessels of
clay which they empty outside of the village. They· keep
their houses well arranged and very clean where they eat.
Where they grind the meal, it is an apartment or closet
with a trough and three stones fastened by mortar· [mud]
where three women enter, each one [goes] to her stone,
one crushes, another grinds, and the third grinds it still·
finer. Before they enter, they bare their feet at the door,
fasten their hair, shake their clothes and cover their heads.
While they grind, there is a man seated at the door who.
plays on a bagpipe and they grind to the measure
[rhythm] of the sound and sing at three voices. They
grind much meal at the time because all the bread is made
of flour diluted with hot water and in the shape of wafers.
They gather a large quantity of herbs and dry them for
cooking all the year through as food. There is no other
fruit in the country but. pinones. They have
their preachers.
.
Sodomy was not met among them nor the eating of human
flesh, or human sacrifice. They are not cruel . . .. From
. 122.
123.

Ibidem.
Tbis description of remarkable fertility is not greatly

exagg~rated.

'
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one of our Indians who was a captive among them for a
year I caine to know something of their customs, especially asking him why the girls, in that province, went naked
notwitt.standing the great cold, he told me that the maidens
had to go thus until they married but that afterwards they
covered themselves. The men there wore undershirts of
hide· of tanned deerskin and over them their pelts. In
the whole province there is pottery glazed with antimony
[galena?] and jugs of striking forms and decoration, well
worth seeing.'""
It is not necessary to dwell upon the general agreement of the above description with many Pueblo customs,
today yet in vigor. Castaneda like everybody before the
time of my lamented friend Cushing, has mistaken for.
"preachers" what are but public criers. His allusion to the
absence of sodomy is not correct. It is committed today,
occasionally, and tolerated to a certain extent. The Captain Gaspar Perez de Villagra mentions a case (an attempt
upon the person of a young Spaniard) perpetrated in one
of the Tigua pueblos in 1598, and not at all censured by
Indian bystanders.
The gloss or glaze on pottery from the period of the
conquest has not, to my knowledge, been as yet analyzed.
No mineral substance appears to have been used, since·
neither antimony nor lead were known to' the Pueblo Indians. I have repeatedly requested that an analysis of the
glaze be made, but my request has always been disregarded.
Castaneda emphasizes that the customs of the Tiguas,
as described, are those of all the other Rio Grande tribes,
12

'

Ibidem. "Alcohol" is galena (sulphuret of lead) as well· as antimony, Neither
was know1~. to or used by the Pueblos.
125. Historia de la Nueva Mexico, Canto XV, fol, 136.
"Tambien notamos, ser aquestas gentes,
"Manchadas del bestial pecado infame,
. "Y en esto flle tan suelta su soltura,
"Que sino diera gritos un muchacho,
"De nuestra campania, le riridiera,
"Vn baruaro de aquellos que por fuer<;a,
"le quiso sugetar. . . . . . ..
"
124.
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and he turns to Cicuye or Pec;os for a continuation of· his
ethnographic statements.
Although I have treated at some length of those features in my report on Pecos from the year 1881, I repeat
some of it here. "Cicuye is a village of as many as five
hundr.ed warriors and ·it is feared all over the country.
Its form is square and it is built on rock. It has in the
middle a great court or square with its estufas, the houses
are all equal [in height] and on the top one can go around
the village without being impeded by streets. The two lowest stories have galleries all around on which to walk, these
are like balconies jutting out and on which there is shelter.
There are no doorways below, on movable ladders they
traffic and ascend to the galleries which are inside the
square; and the doorways of that side open to the inner
gallery which serves as a street. The· houses that look out
on the field are built against the inner ones arid in case
of war are commanded by those within. It [the· village]
'
is surrounded by a low wall of stone . . .. They are of the
same condition and [have the same] customs as the other
villages. The maidens also go naked until they marry for
they say that in case they act wrongly it will be seen and
so they stay pure, neither shall they be ashamed of going
[naked] since they were born that way." By comparing
this description with my Pecos report and with the ground·
plans accompanying it, the near approach to truth may be
noticed. 127
Referring to the data already taken from the "Relaci6n
postrera" it will be seen that that document mentions three
villages, between the Rio Grande and Pecos. Castaneda enumerates one that is situated between Cicuye and " the Province of Quirix," a 'second one which was almost depopul~ted, an'd another large but ruined village further on."'
12

•

126. Cibola, p. 451.
127. Report on the ruin& of the Pneblo of Pecos, in vol. I of Papers of the ·
Archaeological Institute of America. American series, second edition, 1883.
128. Relaci6n postrera,- p. 567, "desde la provincia y rio dt! Tiguex, A cuatro
jornttdas toparon cuatro pueblos."
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The first of these pueblos was small but "strong," the second
had but a single ward occupied and appeared to have been
recently destroyed. The Spaniards calle4 this pueblo "of
the C~los" because it contained large storage places for
maize.""' The third village was completely destroyed and
wrecked. In its squares were seen many balls of stone of
the 'Size of a vessel containing an arroba (twenty-five
pounds of liquor.) It looked as if these balls had been hurled
into the Pueblo with aid of a machine.
Now follows a piece of historical information antedating clearly
the corning of the Spaniards. "What could be learned was,
that about sixteen years previous, certain people called
Teyas had come to this country in great numbers and had
destroyed these pueblos and besieged Cicuye, without being
able to take it, owing to its strength. When [these Teyas]
left the land they made friendship, with all the people. They
must have been powerful and have had engines for destroying the villages. All that was known of them was, that
they came from the north [east]; thEW [the Pueblo Indians]
call them Teyas because they are brave . . for the Teyas
whom our forces afterwards met were valiant and also
known to the villages, and were thefr friends. They came
to winter under the walls of the settlements. It is not safe
to receive them inside, as they are not trustworthy, and
although they receive them kindly and barter with them, at
130

129. Cibola, p. 453, "ay e~tre- cicuye y Ia prouin~ia de quirix un pueblo chico y
fuerte a quien los espafioles pusieron nombre ximena y otro pueblo c.asi despoblado
que no tiene poblado sino un barrio este pueblo era grande segun su sitio y fresco
parecia aber sido destruydo aqueste· se llama el pueblo de las cilos porque se hallaron
en el grandes silos de maiz, adelante :iuia otro pueblo grande todo destruido y asolado
en los patios del muchas pelOtas de piedras tan grandes como botijas de ai-roha que
pare~ia aber sido hechadas con ingenios o trabucos." While not .attempting to identi:f;y
any of thes£ villages I still permit myself to remark that they appear to have been
in the range of the Tanos. ·"Silo" is usually a subterraneous room.
130. Although I have investigated carefully, the region, where these vil!f!ges
must have existed, going through it on foot in 1885 and taking the plans of' several
ruins, I have not noticed anything like the stone balls described by Castaneda in
Cibola, I p. 453) but there are several ruins which I could ·not investigate. The
Teyas were, of course, Indians that came from the P!ains, since they were fo.und
there on Coronado's excursion to Quivira. Quotations are superfluous.
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night they do not stay in the pueblos and the inhabitants
keep watch and give signals with trumpets· and by shouting.""'
"There are seven more pueblos along this road towards
the· snowy mountains, one of which is half destroyed by the
people aforesaid that are under the control of Cicuye. Cicuye is in a small valley among mountains and forests 'of
great pines; it has a small brook in which there are very
good trout and also otters, there live around here very large
bears and go·od falcons."""'
The 7eyas above mentioned came from the east, hence
from the plains. I do not attempt to conjecture what tribe
they belonged to, neither is it essen.tial to the object of this
work. What is of importance however, is the fact stated
by Castaneda, that, about sixteen years previous to. 1541
or near the year 1525, nomadic Indians invaded the region
between Pecos and the Rio Grande and even, possibly, the
eastern bank of the river, doing permanent damage to some
of the pueblos and seriously threatening Pecos itself. The
manner in which this irruption is related may lead us to
suppose that it was a very usual occurrence or else, that
it was the first contact the Pueblo Indians had with the
'
so~called Teyas. The outcome of the invasion was singular,
the invaders remaining afterwards in regular and peaceable
intercourse with the Pecos, always with due caution on the
part of the latter. The seven villages mentioned as "along
the road ·and towards the snowy mountains" are undoubtedly the Tano settlements already alluded to before by
131. Ibidem. "generalmente Haman estas gentes teyas par gentes ualientes como
dic;en los meXicanos chichimecas o tules. . ." Hence the word "teyasH may be a
•
term in ·the language of Jemez and not the proper name of the nomadic tribe-...- p.
454: "y lo• pueblos se belanabo ~ina y grito grito." (It should be "ge belauaba con")
"BOcina" means also a horn used for giving signals. It is very pOssible that the
Pecos. living so near the plains, might have used buffalo horns for s.ignalling.
132. Ibidem. Castafieda clearly distinguishes here the three vnlages alluded to
before from the seven, "otros siete pueblos ay a la orilla deste camino bacia la sierra
nebada.'' ]t eeems therefore as if the latter seven had been situated south of the
forrr:.er th1·ee. There are, south of a line drawn from the station Of Larny to Santo
Domingo at least ten pueblo ruins which the Tanos claim to have been settlements
of their tribt. Final Report, vol. II, part II.
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Castaneda, for the said mountains were not, as the text of
Ternaux~Compans' often misleading translation had led me
to suppose, the Santa Fe range, but the Sandia. It must
be remembered that the latter are snowcovered in winter,
thaf thE- winter of 1540-41 was unusually long and severe,
that Castaneda left with the whole Spanish force at the
end of April when the Rio Grande had just become free
from ice, hence that it is very likely the Sandia chain still
bore some snow which the chronicler may well have believed
to be permanent.")"
Before leaving Castaneda I must mention yet a short
notice preserved by him concerning the Pueblo custom of
prayer sticks and prayer plumes. He mentions what he
believes to be a sign of adoration of the cross by the Pueblos: "because at Acuco, by a spring that was· in the plain,
. they had a cross two spans in height and as thick as a finger,
made of wood, with its stone [base?] an ell square,and many
little sticks adorned with plumes around and many withered
and torn flowers. . .. At Tutahaca in a grave, outside of the
village it seemed as if somebody had been recently buried,
there was another cross at the head, made of two sticks tied
together with cotton thread and also torn flowers.»~'" Thus
the use of prayer sticks and prayer-plumes is mentioned,
not only among the Tiguas, but also among the Queres and
the Piros, and this again confirms the assertion that the
customs of the Tiguas, with minor local variations, were
general to all the Pueblo Indians. But Castaneda also observes, as a singularity of the Pueblos: "between the_ vmages, there are no settlements nor other dwellings, only
uninhabited country, from which we may glean that, as
they are few and so different in manners, government,
133. In regard to. the incursion or incursions,_ of the "T~yas," I call attention
'
to the tale preserved by the Queres and told in my Final Report (II, p, 111,
p. 116)
of an irruption into the Rio Grande valley by a savage tribe called uKirauash" t~at
threatened Santo Domingo and, failing in their attempt to surprise it, devastated
''
the Tano vJllages.
134. Cibo!a, p, 467.

'
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and polity from all the nations that have been seen and
discovered in these western parts. . ." Castaneda could not, .
of course, at his tirne, know the fundamental similarity
of the Pueblos with other sedentary Indians and even to
a certain extent with roving tribes, but he was struck by
the isolated situation which they in appearance held, like an
oasis among nomads. He then discourses upon their probable origin from the Indies and conjectures on their migrations which, he thinks,. was from a northern direction
and ·controlled by mountain chains and the course of the
rivers.· He alludes to a point where the Rio Grande sinks
and where, therefore, further southerly advance of the
Pueblos was arrested. These speculations are interesting,
but do not come within the scope of a "Documentary History" since they do .not seem to be based upon any Indian
traditions ascertained at Coronado's time.=
The preceding documentary information must, nm.v,
still be checked by the statements contained in the work
of Mota Padilla.
These· statements agree very well with the ones recorded in the preceding. In some instances they are even
amplifications. Thus, while they repeat the assertion that
the doorways of the houses open to the inside of the village,
and that ladders are used for ascent to the roofs he adds:
"and by these a hall is reached and by another ladder they
go down to the ground-floor of the settlement/' The grinding of maize is more briefly described than by Castaneda
although there is no contradiction of the latter's description. But we get here the earliest mention of the thin co:cn
cakes (vulgarly called "paperbread") made with atole or
maize meal diluted in water and cooked or toasted on a flat
and smooth stone. The beverage called "atole", is also
described and mentioned as very· good for the sick. These
comestibles are well known. 13' Mota Padilla continues: "The
135.
136.
de T!gues
lisas que
toda ella

lbident, p. 454.
Historia de Nueva Galicia, cap. XXXII, p. 159, "no !o hacen asi las indias
~.sino que deshecha Ia harina en agua, se hace como a tole, y en unas piedras
UEan por comales sabre Ia lumbre, echari de aquel caldo, y lo tiendeO. por·
hasta que cage cocimiento, y es tambien pan muy sabroso."
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Indians are well built and.,the women of good appearance;
they wear white mantles that cover·them from the shoulders
to.the feet and, though these are closed still they leave the
arms free, also they wear over the said mantles other ones
over.the'left shoulder and one end they draw under the dght
arm like a cape."'"' .This capelike ·wrap is stillworn today.
"They take much care of their hair, combing it carefully
and looking atthemselves in jar with water as in a-mirror.
The hair they part into two tresses tied ·with cotton ribbons of diverse colors, and on each side of the head they
form two wheels or circles, leaving the ends raised like
plumes, while the cirCles, are rolled uri inside. On little
boards as wide as three fingers they glue, with gluing,
some green stones which are called chalchihuites, of which
it is said there are.:veins ·. . . of the same stones they shape
trinkets which are fastened on the hair like flower bunches.
The female Indi'ans are clean and proud of not ·doing· anything wrong."'"' The manner of wearing the hair braided;
and rolled up.as wheels, is often seen in photographs taken
in the region of Moqui within· the last ·thirty years, but
the use of turquoises is seldom if ever seen. The. term
"chalchihuite" is, as well· known, a Nahuatl term imported
among the Pueblos by the Spaniards and Mexican Indians.
What follows is of special interest.
"It is customary in the case of marriage that, when a
youth intends to woo a maiden he waits for her in the neighborhood of where she goes to obtain drinking-water, he
takes the jug away from her, wherewith he shows to the
relatives of the girl his wish to marry [intentions of marriage]. These Indians have but one wife. On one occasion
the Spaniards saw that an Indian having died, they [the
Indians] . built a large fl.oat or wood. pile on which they

a

•

137. Ibidem, p. 160. Coronado, in his Letter to Mendoza dated August 3d, 1540,
(Report Dureau of Ethnology, 14, part I. p. 563) describes as follows the dress of
two old women: "These had on two long skirts •reaching do\V nto their ·feet and open
in front, and a girdle, and they are tied together with some cot.ton 'strings."
138. Mota Padilla; 1-Iistoria, p. 160 .

7
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placed the body, covered by a mantle, and then the entire
pueblo [tribe], meri and women, placed upon this_ bed of
firewood, pinole, squash, beans, atole, toasted maizt'l and
whatever else they used as food and set fire to it on all
sides, so that it was very soon reduced to ashes, together
with th€ body. , No temples were seen, and no idols, frorn
which it was deduced that they worshipped the sun· and
moon, and this was confirmed, since one night when there
was ari eclipse, they all raised great shouting. The village
wheere [the Spaniards] quartered themselves was called
Coofert."'""
.
There is, between the statements of Mota Padilla on
marriage customs and those of Castaneda, an apparent variation, but we must not overlook that the former mentions
the proposal to the girl and the latter the conditions of obtaining her hand. Herice both may be true. In regard to
the cremation described, I say that .it may be true if the
Spaniards saw it, and if it is not perhaps some interpolation by Mota Padilla of a funeral custom of other Indians.
It is the only statement
of the kind I am aware . of,. con.
cerning the 'Pueblos, whereas Castaneda positively men. tions grav.es and a recent bu1'"ial in one of them. I hold it
to be prudent to leave the matter in suspense until further
information.
(to be continued)
139. Mota Padilla, Historia~ p. 160, " y en una ocasion vieron los · espafloles
.que habiendc muerto un indio, armaron una grande balsa 6 luminaria de leila, sabre
·que pusieron el ·Cuerpo cubierto con una manta, y luego todos los del pueblo, hombres
y mujeres, fueron poniendo sabre la cama de rena, piiiole, calabazas, frijoles, atole,
-·mais tostado, y de lo dernas que usaban comer, y dieron fuego par todas partes,
.de ;;uerte que en breve todo se convirti6 en cenizas con el cuerpo; no se vi6 templo
alguno, ni se les conoci6 !dolo, por lo que se tuvQ entendido adoraban al sol y a la
.luna, lo que se confirm6, porque· una noche que bubo un eclipse, alzaron todos mucha
:griteria." If Mota Padilla has not confounded the above cremation ceremony With a
.
.
I
custom 'of some other tribes (as has happened and of which there is proof else·
-where. on the part of writers who wrote. at second hand) then it is important, 'a.inct ·
it shows the belief of the Pueblos in the Journey of the soul, after death, to the
'
·mythical _region of last repose, for which Journey, even at this day (or at least
less then twenty years ago) food, drink and some weapons are placed in the ~rrave
with the body. The· ceremony or ceremonies performed during an eclipse are always

.quite noi~y~

'
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THE SAN CARLOS APACHE POLICE IP
BY JOHN
.

-

P.

CLUM

·-

Referring to my official proposal in 1877, to assurne
responsibility for the'conduct and control of all Apaches in
Arizona, provided I was furnished with two companies of
special Apache Police, and that then the troops might be removed from the Territory, it seems desirable that some
additional facts should be presented in support of my assertion that this proposal was not only sane and feasible,
but that it offered the_ only sensible; practical .and effective
solution of the Apache problem at that time. ·
If this proposition. had been accepted it was my purpose to assign the com:m,and ·of one· of these special companies to Captain ·Beauford, who was then serving as Chief
of Police at San. Carlos, and to tender the command of the
other special company to AI Sieber, the well known scout
and guide then in the employ of the military. The removal
of the troops ·would have released Sieber and there is no
doubt that I could have secured his services, No better
men ever commanded Indian police or scouts than ·Bearoford and Sieber. They were energetic, courageous,
just and sympathetic .. These qualities won for them the
confidence and esteem of the Indians and the citizens alike.
Of course, each of these two special companies would be
- equipped with a suitable pack train for use on extended
scouting trips. With my Special Apache Police Force thus
organized I would have established a mutual confidence
at the very out set of this important undertaking that would
have marked a definite and gratifying advance toward the
goal of success with our first official stride.
1.
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General August V. Kautz, commanding the Depart.·
ment of Arizona, submitted an elaborate annual report un.
der date of Prescott, Arizona, August 15, 18_77, which was
prodigal in its hostile references to me and to my job, but,
inasmuch as we are presenting the events of the period
as they were officially recorded- at the time we may be
pardoned for quoting several paragraphs from this report.
It begins thus :
'

The Apache is a savage of the lowest. type. He held
high carnival in this land- until my predecessor availed him.
self of his savage nature in order. to control him. He used
Apache against
Apache.
.
.
. . · He can be bought. for a small
figure to kill his father or his mother or any of his relations, and there is no difficulty in enlisting allies in one
band to fight another.
.
This is th~ p:rincin~l m~ans. by whi~h peace is preserved.in. the T,erritory at the. present tim,e.. No agent- would
remain ori the San Carlos r.eservation without troops if the
Indians were all harmonious among themselves.
~

•

Although unfriendly to me, it may be .noted. that. General Kautz asserts that, the. use of "Apache against. Apache"
is ''the. principal means by 1vhich peace is. preser·ued in. the 1
· Ter.fift,ry at the present. time." No more corc)ial endorsement of my plan could be desired; Although. there had been
no troops- on. the. reser\'ation. for. nearly two years, a general condition ofpeace prevailed throughout the Ter-ritory,
and the San. Carlos Apache Police Force represented "the
principal means" by which this peace.was .preserved.
_Furthermore, my plan. insisted! upon fustice. for, and
sympathy with the Apache, and denied that he was," a savag·? of t.he lowest type." In passing it. should be stated that ,
no one harboring the violent
prejudices
against the general
:
'
.
.
character of the Apaches as officially. expressed by. General i
Kautz, ever should have been permitted :any voice in their i
management or control. General Chaffee declared that the !
'
.
Apache Police were alert,
trustworthy
and
obedient,
and
~
.
.
.
'
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that it is only in the discharge of their duties under orders
that "they know neither family nor friend." No higher
commendation can be given a guardian of the peace. General Chaffee lived ·among the Apaches and wrote his endorsement while he was acting agent at San 'Carlos. General Kautz recorded his prejudices at Department Headquarters.
General :Kaut'z's -asser'tio'n 'that "no agent would remain
.
'
.
at the ~~an Carlos reservation without troops if the Indians
were ail harmonious among themselves" is another long d-istance bit of fiction and absolutely absurd. In my annual
report for 1875, referring to the development of the agency
police fore~, I ·said: "On July 31, after the removal of the
White Mountain Indians, I increased the number to twentyfive. 'I'hey were carefully chosen from the. various tribes
.
and bands, armea with needle"'guns and fixed ammunition,
placed under the command of Mr. Clay Beau~ord." It is
obvious that the San Carlos Apache . Police Force never
would have achieved its splendid record for efficiency and
dependability if its members had ·been. C!n fighting terms
among themselves. It was becaus.e each tribe and band desired to express its ap'preciation of, and loyalty to our nearselj-government plan, and to share in the honor and emoluments of the seryice, that they sought representation on the
reservation police force, and this situation made the selection of the several members of this force a matter of diplomatic importance.
If the conditions suggested by. General Kautz had actually prevailed; if a fierce· and deadly enmity had existed
among tribes of savages "of thelowesttype," THEN noage1Yt
would have been able to "remain at San Carlos 'Without
troops." When Indian Inspector Daniels returned from the
resP-rvation to Tucson late in 1874, he told of "Agent Cl urn
and his 'happy family' at San Carlos." In the summer of
1875 Mr. Davis and Mr. Gaby removed with their famj}ies
from Colorado Springs, Colo., to San Carlos. Mr. Davis
'
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was employed as head farmer, and Mr_. Gaby as carpenter.
Mr. Davis brought ·with him his wife and youngest
daughter, a bright attractive girl about fifteen years of age
and Mr. Gaby was accompanied by his wife. I had been ,
acquainted with Mr. Davis' family for several years, and, ;
assuredly, would not have consented to the bringing of Mrs.
Davis and daughter and Mrs. Gaby to San Carlos if I had
felt there was any danger of violence from the several bands !
of Apaches then on the reservation. Mr. Davis and Mr.
Gaby remained with their families at San Carlos for nearly 1
a year, and then left- not from fear of the .Apaches- but I
because they desired to locate in California.
I was married in Ohio on November 9, 1876,, and ar.
rived at San Carlos with my bride the last week in Decem.
ber, 1876. This young bride was a lady who had known
something of the better home life and better social conditions of such communities as Cincinnati and Columbus,
Ohio, and Washington, D. C., and she·had lived in the latter
city several years immediately preceeding our marriage.
a suitable conveyance at San Francisco,
which
I purchased
.
.
was shipped on the steamer with us to San Diego, where
I acquired four horses. We drove through to San Carlos"camping out" most of the way. Ast;uredly we were in the
"Apache country" during the 200-mile drive from Tucson
to San Carlos. I knew there were 4500 "wild" Apaches at
·large upon the reservation with no restraint except that
exerted by the San Carlos Apache police, as all troops had
been removed from San Carlos more than a year· previous.
And yet, without hesitation, or fear of harm, or thought of
an escort, this young city-bred girl and I proceeded with our
four-horse outfit over the regular stage road to Cienega..I
San P<~dro and Point-of-Mountain, and thence via Sulphur II
Spring<! valley and along the Gila river to San Carlos. I
•
admit that I carried a six-shooter; but it is obvious that I ·
was not. anticipating an attack by maurauding hostile
Apaches. For several weeks this young bride was the only
.

.

I

1

'

I

1
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white woman on the reservation with those 4500 unrestrained Apaches - buf not a single soldier.
In February, 1877, when I took the company of 60
Apachr:s to Tucson for enrollment as Territorial Militia,
mY wife remained at the agency during my absence of eight
or ten days - unalarmed. In the latter part of March, 1877,
when I was arranging for my trip into New Mexico on the
trail of Geronimo and his band of renegades, I took my
wife to Tucson where she remained during my absenceanxious, but composed - as the guest of Mrs. Dr. C. H.
Lord. And this same young bride had expected to resume
her residence at San Carlos im.mediately upon my return
from New Mexico, and would have done so had I not retired from. my position as agent- not from any apprehensions as to the Apaches- but because of the disastrous consequences certain to follow the proposed deadly mixture of
civil-mHitary rule on the reservation.
Dr. Chapin, the agency p_,hysieian, brought his bride to
San Carlos in February, 1877, and they remained there until
some time after the end of my administration. These simple facts speak volumes in denial of the assumption that in
that period San Carlos was an unsafe place of residenceeven jGr ladies. Mrs. Chapin is now living in Washington,
D. C.• where she has resided for many years. Mrs. Davis
and her daughter, Mrs. Gaby, Mrs. Chapin and my wife
were the only white women who came upon the reservation
during my entire administration.
Another thing. In August, 1876, I arranged to take.
a group. of twenty Apaches on a trip to " the states," the
details of which may appear later. · This group included
representatives from the several identical t1·ibes, or bands,
which, a year later, were declared by General Kautz to be
inharrrionious,. hostile and antagonistic among themselves.
Tah-zay, the older of the sons of Cochise, and CuUah were _
Chirical;n,ms. · Diablo was chief of the C'oyoteros. Captain
Jim of the agency police, Es-kim-in-zin and Casadora re'

'

'
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presented the Pinals and Arivaipas, and Sagully was chief .
of the Yumas. Es-kim-in-zin, Casadora and Captain Jim
took their wives with them, and ·Diablo was brave enough
to take with him his ·little son---' a -sturdy ·kid ·five or six
years of age.
. ..
This ·group was absent from ·the reservation about
three months. We were about a month driving from San
Carlos to the railroad ·depot at El Moro, ·Colorado. Our
visit in "the states" occupied about a month, and another
month was consumed in ·the return to the reservation.
Everyone knows ·that a long trail trip is one of the very
best means for determining whether the members of any
group are inharmonious, hostile and antagonistic. The dramatic stampede along,the trails .to the Xlondike left a tragic
record of much wrangling among parties of friends - and .
even between brothers of the pale-face. race. Occasionally
' . . . the feuc:
became so bitter that when the ·parties finally se.
parated they even sawed their boat in tw·o. .
.
When our group arrived in St~ Louis we forthwith
organized ourselves into a Wild West Show. Without hesitation or delay we __ appeared in first-class theaters in St.
Louis and Cincinnati. At each entertainment we shot and
cut and kiUed each other (on the stage). We gave a good
·show. It was a thriUe?', aU right. But when we found we
were going o'n the rocks, financially, we quit the show business and went to Washington (where Tah-zay died), and
to the Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia, - and then
· returned to Arizona.
· · We saw many things and did inany things, but in all
the vicissitudes of that memorable trip there was no tbrangling among the members of our
group. In 'fact, I have al.
ways regarded it as most remarkable that we were able to
make that long, tedious trek by team ; to take those Indians
so far from their homeland to meet conditions new and
.strange to them, without developing a single instance which
·would indicate that any members of the group were inharmr
o~tous, ·hostile or antagonistic among themselves~
·
'

'

'

,

'
'

Apache Old -Timers at "f'od Huachuca, under command of Captain Hawley, lOt 11 TJ_ S- C2va!ry_
'\n(n"\.\.hs; Eskll'>byg:o)o, 2.6 yec..-rs. 5
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.
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A little later in this same report General Kautz, inadvertently, gave generous commendation to my adminstration and to the efficiency of the San Carlos Apache ·Police
in enf,wcing order and discipline among the 5000 Indians
on the reservation when he wrote:
With the exception of some depredations in the extreme
southeastern portion of the Territory, peace has prevailed
in this department, and the country has advanced materially in its mining, agricultural and stock-raising inte1·ests. ,
The population has received a considerable increase in the
past year by immigration.
Particular attention is invited to the qu.ality of the
peace which then prevailed in Arizona. The term did not·
mean R mere cessation of hostilities, but it represented a
condition of confidence and security that encouraged "immigration" and enabled the citizens ·to go about their business in the wide open spaces unhindered and unafraid, with
the result that the chief industrie·s of the country "advanced
materia.lly."
,
In this connection it will be of interest to read the fol- ·
lowing editorial comment published in the Arizona Citizen
on April 15, 1876. to wit:
.

..

The outbreak of the Chiricahua Apaches is a serious
blow to southeastern Arizona. We had enjoyed peace so
long the people were off their guard and were scattered
over the country in small parties, prospecting, stock-raising
and farming, and in many instances were poorly armed.
This editorial refers to the outbreak of April 6th, led
by Pi-or1-se-nay, who was arrested on June 9th by the San
Carlos Apache po,lice at the time of the removal of the Chir- .
icahuas.to San Carlos. It is a simple statement of facts. The
Chiricahuas hadnot indulgedin hostilities inAmerican territory since the treaty made with Cochise by General Howard
in 1872. The troops had been r:emoved from San Carlos
and the agency police were maintaining order and discipline
on that reservation. The people "had enjoyed peace so
long" they were "off their guard." They were going about
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their business of prospecting, stock-raising· and farming, .
giving little heed to the matter ·of arms, The "peace" the
people were enjoying meant "a condition of confidence and
security."
On the same date (April 15, 1876.) the Citizen published the following item :
Agent John P. Clum who has lately been in .town on
.a short visit,' rode out. on Wednesday afternoon, to go to
San Carlos, traveling by way of the trail. He didn't go thel'e
from any fear of trouble with his Indians, as whatever
might happen, he has perfect reliance in Mr. Sweeney,
whom he had left in charge. But he wished to be ·on hand
in event of the least possible emergency, and if allowed he
would like to lead a few hundred of his tried and trusted
Indians against the Chiricahua fiends. The public opinion seems to be that if Agent Clum were just permitted to
take 200 of the San Carlos Apaches, and furnished with
their small needs, they would in a short time effectually
clean the Chiricahua dish and leave nothing but the bones,
'
- with the aid of the coyotes.
This is probably the first editorial comment suggesting
that the jurisdiction of the San Carlos Apache Police under
my direction be extended to include all Apaches within the
Territory of Arizona.
The following are additiomil excerpts from the general's annual report:
He [the agent] has been particularly careful to avoid
anything that .seemed like dependence on the military ser•

VICe.

He [the agent] recently made public a telegram to the
Commissioner of Indian. Affairs, offering, if his salary
would be increased and two companies of Indian Police
given him, to be responsible for the conduct of the Indians,
and the troops in Arizona could be withdrawn from the
Territory.
The reason why I avoided "dependence on the military
service" in Arizona was because that service was unfriendly
•
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_ was hostile toward me and my administration. General
Kautz devoted pages of his report to the presentation of his
reasons why the military should have absolute control of all
the Apaches, both on and off the reservation. He regarded
the Apache as "a savage of the lowest type," and he had
difficulty in finding words and phrases that would adequately express his estimate of the depravity of the agent,.
Fortunately, within the limits of the reservation I had
no need to place any "dependence on the military service."
When I' was ordered to
remove the Chiricahua Indians from
.
Apache Pass to San Carlos I took with me a company of
fifty-four special Apache Police, and, therefore, personally,
I was . relieved of the
. necessity of- placing any "dependence
on the military service." But I felt that some troops should
be sent to positions in the field where they would be conveniently av.aitap[e in an emergency for the protection of
citizen.<; and the punishment of host.iles. In these circumstances I asked General Kautz, officially, how many troops
he could send to the vicinity of the Chiricahua reservation.
In reply the
he could
. general informed me, officially, that
.
not send any troops to co-operate with me in the proposed
removal of the Chiricahuas. He persisted in his refusal
until ordered to co-operate. In this report the general comments on this incident as follows :
6

He (Governor Safford) was mainly instrumental in
securing the order for the removal of the Chiricahua Indians last year. The heaviest portion of the expense of this
removal fell upon the War Department, which was not consulted in regard to it. I have heretofore given my 'opinion
against concentrating large numbers of hostile and antagonistic Indians on one reservation. I was not disposed, therefore, to aid in a movement the consequences of which could
not be foreseen, without the instructions of the War De'partment in the matter. I had the impression also that
there was an ulterior motive .in bringing about this rein oval.
-

'

. General Kautz has supplied a concise and forceful illus'
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tration of some of the reasons why I avoided "dependence
on the military service" in his department, and why 1 was
willing to assume full responsibility for the conduct and
control of all Apaches in Arizona, provided I was ·given a
free hand with an extended Apache ·Police 'Force.
In connection with my narrative of the removal of the
Chiricahuas, and the ·comments of ·General -Kautz on the
same subject, it will be entertaining. to read General Car'ter's reminiscences of this campaign as recorded by him in
his "Life of Lieutenant General ·chaffee,'' to wit:.
In the spring of 1876 conditions had 'become· so bad
along the Mexican border of Arizona ·and New Mexico,
owing to the proximity of the Warm Springs and Chiricahua Apache reservations, that a removal of the Indians to
San Carlos was determined upon. The troops· of the regiment were promptly put on the march ror the rendezvous in
southeastern Arizona.,..
·
Upon arrival of all the troops several expeditions were
organized. Captain Chaffee's troop accompanied the squadron sent into the San Simon valley on the eastern side of
the Chiricahua reservation, and when it reached. Horse
Shoe Canyon, on the east side of the Chiricahua Mountains,
the trail of a large part of the tribe was found leading toward Mexico. The trail was followed, but the Indians had
already crossed the line.
The Chiricahuas consisted of four bands, that of
Natchez (Nah-chee), son of the famous Cochise, the other
three under Ju, Geronimo and Nolgee. Of the four that
o{Natchez was the only one which moved to the San Carlos
reservation; the others escaped into Sonora, and from the
inaccessible fastnesses of the Sierra Madre Mu.untains began a series of raids which lasted ten years and involved the
loss of hundreds of lives. Upon the completion of the movement of Natchez' band the seveml expeditions were abandoned.
General Carter recalls that in the spring of 1876
condit?'ons were so bad along the Mexican border that a removal of the Chiricahua Indians to San Carlos was determined upon; that the troops were promptly put on the

!
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march· that upon their arrival in southeastern Arizona
"several expeditions were organized" (the pur.poses of
which are not stated); that the squadron to which Captain
ChaffeG's troop was attached followed an Indian trail from
Horse Shoe Canyon to the Mexican line (about 25 or 30
miles) and observed that the· band led by Geronimo, Ju
and Nolgee had escaped into Mexico, and· as soon as the
Chiricahmis under Nah-chee left for San Carlos "the several expeditions were abandoned" but no reason is given
'
for this aprupt action .
. From this record the reader is compelled to the conclusion that the only active servi()e perfonned. by the regiment in this campaign was the march of Captain Chaffee's
squadron on the Indian trail- from- Horse Shoe Canyon to
the Mexican- line - and
this was' true.
.
. However, having
ignored the actual cir.cumstances that had.brought the Sixth
Cavalry· into southeastern Ariz_ona at- this time, General
Carter found it necessary to substitute some excuse for the
movement, and so he mingled- a bit of fog with the facts
by his reference to "several" mysterious- "expeditions"
which were so blythly "organized'' and so- unceremoniously
"abandoned."
The fact. that· depredations had. been committed in
southeastern Arizona, and the Indians who fled-into Mexico .
were known to be of a renegade character- who had been
raiding in Mexico and along the border. for years, demanded
that this area should be patiently and persistently patroled
by the troops as a protection to citizens against these marauders. But this was not done. · Not-only were the mythical
"expeditions" summarily· abandoned, but likewise the exposed areas were left unguarded. and the troops ordered
back tn their several posts.
Complete details ·of the removal· of ·the Chiricahuas
were published in the New Mexico Historical Review for
January, 1928, in connection with the story of Geronimo.
From a brief analysis of the facts as presented-by General

•
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Kautz, General Carter and myself, we find that General
. Kautz was strongly opposed to the removal. He also feared
"an ulterior motive." The troops of the regiment were not
!'promptly put on the march." Not a soldier was moved un'
til positive orders to that -effect had been received from
the War Department. When General .Kautz arrived in
Tucson he sent his adjutant, Colonel Martin, to me for suggestions as to the placing of the troops in the field, thus
shifting all responsibility to the Secretary of War and myself. I escorted the colonel of the regiment through Apache
Pass with my special company of San Carlos Apache Police.
A detachment of this police force arrested the murderer
Pi-on-se-nay on June 9th, and at the same time discovered
that Geronimo had abandoned his camp and fled toward
Mexico. I immediately furnished this information to Gen- . ·
eral Kautz at Fort Bowie, and asked that troops be sent in
_ pursuit of the fleeing Indians.· General Kautz ordered the
squadron under the command of Major Morrow, which had
been stationed in the San Simon valley, to take up the trail
of Geronimo and his band. Major Morrow followed the
trail to the Mexican line, but inasmuch as Geronimo had
moved a day in advance of the troops, and the distance to
the Mexican line was only about 25 or 30 miles, Major Morrow's command did not see any Indians. The Chiricahuas
formerly under Cochise, then
. under his sons Tah-zay and·
Nah-chee, were removed to the San Carlos reservation entirely under my direction, and were escorted only by the'
special company of fifty-four San Carlos Apache Police that
had accompanied me to Apache Pass. The murderer, Pi-onse-nay, was conveyed by Sergeant Tau-el-cle-ee of the
Apache Police and myself from Apache Pass to Point-ofMountain stage station, where the dangerous prisoner was
delivered into the custody of two deputy sheriffs of Pima
county.
It was upon my request that the troops were ordered to
positions in the field where they would be available in an

•
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emergency. The only "emergency" that developed calling
for active service by the troops was the flight of Geronimo
and his band to Mexico, and the squadron to which Captain
Chaffee's.troop was attached "reached Horse Shoe Canyon"
and · "found" the trail "leading toward Mexico" several
hours- probably a full day -after that trail had been discovered by the San Carlos Apache Police and this information lwd been conveyed through me and General Kautz to
the commander of said sqw:tdron.
It 'will be of special interest to present here the exact
facts as they were recorde.d at the time and place in the
following letter from me to, General Kautz.
(Note. This letter was published in full in the Arizona
Citizen on July 29, 1876 .. See copy of said paper onfile in
the Library of Congress.)
·
"
Office of U. S. Indian Agent,
Chiricahua Agency, June 9, 1876.
.
General August V. Kautz.
Commanding· Department of Arizona,
Fort Bowie, Arizona.
Sir:
I have the honor to inform you that yesterday about
noon, three principal men of the Southern Chiricahua ·
Apache Indians came in and had a· talk with me regarding
their removal to the San Carlos reservation. · After I had
explained to them the nature of my orders and the conditions of the transfer, they,all consented to go, but asked for
twelve days to bring in their families. I considered four
days ample time for them to gather such of their people as
might be scattered about the reservation, and accordingly
gave them a pass for four days to bring in their respective
bands. They were named E-ron-e-mo, Whoa and Nolgee,
respectively.
This morning I learned that Pi-on-se-nay, the murderer of Messrs. Rogers and Spence, was camping within
ten mile.s of the agency. I accordingly sent out a detachment of Indian Police to bring in the outlaw and such others
as might be in his camp. This party have just returned,
bringing with them Pi-on-se~nay and thirty-eight others,
mostly women and children.
(

I
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My Indians inform me that they found the camp where
. Whoo, E-ron-e-mo and Nolgee had their families while they
were in to talk with me yesterday; that the camp had been
deserted some· time yesterday evening; that camp~kettles,
axes, hatchets, cowhides, corn, dead dogs, horses, etc., were
strewn about the camp, and a large trail leads from the
camp in the direction of the Sonora line:
·
From this it is. evident that the Indians above named
do not intend to return to the agency, and that they desired
a pass for twelve days, nof to bring
in
their people, but to
.
.
enable them to place their families beyond the reach of the
troops. The kilring of their dogs that they might not be
betrayed by their bark, and the fact that they left such camp
equipage as was. unnecessary or cumbersome, and killed
their old horses and threw away corn and other provisions,
- all indicate their intention to make a se<;ret and hasty
move into Sonora.
I, therefore, respectfully l:·equest that you pursue them
at once with troops, and if p,ossible overtake and. punish
them. T:he limits of the reset;vation, or the pass given to
Whoo, siwll not in any manner ·interfere with your, move. ments.
It is my opinion that all friendly Indians are within
ten miles of the agency, hence, should you desire to scout
the reservation outside of these limits you may issue such
. orders at once.
I further wish to inform you that after June 13th I
shall leave the reservation entirely under your supervision,
and such· Indians as remain on the reservation after that
date are to be considered hostile, and you are respectfully
requested to treat them as such.
·
Very respectfully, Your Obedient Servant,
(Signed) John P. Clum,
U. S. Indian Agent.
'
Here we have the major facts concisely and officially
set forth. The only service performed by the troops was
the march along the Indian trail from Horse Shoe Canyon
to the Mexican line. The only force exerted by the Apache
Police was in connection with the arrest and careful guarding of the murderer Pi-on-se~nay .
.It is obvious, therefore, that if my proposed plan had
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been in operation at that .time the removal of .the Chiricahuas would have been accomplished effectively with the
San Carlos Apache Police Force, and the military wou1d
not have been disturbed. General Kautz would not have
been compelled to co-operate against his will and his conscience, ·and ·General Carter would have been relieved of the
necessity of organizing and abandoning "several" imaginarY "expeditions." . The whole situation would have been
immensely simplified, and if the Apache Police had been
impressed with the fact that they were responsible for the
conduct of all Apaches in Arizona, it is more than probable
that their careful observation of everything occurring on
the reservation would have enabled them to pick up the·
trail from Horse Shoe Canyon to the Mexican line in time
to have captured a goQdly number of Geronimo's followers.
Very. .recently my
attention was ' drawn to the follow.
ing commentS' which were published in the Arizona Citizen
on July 8, 1876, to wit: ·
If Agent Clum had more arms and a little more cash
to pay Indian Scouts, he could safely engage to guarantee
no trouble from any and all straggling-Indians off reservations, and to fully take care of those on them. · No officer
that ever handled Indians in Arizona, begins to equal him
in managing them: ·
This item is of peculiar interest for the reason that it
establishes the fact that the proposition to extend the jurisdiction and services of the San Carlos Apache Police to include all Apaches in Arizona was being favorably discussed
in 1876, just before and immediately following the removal
of the Chiricahuas. In fact, the proposition met with the
most cordial popular endorsement until· my telegram of.
June 7, 1877, included the suggest-ion that the troops might
be removed. That suggestion· precipitated a near-panic
in Arizona business circles. • The Apaches might be controlled without the troops, ·but the plump military contracts
were vital to the- business interests. of the Territory! My
8
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proposal might· mean the. true solution of the Apache problem and the· actual and· 'permanent development· andi pros"
perity of the Territor.y, but the militar-y contracts meantmuch real money· - immediately available. The military
contracts won!
If I had. omitted: reference to the- removal of· the· troops
I would have- received substantial support from my many
friends, but my.plan made. the withdrawal of. the tr.oops inevitable in order to-avoid that deadly mixture· of joint· civil·
and m.ilitary authority and responsibility- which was even
then driving-me from.my position.at•San Carlos.
I am. tempted to indulge. in· just one more quotation
.from. the report of General Kautz. for- 1877. It is this:
. 'W;l1atever cr;.edit; if· any, is. due the· management· of: the
San Carlo~ IJ?.diaps, it canp.()t justly. be award~d' the late
agent, as he was habitu~lly absent. from the. ag,enGY, during
the past year. ·There have been emP.l()y~d at: the. a,gency
several men of great personal influence-among the Indians,
[Who have had far more to do with their control than the '
agent.

l

This paragraph. was intended as· a deadly· slam; but I'
choose· to accept. it· as a vm·y
high
. .
.. compliment: An essential
qualification of· a successful' executive is t!le abilit~ to. select
an efficient cabinet, and I imagine that even in the ar·my it
oft~n happens that1 the generaL who plans . and directs a
great qattle does not: do: all: of. the fighting, himself... It; is
true that' ther:.e, were "employed· at the. agency. several' men
of. gr,eat; personal· influence among. the Indians." These
1Ilen had been selected and! appointed! by. me for the- reason
that they seemed' well· qualified· to perform. the 1~espective
d4ties assigned themjn line with·the .plan.ofrmy; administration, and.these same men. soon gained\ that: "great·personal
influence among; the Indians" because their actions were
just and their, manner, sympathetic and, they displayed a
keen interest· in the. welfare and progress oft the. Indians.
I· had employed these men because I believed their conduct

~~
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would win the confidence of the Indians. My policy was
to advance the Apaches gradually to a condition of selfsupport and self-control through friendly advice and sympathetic encouragement and expressions· of confidi:mce in
their willingness to co-operate.
In the developement of this policy I was very mucli in
need· of the services of such men· as Sweeney, Beauford,.
Hoag, Pangborn, Ming and others, among whom special
mention must be made of that fine Mexican char-acter and'
faithful interpreter·-. M'arijildo· Grijalba. And I admit
that I was hoping· to· secure the senvices. of at least on~ other
man of "great personal• influence among the Indians," and that man was· AI. Sieber.. Mr: Sweeney and: Captain.
Beauford· occupied· the· positions of greatest responsibility
.and·most! vital·impontance andrir did not fail tojacknowledge·
their faithful,. efficient and loyal services· in my. annual reports and in the columns· of the territoriaJl press;
It was inevitable-that insubordinate manifestations and
occasional· desperate· characters· would develope· at. inter.vals
among a population of 5000, or more Indians. that could be
controlled only. . lJydhe strong, arm of; force- and:that·force
was· willingly· and-promptly;· and ef.fecti:vely. exerted] through··
the medium. of; the San Carlos1 A·pache Bolice;
There was peace· on· the San· <?:arlos! reser.:vation· because.
the great mass• of th'e Apaches livingt thereon· knew what
was being done; a.nd:realized:that evenything<was· intended·
for their best interests. They were·ver.y. anxious:that those
conditions· should. contiriue, and! therefore they were eager
to co-operate· in suppressing ev:ery; act of insubordinationand in apprehending~every·criminal:within:the limits of: the
reservation.
As a· matter of fact, we had·a·ctualljpe8t"ablishecl:a 8YS~
tem of self-government. The A"pa.ches were enforcing discipline and· order within tlre limits of their reservation:
There were only· about a· dozen: paleface employes at the
agency, and it is obvious that these could have been swept
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away in an instant if that great body of Apaches had been
hostile. But each day these Indians were realizing more
fully the benefits of the conditions they were enjoying. I
had delivered them from the pe1·sistent aggression and oppression and depression of the military menace by causing
all troops to be removed from the reservation. Instead of
being threatened and harassed they were being consulted
and encouraged and asBisted. They were invited to sit in
the councils of their government, and impressed with their
personal responsibility in the matter of the 'proper functioning of that government to the end that order might be maintai~ed and peace perpetuated. 'The sincere and persistent
efforts to carry out this policy of common· sense and common decency in the management of . the affairs of the
Apaches was daily being more fully comprehended by them, .
and it was this fact - and this fact alone - that gave to
me and to several of my employes "great personal influence
among the Indwns," and made San Carlos as safe a place
of residence for ourselves and our familias as could be found
anywhere in Arizona.
It is true that I was absent from San Carlos while directing the removal of the Chiricahuas in the summer of
1876, and again in the spring of 1877 while leading the
campaign into New Mexico which resulted in the capture of
Geronimo and the removal of the Warm Springs Apaches
- and that's that. Also, I had submitted my resignation ·
·before I left with the group of Apaches for a trip to "the
states." Anyhow, I knew that the Apaches on the reservat.wn had already arrived at a condition of very-near-self,
'
government; that there were "employed at the agency several men .of great personal influence among the Indians"
who would faithfully carry on my common sense policy;
that there were no troops stationed there to create a disturbance, and therefore I did not hesitate to leave the affairs of ,the reservation in charge of my loyal employes,
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And events proved that my judgment in this matter was not
faulty.
In fearful contrast with my policy· of mutual· confidence and peace and progress, the military mind believed
that the1'?e "wild IJ;Idians" could be held in check only by a
rlisplay of troops in their midst in sufficient force to fill;
their savag,e souls with "awe", and to impress upon their'
untutored minds the futility of opposing the armed forces
of the United States. And the sad record tells us that upon
my retirement from the service my com·inon sense policy
was gradually consigned to the scrap heap, and it was not
so long thereafter until the military idea prevailed and the
military arm was set in motion and the Indians were duly
"awed" · and the SEVEN YEARS OF PEACE WAS
BROKEN ar~~d the welfare and prog1·ess
of the Apaches'.
.
were "held in check" for a quarter ofa century.
As heretofore stated, the San Carlos Apache Police·
Force was established in August, 1874, with the installation of its original BIG FOUR members; and the United
States Indian Police Force was organized under the provisions of the Act of Congress approved May 27, 1878. Within four years this national Indian police system had been
put in operation at 40 of the larger agencies, with a grand
total of 848 members. Five years still later, Commissioner
of Indian Affairs J.D. C. Atkins, in his annual report dated
Washington, D. C., September 21, 1887, in commenting upon the efficient services of this national Indian police force,
as a whole, submitted the following unqualified commenda'
tion:
Experience has demonstrated that the Indian Police
Force will compare favorably as to fidelity, courage, loyalty
and honor with any similar body, even though composed of .
men who .boast of a higher civilization. During the year
there have been a few discharges on account of neglect of
duty, but it is a fact worthy of note that dismissals for
cowardice are almost unknown, the Iridian policeman being

r
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willing to face. any .danger, and, .as .has :been the case sev;eral ·
times during the past year, to sacrifice life itself in obey.ing
orders. and faithfully discharg·i·ng duty.
There is no doubt that the records at the forty, or more,
agencies throughout the United States. where the Indian
police system was in operation, fully justified the splendid
tribute paid to the force by Commissioner Atkins, and we
are sure that no unit was rnore deserving of this high corn.rnendation than that which served at the San Carlos agency.
The decision of my own department to re-introduce a
mixed civil-military administration at San ·Carlos drove
me from the reservation in 1877, and the sarne deadly rniJ:ture finally succeeded in driving the Chiricahuas frorn the
reservation on Septernber ·30, 1881, - as we may read in a
later chapter.
Captain Adna E. Chaffee was acting agent at San Carlos from July 19, 1879, until June 1, 1880. The troops were
recalled for police duty within the reservation in August,
1881, and Captain ·Emmet Crawford was placed in charge
of the San Carlos agency police on July 24, 1883. This
last action was taken. under the agreement arrived at on
July 7, 1883, at Washington,
D. . C., between the Interior
.
Department and the War Department, by which General
Crook was entrusted with the entire police control of all
Indians within the San Carlos reservation. This was the
inauguration of a rnilita1·y. regirne at San Carlos which becarne suprerne when Captain F. E. Pierce assurned chargr.
of that agency on Septernber 1, 1885. This absoh~te rnilitary adrninistration was continuous ~mtil February 5, 1901;
in the meantime six army officers succeeded Captain Pierce
as acting agent.
In June, 1890, Special Agent Stephen Whited ·of the
Census Bureau, visited San Carlos for the purpose of obtaining certain data covering general conditions among the
Indians on that reservation to be included in the official
report of the Eleventh Census. Among other things, Agent
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'Whited found that on June 1, 1890, there were five com~nMs of :troops and ·si'xt'y 'Indian scouts stationed 'at San
·@arlos; four 'companies or troops stationed at Fort Apache,
iud two ·companies ·of 'troops ·stationed ·at ·Fort Thomas.
'
This
means tha:t -there were nine companies of troops stationed within the reservation, and two companies stationed
about five miles ·east ·of •the ·eastern line ·of.·the reservation.
A strange, but :most interesting array =of facts is
presented 'by the offici'a:l recoriL From 187:5 ·until t88l
there were no troops on the San Car·los reservation, and during -my administration the agency police force never exceeded twenty-five members. In 1879, when •Captain Chaffee was the acting. agent at San Carlos he -reported that
the ·agency police force then ·consisted of "one lieutenant,
seven sergeants .and thirty-one' privates." But. in 1890,
fif-teen yea·rs a:flter Lieutenant Carter led two troops of the
Sixth Cavalry away .from =San Carlos and abandoned that
military camp, the militar-y administration deemed it necessar·y to have .five companies of t?·oops and sixty .Jndian
scouts stationed at the agency. '
And the ·record .presents the further astounding fact
that this extraordinary and extravagant military regime
was permitted to continue ·eleven years longer - until
February 5, 1901-. In .18n .a plan of administration promising the true solution of the Apache problem, and which
meant peace· for all and the progress ·and uplift of the Indians, was pitted against a sordid lust for plump military.
contracts - and "the military ·contracts won." It is obvious
that for twenty-four years- nearly a ·quarter of a centur·y
thereafter, the same sordid lust after plurnp rnilitary contracts prevailed over a just and honorable consideration for
the true interests· and progress of the Apaches.
With this record fresh in our minds we shall read with
peculiar interest an excerpt from the report of Special
Agent Whited, published on page 154 of the Census Bureau's report on "Indians Taxed and Indians Not Taxed"
in 1890, to wit:

r
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As to army control, I venture the suggestion that 200
mounted. Indian scouts, officered by efficient white men
would preserve order among the Apache tribe much bette;
and vastly cheaper than the garrisons that are maintained
there at.this time. If they are to remain, however, I would
move them just outside the reservation. On the other hand,
the present garrisons are great consumers of food and pro.
duce, and the camps furnish a ready market for many
things produced by the Indians, but I believe the day is past
when a large force of soldiers should be maintained on reservations.
·

I
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When the San Carlos reservation passed under military rule the famous Sail Carlos Apache Police Force was
practically merged with the military scouts. And we shall
not forget that the Apache military scouts- enrolled from
the same heroic tribes- have left a record that is quite as
loyal efficient and honorable as that of the San Carlos
Apache Police. When General Crook led his campaign into
Mexico in 1883 the most important unit of his force consisted of 193 Apache scouts under the command of Captain
Emmet Crawford. When Geronimo and Nah-chee led their
followers from the reservation again in May, 1885, we learn
that a telegram from Washington under date of June 9th
''authorized the enlistment of 200 additional Indian Scouts."
Between 300 and 400 Indian scouts participated in this
campaign against Geronimo.
Surgeon (later General) Leonard Wood, who accompanied Captain Lawton's command in this campaign, has
left the following sincere testimonial to the willing. and effective services and
tireless devotion to duty of the Apache
•
scouts:
•

•
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The Indian scouts were very efficient and hard workers
and constantly in the advance; always willing and ready,
and physically equal to the hostiles. The greatest good
feeling existed between the scouts and the soldiers, and· I
can say from my own experience, that they are obedient
and kind to their officers.
·
I

I
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During the campaign against Victoria in New Mexico,
an application for permission to enlist scouts had been dis-.
approved, whereupon Colonel Hatch, commanding the
troops in the field, sent the following telegram to Depart- ,
ment Headquarters under date of Fort Craig, New Mexico,
May 26, 1880 :
Refusal to allow Indian scouts will postpone settling
Indian troubles. Experience certainly advises obtaining
them in some manner. Troops cannot find Apaches in the
mountains without incurring great risk arid exposure. To
be successful they must be pursued in the Indian way, keeping the troops off the trail, and Indians are best adapted
for this service.
Singly and in groups the Apache scouts have performed
a service that cannot be overestimated. Always they were
in the advance of every column to follow the trails and to
give timely warning that would save the white troopers
from the perils of ambush. Too little has been said in praise
of their fidelity and tireless devotion to duty. Right now
the War Department is doing a fine thing in connection
with the sole, surviving regular army unit made up of Indians. The conditions out of which the enrollment of Indian Scouts grew have disappeared, and their military im.portance in an era of tanks and bombing airplanes · and ·
high-power artillery barrages has dwindled to a mere shadow, but for sentimental reasons; because of the invaluable
services rendered by the Indian scouts in the winning of the
. West; because this conquest has depended so much on theit
loyalty and tireless devotion to duty, this last detachment
of veteran Apache Scouts is retained in the ·service of
Uncle Sam and is stationed at Fort Huachuca, Arizona,
·and was,. until recently, under the command of Captain
Donald C. Hawley, Tenth Cavalry, U. S. A.
During the closing weeks o~ 1928 Captain Hawley,
with II1arked courtesy, furnished me with two photographs
of members of this detachment,
·and some exceedingly in,
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teresting information regarding their status, employment,
etc. •Captain Hawley stated tha:t •at Jthat time (Bee. 19.28)
the detachment consisted of 1 ser.geant, 2 cor.porals and ;16
·privates. These scouts are enlisted exaCtly 'like any other
soldier, for ·a term of three years, with the ·priviiege oi re~
enlisting on completion of each enlistment. T.he plan ·of
the War Department is to permit these scouts to co~inue in
the service until each shall 'have a full term of 30 years to his
credit, when each ·will be retired with the rank and pay of
a sergeant. ~his, of cour.se, means that ·all who complete
.thir-ty years o'f service wiH be rcarried ·on the army !pay ·roll
as long as ;they live. It also means that this sole surviving
unit of Indian Scouts will be gradually reduced in numbers
and will completely "fade out" when its last. member is
placed on the reti-red -list.
The ·following exact details are quoted from Captain
Hawley's statement:
Sergeant Chow Big, a veteran o'f the Geronimo campaign, several minor Indian campaigns, and the Mexican
Punitive Expedition of 1916, will retire on completion of
30 years service in January, 1929. Eskipbygojo, Toni Sye,
Charles Bones and Deklay are all veterans -of the Indian
Wars and the Punitive Expedition; they have around 27
years service and will retire abou't 1931. Of course they
will retire as sergeants. Those are the only real old~timers;
several others have 15 to 20 years service and were with the
Punitive Expedition. There are only two or three young
ones, one of whom is the son of a scout who retired a couple
of years ago.
The scouts draw the same pay and have exactly the
same privileges and rights as any soldier, with two exceptions; first, they are required to provide their own mounts
and horse equipment, and receive forty cents a day for doing
so, in addition to which the government furnishes forage for
the horse; second, they are allowed to live with their families in a tepee (wicki-up) village near the post and to draw
the value of their rations, amounting to about $17, per
month, in cash.
They are not armed except in. time of war - or when
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on maneuvers, .and do not dnill or .do :any !guar.d 1duty. They
are employed ·at the ,present .time :in ·various capacities about
the post; one .as assistant to the carpenter.; one .as assistant to the plumber; three r.unning the Post ice plant; two
running the saw in the wood yard; two patrcilling the reservation for stray cattle and ;horses -·and similaT jobs.
Their health is ;good, and they seem happy and contented, except that some ·of the wounger ·ones -think ,they
should have houses to Jive in instead .of the tepees. I am
plann'ing to get them out from time to time for some real
scouting work -to keep them in practice; and ifthe·Tenth
Cavalry. goes to ·Texas next ·spring, as seems ·prdbable, 1
hope to take a ,par.t •or them along. :Blowever, I am afraid·
they will not be as Malua:ble in maneuvers •as in actual war ..
I have been. deeply impressed with the kindly mental
attitude evinced by Captain Hawley toward these veteran
Apache scouts. His genuine interest and sympathetic enthusiasm in his command are refreshing and inspiring, and
I am sure that if he could have joined me during my administration at San Carlos, and we had been allowed to direct the destinies of the Apaches since that time through.
the medium of the Apache Police - then I should have
had the pleasure of writing a very different story.
The members of the famous San Carlos Apache Police
Force have been less fortunate than the milita:ry scouts i11
the matter of obtaining any substantial or definite recognition of their long years of efficient service. The civil system under which they were employed did not provide
either pensions or retirement with . pay. An ungrateful
public and a soulless government have never done anything to recognize or reward the distinguished services of
even the most deserving members of that splendid organization. Some, in ill health and poverty, have appealed in vain
for a pittance that might in some degree alleviate their
distress. All were glad to have the protection their services
afforded when they were young and strong and faithful
guardians of the peace, but when they grew old and decrepit
they were easily and quite completely forgotten. Some day
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a noble saga will be written that will honor and perpetuate
the memory of ·their sterling qualities and worthy deeds.
But it is now forever too late to minister to their tempOral
needs. Wearied with the· strife and sorrows of their .unequal struggle underadverse conditfons imposed upon them
by their pale-faced brothers ( ?) , they have gradually resigned themselves to their inevitable fate. One by one they ·
have unresistingly responded
to the call of the Grim Reaper
.
.
'
and very soon the last of those fine old guards will follow
along the well-worn trail that leads all mortals
"To the kingdom of Ponemah,
To the land of the Hereafter.''
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THE SUPPLY SERVICE OF THE NEW MEXICAN
MISSIONS IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY"
FRANCE

V.

SCHOLES

The year 1609 is an important date in the history of
New Mexico. In that year the government of the province
was finally assumed by the Crown, and.Don Pedro de Peralta was appointed governor with instructions to found a
new. villa and to reorganize the political administration of
the province: At the same time the Crown also assumed
full responsibility for the
Reports
. support . of the missions.
concerning the success of the friars in converting the In-:.
dians had probably saved the province from being aban-.
doned, and henceforth the mission phase of New Mexican
significant. It was evident, however,
life was the most
•
that the missions must have support from without, so the
Crown made them a charge on the treasury of New Spain.
It is not surprising, therefore, that Torquemada hailed the
change, rejoicing that the strong a:rm of .the king was now
1.

The sources for this study consist in the' main ofa. Numerous manuscripts· in the Biblioteca Nacional,. Mexico City, in a series
arranged by the author of this study. For' convenience this services is called Manu•critos para la Historia del Nuevo Mexico. For a hastily made calendar of these
papers. see the author's uManuscripts for the History of New Mexico,', New Mexico
Hist. Rev., Vol. III, no. 3 (July, 1928), pp. 301·323. The general series will be
cited as Bib. Nac. Mex., M. H. N. M.
b. A gefl~ral report on the supply service in Archive General de Indias.
legajo 58-4-9 (oldsystem). The title of this report is: El Virrey de la Nueva Espaii<L
in[orma a S. M. del asicnto de los carros del Nuevo Mexico coit testimonio de los autos
y acusa recibo de una cedula de 12 de Octubre de 1665. The report covers the period
from 1631 to 1666, and includes copies of some of the important items on the supply
service in Bib. Nac. Mex., 11!. H. N. M. The report• will be cited as Injorme, ·A. G.
I., 58-4-9.·
2. For Peralta's instructions, see New Mexico Hist. Rev., VoL IV, no. 2 (April,
1~29). pp. 178-187, in which will be found Spanish text and English translation of
the instructions which are in A. G. I., 58-3-16.
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actively supporting missionary enterprise in New Mexico."
For the first twenty years following the adoption. of
this policy, there is little information concerning the details of the system of. royal. support. Supply trains were
supposed to be sent out every three years, but, at times, the
interval must have been longer than .that. For example,
one of the supply trains probably arrived in New Mexico in
the autumn of 1621.', and.one member. of the panty was Fray
Miguel' de Chavar-ria, the predecessor of Benavides.as• eustodio ;" the caravan. returned! to Mexico the following yea1~.'
It appears that the next caravan did· not arrive in'. New
Mexico untiL IDecemben of· 1:625, or. very early; in. January,
1626; I.t was this despatch that brought to New M·exico,
both, Fray .Ailonso, de· Bena;'lides, th~ newly-appointed(Cu'sc
todio of missions and: the first Commissary of the In4uisi' the
tion in New. Mexico; and· Bon Felipe de Sotelo 0ssorio,
successor of Gover:nor. Eulate'! The next supply train ·was:
probably, the: one in which Fray. Estevan:de· Rerea,.re-eleded.
prelate of• missions· to succeedt Bena:vii:les,. returned: in: 1'629~'
Benavides. himselfi testifies to the long' inte1~vals· between.
the' an.ival of the caravans. ": . . five or six years· pass·
without our knowi'ng in New Mexico: (any.thing,)i of the
Spanish nation until the dispatches go which are assigned·
for the succor of. the Religious and churches which· Your
'

3. Monarchia Indiana,. ( ed. 1723). I, 678.
4. Documents, in the papers of, the Inquisit~on in the Archivo GenP.ral y PUblico
de la. Naci6n, Mexico City. give. valuable hints, concerning the points disc,ussed. in.
this paragraph. That Chavarria preceded Benavides as Custodio is. indicated. in
letters of Perea and others in lnq'u.:isiciOn, Torno 48G, ff, 45 et se(]. See also Bib.
Nac. Mex., M, H: N. M., leg, 9, num. 8.
'
5. lnauisic-i6n,
Torno 486, ff, 45 et· seq ..
..
6. Benavides was. elected Custodio in 1623. Bib. Nac. Mex., M. H. N. M., leg.
9, nUm. 8: His, appointment as Commissary, of the Inquisition was. p_robably, made
soon afterward·.
As Commissary.,._ he. had· jurisdiction over the Cuencame-Santa
Barbara region as well as over New Mexico. He exercised· inquisitorial jurisUiction
over the Cuencame-Santa. Barbara region from late August to mid-OCtober, 1625,
and then set-- out for• New, Mexico; Inquisici6n•. Torno 356, ff. 318-370. The first
document in the Inquisition papers written after his ar~ival, in New. Mexico is
dated Jan. 6, 1626. Ibid. f. 291. The edict of the faith was read in. Santa Fe, Jan.
25, 1626. Ibid. ff. 291, 292.
7. Benavides; Memorial, ( Ayer edition, Chicago, 1916), pass·im; Perea, V er·

dadera Relaci6n.
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Majesty supports with· so Catholic· zeal~ For· though it is
true that this dispatch is assigned and determined to be
made punctually· every three years, five and six- ('years)'
are wont to pass without the Royal' officials bethinking
themselves about us-and' God knows what is costs to re•
min d 'h
t em ,8.
The growth of the· missions made the supply service
more and more important. The gradual increase in· the
nu'mber of friars serving in New Mexico and the· heavy
freighting- charges paid for the transport of' supplies made
the cost of· the caravans a considerable sum; For the caravans sent prior to 1620 the cost was about thirty eight·thouc
sand pesos.'• In 1626 Be11avides appealed for more friars,
.
and' the Crown assumed the extra cost of providing them ..
WTh~e new missionaries went out to New Mexico with Fray
URerea in 1629," but, even with this, reinforcement, the num. ber of friars was found to be insufficient to care both· forthe-older missions and for the new conversions among the
Hopi, Zuni, Acoma, Piro, and· Juman·o. ConsequentbT Perea.
appeal~d. for. stilL more friars- to carry forward the rapidly.
. '
exP.anding missional'Y enterprise.
This plea was•presented to the viceroy in 1630-by Fray
Tomas Manso; Procurator-GeneraP of the Franciscans in
New Mexico, who seems already to have had general charge.
of the supply service. This. new request for more friars
forced the viceroy. and treasury officials in· Mexico to consider. the:situation carefully. andito.effect economies in· the
service. The· cost of the 1629 caravan; which had provided
for fort:y six fr.i~rs, had been mor.e than 81,000.pesos, but,
despite this- very considerable expense, the friars had not
been satisfied with the service. In. order- to watch expenses
and to improve the service, the treasury· officials and the
superior authorities of the Franciscans re-considered the

-

•
8. Memorial, (Ayer edition), pp. 14, 15.
8a. Carta. del, Virrev. Ma":qu6s. de Guadalcazar a S. M; :cwbre ha.c·ientla y ga:3tos.
en el Nuevo Mexico. Mexico, 19 Febrero, 1620. A. G. I., 58·~·18 (old system).
9. Benavides, Memorial, p. ~
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•

whole problem, and the service was reorganized .on a formal,
efficient basis. By patent of the Provincial of the Francis
can Province of the Santo Evangelio, Fray Manso's position was formalized, and he was authorized to arrange
with
.
.
the treasury officials for the amount of the royal aid and
for the organization and management of the supply trains.
The second step was the formulation of a viceregal decree
in which the details of the co_ntract with Fray Manso were
set forth.
The documents in which these arrangements ar'& described are so important that they are .presented belo\v in
translation.10
(

I
'

I'

'

VICEREGAL DECREE CONCERNING THE CONTRACT
Don Rodrigo Pacheco Osorio, Marques de Cerralvo, of the Council of War, Viceroy . . . . . · . . . etc.
Inasmuch as it has been customary since the time of Marques de
Salinas,11 in conformity with orders of His Majesty, to send to the
Province of New Mexico every three years the customary aid, not only
the friars of the Order of St. Francis requested for the new conversions being•made and for preaching and administration of the
sacraments to the native Indian~ of the [province], but also of wine
tapers, oil, ornaments, and other things necessary for the said ministry, and [also] the clothing and maintenance for the friars who are
serving in that Custodia and for those going out for the first time;
in accordance with past custom, the period of the said three ~years
since the last dispatch was made in August, 1627,12 having terminated,
Padre Fray Tomas Manso, Procurator-General of that Custodia, by ·
order of his superiors sought the said customary dispatch.
He [also] brought me letters from Don Francisco Nieto de Silva,
Knight of Alcantara, the present Governor and Captain-General of

I

I

I'

r
'

I

10. The documents are in lnforme, A. G. I., 58-4-9; ff. 65-82, and also in Bib.
Nac. Mex., M. H. N. M., leg. 1, num. a. The title of the latter item is: Traslado
del asicnto . . . .. se hit;o por el fiscal de su rnagestad y officiales Reales con el Padre
Fray Thomas Manso. . . sobre el inuio que cada tres afios se haze pCtra aquellas
prounicias . . .. 1631. The translation is based on the A. G. I. copy. Any variations
in. the Bib. Nac. Mex. copy will be described in the notes.
11. Luis de Velasco (son of the second viceroy) had the above title during
his second· term as viceroy of New Spain, 1607-1611.-L. B: B.
12. The grant of funds was made in August, 1627, and it was from -that date
that the three year term ran. The caravan did not leave Mexico until later, and
reached New Mexico in the spring of 1629. (It was assembled at Zacatecas, starting north from there in September 1628.-L. B. B.) ·
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the said New .Mexico, and from Padre Fray Estevan de Perea, Custodio of the [province], in which they relate and describe the state
of the province. And in petitions presented by the said Padre Procurator I have been given an account of fourtee~ conventos 'newly
founded in various localities in addition to the eighteen that [the
custodia] had; that several thousand souls of the provinces of Zu:iii,
1\{oqui, and the Piros have been converted, an~ [also] those of the
Rock of Acoma who are newly baptized; that [the friars] are about
to do the same for a great number of people of the Apache nation
and the. Jumano who live a hundred leagues from the Villa of Santa
Fe at the portal of the much-sought~for Kingdom of Grand Quivira;
that from the said province of the Jumano twelve captains came to
ask for friars to baptize them and teach them the Christian Docti·ine,
and that to this end two priests were sent [to them]; but that there
are not enough workers, for the agreement [of 1627] did not provide
for those needed by the Jumano nation, and the forty six friars thirty five priests and eleven lay-brothers -- at present serving in·
the said province can not takt:i care of .all. [Therefore], I have been
requested to authorize the sending out of twenty more friars - eigteen priests and two lay-brothers - which· would be a sufficient
number of missionaries for· the said new conventos and conversions
which have been made, in which there are more than 60,00Qlll souls
who have been baptized and, in addition, a great number who seek
Holy Baptism; also that I grant the customary dispatch of clothing
for all the friars, both for those who remained in the said province
'
.
and for those going out for the first time, and of the supplies it has
been customary to send, conforming to the statements of past dispatches and to those newly presented.
Consequently, I ordered that the .Padre Commissary-General of
the said Order should make a formal statement, which should be
sent to the fiscal of His Majesty, and, with the latter's comment, to
the acuerdo de hacienda.14 And in the [acuerdo] which I attended,
together with its members, on August twentieth of the year 1630, I
be turned over to the oficiales
ordered that all the papers . should
.
realesm of this city, in order that the statement of supplies and other
things which have now been requested might be compared with the
[statement] of what was granted in the last dispatch, separate statements to be made of what is asked for [now] over and above [the last
grant], and, [after] conferring with the said Padre Procurator con-.
13. An obvious exaggeration.
14. Members of Audiencia and Treasury officials meeting to discuss fiscal
:problems.
15. Treasury officials .
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cerning the reason on which .is based the request of such a large nullJ.
· ber of friars, the one and the other to be reduced to what seems to
be absolutely necessary; so that in this occasion, on the basis of clear
and· exact information concerning the amount of the last dispatch
both the· cost in this Real Caja15 a and that of Zacatecas, and afte;
further consideration in another acuerdo de hacienda, it might be
decided what is necessary.
The said oficiales reales having carried out the orders of the
said decree, it appears that the cost of the last dispatch which Pro.
vided for the forty six friars - thirty five priests and eleven lay.
brothers - who serve in those conversions, and including 'the thirty
two wagons [in' the caravan], and the two rnayordornos forrthe SallJe,
and the twelve soldiers and captain who were the escort, (*as eighty
eight thousand one hundred eighty pesos, five tomines, and ten
granos. 16 Nevertheless, the Padre Procurator~General in various Petitions and memorials has represented to me that the said. friars suf.
fer great inconvenience due to the delays usually experienced in those
dispatches because the supplies are bought at auction, and nearly a
year is used up in this way; that for this reason the caravan can not
leave this city in time to make the journey with ease, with the result
that the friars are in need of wine, tapers,. oil, and other things
necessary for the administration of the Holy Sacraments; that the
supplies purchased at the said public auctions were neither so good
nor so fa:vorably priced as those which could be obtained if a special
endeavor were made in seeking them out, with the result that in each
dispatch His Majesty could be saved a great sum of money. Therefore, he requested that. a contract should be made, once and for all,
to determine what is necessary, not only for this dispatch, but also
for others to be made [in future], and which shall stipulate the sum
of money to be given for the three year term to each friar already
serving in those conversions, and also to each one of these being sent
out for the first time, and also for the cost of the wagons, their preparation and upkeep, in conformity with what was granted in the last
dispatch; and [he stated] that the said friars would assume responsibility for the ·care and management of the [wagons] to be granted
both for this dispatch and for all the others.
The request having been submitted to the acuerdo de hacienda,
and having been considered in the [acnerdo] which I attended, together with its members, on March eleventh, [1631], the eighteen
priests and two lay brothers, who were requested by ·the Padre Pro-

I
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I
I
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15a. The Treasury.
16. Tomin-eighth part of a peso. Cf. real.
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curator for the neyv conversions, were authorized; and I ordered the
oficiales reales, in conjunction with the fiscal of His Majesty, to negotiate with the said Padre Procurator concerning the contract to be
made for this dispatch and for the others to be made in future, and,
on the basis of the advices which have been communicated and presented, to arrange in detail for whatever is deemed to be necessary.
And in order that the said contract might be negotiated with
greater .formality, the said Padre Procurator presented a patenLand
permit from Padr~ Fray Francisco de Velasco, Provincial of this
Province of the Santo Evangelio, to which the said Custodia of New
Mexico is subject. And in fulfillment of my order and in virtue of
the said patent the contract was made in the following form.

\
~

Patent of the Provincial to Fray Tomas Manso
Authorizing him to make the Contract.
Fray Francisco de Velasco, of the Order of the Friars of the Regular Observance of Our Serafic
Father St. Francis,
CalificadO?- of
.
.
the Holy Office, Lector Jubilado in Holy Theolog-y, Minister-Provincial of . this Province
the Sarita Evangelio,
Custodias of Tam.
. of
. '
.
pi co and New Mexico, and Sisters of Santa Clara,· etc.
To Padre Fray Tomas Manso, Preacher, and Procurator of the
Custodia of the Conversion of St. Paul of New Mexico, heaith 'arid
peace in Our Lord Jesus Christ:
Inas·inuch as His Excellency, Marques de Cerralvo, Viceroy of
this New Spain, and the members of the Real Acuerdo de Hacienda
have agreed to make a contract for the dispatch which is· niad'e every
three years for that our Custodia· in order to avoid the difficulties
due to purchase in the public auctions and other delays which have
occurred, resulting in loss. to the Real Hacienda, and [in loss] of
time and inconvenience for the friars; and it being necessary to make
certain valuations, contracts, and agreements concerning the supplies·
to be granted and transported for the said friars wlio serve in the
said Custodia and [who] administer the Holy Sacrariuints in the new
conversions.; and having complete confidence in the religious character of Your Reverence, and because other dispatches made for this
purpose have been sent out in your charge, and [because of] the
complete knowledge. you have of all these things:
[Therefore] by tHese presents, signed by my hand, sealed with
the great seal of our office, and countersigned by our secretary, I
grant to .Your Reverence our authority to appear before His Excellency~ and the members of the Real Acuerdo de Hacienda and be:l'ore any other tribunals whatsoever that it may be necessary concerning the aforesaid, and in them to make and execute whatever

'
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pacts, agreements, and, contracts, and to execute whatever· legal instruments may be necessary and applicable to the efficient dispatch
of the alms which His Majesty gives and sends to the friars of the
said new Custodia.
All that Your Reverence shall and may do in this regard I Will
consider well done, as if done by myself; and for all and to all a ppertaining thereto I give and concede our said authority.
Given in Our Convento of San Francisco, Mexico, the eighth
qay of the month of February, one thousand six hundred thirty one.
Fray Francisco de Velasco, Minister-Provincial.
By authority of His Paternity,
Fray Antonio Vazquez, Secretary.

tI '

I'
I'
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(The .Contract)
I. Statements of Supplies to be given every three
years to each Friar-Priest [already] serving
in the Conversions of New Mexico, for the Administration [of the Mission], for Clothing, and for the
Infirmary.
Forty five gallons of sacramental wine. 16a
Eighty five and a half pounds of prepared candle wax.
Twenty six gallons of oil for illuminating the Holy Sacrament.
Eight gallons more for the friar.
Four gallons of vinegar.
One hundred yards of sack-cloth.
Twelve yards of Rouen-cloth.
Twelve yards of lineri.
One ream of paper.
Two blankets.
Two. declas 17 of butcher knives.
Two pairs of scissors;
One pound of domestic yarn (or thread).
One dozen awls with handles.
One dozen angled (or' square) needles.
One dozen coarse needles. .
Also two dozen ordinary needles.
16a. Many of the terms used in the Spanish verswn of .these lists are difficult
adequately to translate. Some are obsolete, others are Mexican, and in the case of
others it is almost impossible to find a good English equ~valent. In many cases,
therefore, the Spanish term is left in the text, and an English equivalent, where one
can .be used, is given in the notes. In some cases, however, the Spanish term is
used currently and no note was necessary. In dealing with terms for weight aTid
measure, the English equivalent is given in the text for arroba, which was tWenty
five pounds weight, or four gallons liquid measure.
17. Decla-a set of ten.

)
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One dozen horseshoes.
Three pairs of sandles.
Two pairs of woolen stockings.
One friar's hat.
One candado que llaman de fraile.w
Six common rosaries.
Two bundles of plaited cord. '
One white cedazo, and a black one.19
One pair of spurs and a Jerez. bridle.
Thirty five pesos' worth of medicines.
One sheet [made] of Rouen-cloth.
One shirt.
For the One pillow.
Infirmary. One blanket.
Six and a half yards of coarse linen.
Five boxes of conserves.
·
Six and a half pounds of sweetmeats.
Twenty five pounds of sugar.
Three ounces of saffron.
One pound of pepper.
Six ounces of cinnamon.
Ten and a half pounds of raisins.
Six pounds of almonds.
Five pounds of conserves in syrup.
Two jugs of Campeche honey for the entire infirmary.
For every two friars, the price of copper cupping instrument.
For every two (friars), one syringe.
For every two (friars), one razor.
For every two (friars), one lancet.
For every two (friars), one pair of barbers' scissors.
For the entire infirmary, one grindstone.
Also two stills for distilling water.
Four pairs of razor hones.
One large brass basin.
One box of loza de_ Puebla (Puebla tile or porcelain).
II. Statement of other supplies to be given at each
dispatch for general use during the journey.
Three tin-plate flasks for transporting the Holy Oils.
Two tin-plate lanterns for saying mass.
One rug for the base of the altar.·
Table and benches with which to construct an altar.
Six staffs with iron mountings for the awning [covering for the altar].
Two cruets of tin-plate.
Two tin-plate funnels. ·
One large brass basin;
18.
19.

Candado-padlock or pendant.
Cr.daz~u.:mal meaning, a st!ainer, filter, or

siev·~.

madP C"f horsehair ..

•
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Six bateas de Mechoacan.'"
One dozen jicarillas.'1
Two barrels for transporting water.
Two metates.
Two table cloths and twenty four napkins.
An hundred weight of tallow candles.
Two iron spoons for the kitchen.
One tin grater.
Two mountain axes for cutting wood.
Three spits, one of them large.
Two sieves.
.
Four dozen hens for those who may be sick during the journey, ·
Two suits of clothing, with shoes· and shirts, for the two Indi7·/s who
accompany the two friars in charge of the dispatch.
Thirty yards of sackcloth,
. ·
Twelve yards of linen, two pairs of sandles, two [pairs] M shoes,
and a hat, for a Spanish lay-brother named Diego Gomez.
··
22
Boxes needed for packing the aforesaid; rawhide thongs; JeriJas for
the covered hampers; coarse sarapes; and a warehouse·in which
all the aforesaid may be collected and loaded.
· .
In addition, things to replace [ecclesiastical] ornar:nents and things
for the sacristy, and other necessities.
According to information conceri)ing the
past dispatch, all the aforesaid cost six
602 p. 6_ts. hundred two pesos and six tomines; and
[the cost] is now reduced to four hundred
fifty pesos.
·
·
For each lay-brother who is serving in those
. conversions, there will be granted the same
supplies, except for the wine, tapers, ·and oil
for illuminating the Holy Sacrament. In
the past dispatch the cost for each [lay400 pesos.
brother] was four hundred pesos, and is
now reduced to three hundred pesos.

r

'

~

450 pesos.

1

I

1

· 300 pesos.

,

Statement of Ornaments and other things for Divine
Worship to be given each Friar-Priest. the first.
time that he goes to those Conversions.""
One ornament of Chinese damask. Chasuble, stole, maniple, frontal
and frontal trimming, and bundle of corporal-cloths.
One alb [made] of Rouen-cloth.
One surplice.
One pair of altar-cloths [made] of Rouen-cloth, each· six yards m
1
length.
One embroidered altar-cloth.
Some coarse corporal-cloths.
One missal, with the office of the Order.
20. Batea-wooden bowl. Sometimes painted or lacquered.
21. ,Jicarilla--small Mexican bowl. Frequently made of gourd. Also word for
chocolate cup.
22. Jerga--coarse ·woolen stuff.
23. The Bib. Nac. Mex. copy adds: "and also things for founding his church."

(
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one enameled silver chalice, the paten and cup gilded.
one small bell to sound the Sanctus.
one bell, two hundred pounds in weight.
Iron framework from which to swing the bell.
one pair of gilded wooden processional candle-holdexs.
one pair 0~ brass candlesticks ..
snuffing _sci_ssors.
.
.
.
.
.
.An oil pamtmg [of samt], two and a half yards m height, with gilded
frame.
small chest with _crismeras."'
.
Two papers of pms.
·
one pair of cassocks [made] of Chinese stuff.
one piece of damask to cover tl!e altar.
cupboard for the chalice.
·
one rug for the altar steps.
One copper· vessel for the Holy Water.
one tin plate with vinajeras. 25
One crucifix, with gilded brass handle.
One wafer-box. [For the unconsecrated host]. ·
Three yards of Rouen-cloth for amices and cornvaltat·es.
Two and half pounds of incense.
Two and a half [pounds] of copal.
Three ounces of silk wicking ..
Three pesos' worth of soap.
One white cedazo, and a black one.
For every five [friars,] two choir robes of chinese damask.
For every five [friars], two sets of dalmaticas [made] of the same
stuff."'
·
For every five [friars], two carved images of the Christ.
For every five [friars], a ciborium.
For every five [friars], an iron utensil for making hostias [the wafer,
or host].
.
·
For every five [friars], a brass lamp.
For every five [friars], a pall for the Holy Sacrament.
For every five [friars], a set of clarions and bassoons.
For every five [friars], a set of trumpets.
For every five [friars], three books of chants.
For every five [friars], three mangas of velvet with gold edgings."'
For every friat for building his church, ten axes de la Calle de
Tacuba. [Bought or made in Calle de Tacuba, Mexico City.]
For every friar, three adzes.
For every friar, three spits.
Ten hoes.
One medium-sized saw.
One chisel with collar and handle.
One large latch for the church door.
Two augurs.
One plane and box for same.
Ten pounds of steel.
Six hundred tinned nails for the church doors.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Crismeras-small phials for the chrism. ·
Vina)eras-vessels for ·the water and wine used during mass.
DalmdticfJ;----ecclesiastical vestment.
Mangas-strip of cloth hanging from the shoulder of clerical cloaks.
'

'

.
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Sixty nails palmares.2il
Sixty nails gemales.""
One hundred nails de a quinientos en suma. 00
Four hundred nails de a mil en suma.""
Eighteen hundred nails de taxamanil. 31
Twelve hundred nails de medio almud. 30
Eight hundred tacks.
Two small locks.
.
. One dozen hinges for doors and windows.
One dozen hook and eye latches.
One pair of braces for the two doors.

'.

-

All the aforesaid cost, in the past dispatch
one thousand one hundred nineteen pesos
1119 p. 4 ts. and four tomines; to be reduced in this ·
[dispatch] to· eight hundred seventy five
pesos.

I

I.

!

I

875 pesos.

III. Statement of Supplies to be g!ven each Friar
in Preparation for the Journey and for Food the
· first time that he goes to [New Mexico], and including the Padre-P.rocurator and his companion.
One mule, with saddle and bridle.
Two pairs of shoes, and two of stockings.
Two blankets and .two pairs of leggings.
Six yards of Rouen-cloth.
Saddlebags. '
Nine yards of canvas for mattress.
One hat and box.
One wine-bottle.
One travelling canvas (or leather) bag for mattress.
One breviary.
One drinking jug.
One box and key.
One frying~pan and one comal."2
One grinding bowl.
Six pewter plates and two pewter bowls.
Fifteen yards of jerga de Mechoaca,n. 33
One dozen mecates de ystle. 34
For every three friars, one bronze olla.
For every three [friars], one bronze saucepan [or kettle].
For every friar-priest and for every lay-brother, fifty two pounds of
bacon.
Forty one pounds of cheese.
28. Nails the length of the palm.
29. Nails the length of a geme. which is the distance between the thumb and
first finger when they are outstretched.
30. These ·terms probably deal with weight or measure and determine the size
of the nail.
31. Taxamanil-having to do with the roof. Nails or cleats for the roof.
32. Comal-Mexican bowl or pan for cooking maize bread or cake.
33. Coarse stuff.
34. Mecates de ystlc-ropes mode of maguey fiber.
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Twenty five pounds of shrimp.
Fifty four pounds of haddock.
Twelve and a half pounds of tollo [spotted dog fish].
Half a fanega of habas, and half a fanega of beans. 35
Half a fanega of salt.
·
Two almudes of garvanzos and two of lentil.""
Six hundred pounds of flour.
Three hundred pounds of biscuits.
Two gallons of oil.
Five pints of vinegar.
Eight fanegas of corn.
Four almudes of chile.
Six pounds of oysters.
Twelve and a half pounds of lard [or butter].
Half a box of garlic and onions.
Ten heifers and ten sheep.
·
Thirty four yards of jerga for sacking.
Eight pounds of sugar. .
,
Six pounds of raisins and four of almonds.
Four pounds of conse1·ves.
Two gallons of wine.
One peso a day for the time that the caravan will be detained in
Zacatecas,-at the least, two weeks.
478 pesos.

All the aforesaid cost, in the past dispatch,
four hundred seventy eight pesos; to be re-'
duced in this [dispatch] to three hundred
twenty five pesos.
·

325 pesos.

· IV. Statement of the Cost of the Wagons in the past
dispatch-including. equipment, and food and salaries of the Indians and mayordomos .
•

In the past dispatch there were thirty two wagons,
Sixteen of them were· bought new, and each fitted
out with sixteen mules. The cost was thirteen thousand one hundred eighty pesos. For fitting out
sixteen others which His Majesty owned, and for
equipping all the thirty two with everything necessary, the cost, during the year and a half taken up
with the journey to New Mexico, the time the caravan remained there, and the return to this city, was
nineteen thousand 'four hundred seventy five pesos;
or an annual cost of twelve thousand nine hundred
eighty two pesos and three tomines. This sum apportioned among the thirty two wagons, made an
annual cost per wagon of four hundred six pesos. In
the present dispatch it will be reduced to three hundred seventy four pesos, four tomines, as follows: 374 p. 4ts.
35.
36.

Fanegtz.--<lry measure, about 1.6 bushels. Haba-a variety of bean.
Almud- dry measure, about 1/12 bushels. Garavanzo-a kind of bean or pea.
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Forty yards of jerga de Mehoacftn for each wagon
for wagon top [or covering]. At four and a half
reales [a yard]-total cost of twenty pesos and foJ!r
tomines. The covering will last a year and a half,
making a cost per year of fifteen pesos15 pesos.
Eight mantas of jerga mexicana for the eight mules
usually hitched to the wagon. Four yards eacP.
8 pesos
manta, at two reales a yard-totalOne large petate,'" at· a peso and a half-

)

1 peiJO 4.

Six small petates for each wagon, at two and a· half (
1· peso 7.
reales eachThree dozen ropes [lassos] each wagon, for cinches
2 pesos 2.
and uncideras, 38 at six reales a dozenTwo dozen headstalls each wagon, at twelve reales a
· dozen3 pel)os
.,
Eight sheepskins each wagon for collars, at three
reales [each]3 pesos
Eight cowhides each wagon; for packing the supplies;
also for whips, halters, and for thongs for thewagon
tongues. At two and a half pesos each20 pesos
Two sacks each wagon for transporting supplies.
Four yards of jerga [each sack] at four and a
half reales a yard·
,
3 pesos 3.
'

Three pounds of cord for sewing the wagon top, sacks,
petates, and mantas, at a peso the pound3 pesos
Four needles each wagon, at one tomin each-

4

Twenty six two-pound tire nails for each wagon;
three twenty-seven-pound tires for each wagon;
four hujas, two large ones of twenty pounds weight
and two of fifteen pounds; for two-pound harping irons; six two-pound cleats; four two-pound
washers; two five-pound bolts; four pound-and-ahalf linch-pins; two seven-pound costillas: total
of two hundred seventy one pounds, at two reales
a pound-seventy pesos and two tornines70 pesos 2.
A total of one hundred thirty one pesos and
six tomines; to be reduced to one hundred
twenty pesos120 pesos
37.
38.

Petate-fiber mat.

Uncidera-some thing tflat unites or joinS, Part of the har:1ess.
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Statement of a:imual general expense for the
caravan.
The wagons are divided into two main cuad1·illas (sections,) and each of these into two more. To ~(:!e
leading wagons are given eight bells each wagon."~
At two pesos each, a total of thirty two pesos- ·· 32 pesos

'

For the mules of these leading wagons, eight rebozos
each wagon. At a peso and. a half each, a total of
twenty four pesos24 pesos
For each cuadrilla,' 0 two bronze oj.las thirty seven
and a half pounds in weight, and capacity of half a
fanega. At seven 1·eales the, pound, a total of OJ!e
hundred thirty one pesos and two tomines1.31 pesos 2.

)

'

For each· cuadrilla, two more ollas, twenty pounds
each, for cooking meat. At the same price [as
above], a total of seventy pesos70 peso•
For each cuadrilla, two twenty-five pound copper
kettles for cooking atole 41 and other things. At the
same price [as above] a total of eight seven pesos
and four tomines87 pesos 4.
One .dozen large strainers and half a dozen small ones.
The large ones at a peso each, and the small ones at
a toston42 each. Total15 pesos
For each cuadrilla, one dozen bateas de Mechoacan,
and another [dozen] jicaras. The bateas at six
reales each and' the jicaras at one tomin each, Total
of twenty one pesos21 pesos ·
For each cuadrilla, four twenty-pound iron pans. At
four reales a pound, a total of eighty pesos. These
will last for three years, so that the cost per year
will be twenty six pesos arid three t01nines26 pesos 3
For each cuadrilla, one dozen metates and two of
metapiles. At fourteen reales each, a total of forty
two pesos42 pesos
Eight water barrels.
sixteen pesos·Sixteen axles.
two pesos39.
40.

41.
42.

At two pesos each, ·a total of

16 pesos •

At two pesos each, a total c:if thirty

That is, eight bells for each leading wagon of the two main
Each of the two main cuadrillas.
Atole-a gruel.

Toston_half a peso.

32 pesos,
cuadrill~LS.
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One hundred fifty spokes. At one tomin each, a total
of eighteen pesos and six tomines18 ]Jesos 6
Thirty two camas.""
teen pesosSixteen yokes.
pesos-

'

At a toston each,

a total of six-

16 pesos

\
.I
I

J

At three pesos, a total of forty eight
48 pesos

Thirty two mules for the entire caravan to replace
those which may be lost or may die. At twenty five,pesos eacb, a. total of eight hundred pesos,

fOO pesos

One box of twelve dozen fabricated horseshoes. At six
pesos a dozen, a total of seventy two pesos' 72 pesos

1

1
1

Two tool chests. At six pesos each, a total of twelve
pesos. These can serve for three years, making a
cost per year of four pesos4 pesos
Five hundred pounds of tallow for greasing the axles.
At ten pesos an hundred weight, a total of fifty
pesos50 pesos
For each cuadrilla, one thirty-pound sledge hammer,
and one twenty-five-pound crowbar. At two reales
the pound, a total of twenty seven pesos and four
· tomines. These can serve for three years, making
the cost per year nine pesos and one tomin9 pesos 1
For each cuadrilla, half a dozen adzes at twenty reales
each; half a dozen carpenters' axes at three pesos
each; four mountain axes at twenty 1·eales each.
Total of eighty six pesos86 pesos
For each cuadrilla, three center-bits at ten
each; three [barrenas] de estornija at two
[each]; three [barrenas] de perno at three
each. Total of thirty seven pesos and four
nes-

1·eales
pesos
pesos
tomi37 pesos 4

For each cuadrilla, four chisels with collars; At three
and a half pesos each, a total of twenty eight
pesos-·
28 pesos
For each cuadrilla, one large saw at six pesos and one
small [saw] at four pesos. Total of twenty pesos- 20 pesos
"

,.-

.

Two large callipers.

Three 'pesos-

Two twenty-five-pound ban·etas for emergencies at
two reales a pound, total of twelve pesos and four
43.

Cama-bed. Truck-bed or wagon-bed.

Also straw litter for ariimals.

3 pesos

.

I
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tontines. These can serve for three years, making
the cost per year four pesos and one tomin4 pesos 1
'

[For] each [cuadrilla], half a dozen pick-axes for
emergencies at three and a half pesos each. Total
of forty two pesos- .
42 pesos
•

Four banners with the royal [coat of] arms for the
four wagons•·• at. fifteen pesos each. Total of
sixty pesos-·. 60 pesos
Forty pesos for the entire caravan for fish and vegetables for Fridays40 pesos
.

Four hundred pesos annual salary for each of the two
mayordomos. Total of eight hundred pesos800 pesos
Four plains Indians at seven pesos a month. Annual
cost of three hundred thirty six pesos336 pesos
Two pesos a day for corn [for the laborers in the
caravan]. Total of seven
hundred thirty
pesos- 730 pesos
.
I
Six head of cattle a month [for food for the same]
at six pesos each. Total of four hundred thirty two
pesos·
432 pesos
Ten fanegas of chile at five pesos each. Total.of fifty
pesos50 pesos
Six fanegas ·of salt at ten pesos each.
pesos-

Total of sixty
60 pesos

Grand total of 'four thousand two hundred forty six
4246
pesos and five tomines-

pe.~os

5.

Apportioned among the thirty two wagons, this make
an annual cost per wagon of one hundred thirty one
pesos and four tontines131 pesos 4.

(C)

.

One hundred and eight pesos annual salary, at mne
pesos per month, for the chirrione1·o'"108 pesos
•

(D)

Also fifteen pesos per year for each wagon for media
yndia [sic] 45" 15 pesos

------

44. The Bib. Nac. Mex. copy reads: "cuatro• carros capitanes," the four leading wagons.
45. Chirrionero-driver of the mule team~.
,
45a. That is, an Indian women' at 30 pesos per year would serve two wag<lns.L. B. B.
1
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[Total annual cost per wagon. S.um of costs stated
in (A), (B), (C), and (D)]374 pesos 4
'

General! /Summary of Costs in the past dispatch for
each Friar-Priest [already] serving in the Conversions of New Mexico, and also for those who went
out for the first time; and [summary statement]
of the reduction and contract made herein for the
' dispatches to be made in future ..
(A)

co~t

.

. .

friar~?

In the past dispatch the
for each
prie.st "-:ho, according ~o the. coi1tract, vya~
602 pesos 6 servmg. m the ConversiOns of New Mex1co,, ·
was six hundred two pesos and six tomines.
To be reduced. in this [dispatch] to. four ·
hundred fifty pesos450 pesos ·
(B)

The cost for the lay-brothers is the same, ex-.
cept fo'r the wine, tapers, and oil for the
lamp [which illuminates] the Holy Sacra400 pesos -ment. In the past dispatch the cost was
four hundred pesos each. To lie reduced in
this [dispatch] to three hundred pesos-

f

I
300 pesos

(C)
)

According to statement number two above,
each friar-priest who was sent out for the
first time received [in the past dispatch]
1,119 p. 4
one thousand one hundred nineteen pesos
and four t01n·ines for the construction of his
church, for church bell, chalice, ornaments,
and .other things for Divine Worship. To
be reduced in this [dispatch] to eight hundred seventy five pesos'

875 pesos

(D)

According to statement number three above,
the cost of supplies and food for the journey for each friar-priest and also for each
~ay-brother being sent out for the first
time, and including the Padre Procurator
and his companion who have charge of -the
caravan, was four hundred seventy eight
478 pesos
pesos each. To be reduced in this dispatch
to three hundred twenty five pesos- .·

325 pesos

T •

~
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(E)
•

In the past dispatch the annual cost of the
wagons used in transporting these alms
was nineteen thousand nine hundred eighty
two pesos and six tomines. Apportioned
among the thirty two wagons, this made an
annual cost per wagon of four hundred six
406 pesos
pesos. See statement number four above. To
be reduced in this dispatch to three hundred seventy four pesos and four tomines-

374 pesos 4

· The Conditions of the Contract are the Following:
(A)

For every two friars [already] serving in
New Mexico and [for every two] going out
for the first time, there will be given,
for the transportation of these alms, one
wagon and sixteen mules-as in the past
dispatch .
. The friars are under obli- ,
gation to provide for. the upkeep of [the
same and] with the said number of mules,
providing others in the place of those
[mules] that may die or be· lost, and branding them with the brand of His Majesty,
like the others.
His Majesty; as is c~1stomary, will provide
the necessary [militiny] escort.

The friars are under obligation to deliver
over the wagons, after their return from
the journey to New Mexico, in such condition that His Majesty may use them as he
wishes in His Royal Service during the
time that they may be detained in this
city until needed for another dispatch;
it being agreed that there will be no obligation [on the part of the friars] to incur
ariy expense except tHat stated above.""

(C)
The caravan will take a year and half for
the journey to New Mexico, the time it
remains there, and for the return to this
46.

That is, no expense except furnishing new mules in the plac<! of

tho~e

that

die or are lost.
(Between dispatches to New Mexico, these wagOns were later used repeatedly
to send shipments of quicksilver from Mexico . City to Zacatecas.- L. B. B.)
...

r
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city. The costs for this period as stated
above will be paid to the friars in advance so they can outfit; and on the return to this city another half year will
be paid them, and at the end of that time
the year remaining.

·)

(D)

It should' be stated that the four hundred

• pesos given to each friar-priest for the
three year term is understood to be for
wine, tapers, oil, an·d for the infirmary,
and for replacing the things in the sacristy, , and for other ordinary and extra·ordinary costs such as are customarily
incurred for the said friars. . .
Done in Mexico the thirtieth of April, one thousand six hundred
thirty one. This contract will continue indefinitely until His Majesty or the Viceroys, for reason, may be pleased to change it.
Mexico, April thirtieth, one thousand six hundred thirty one.
Don Juan Gonzayez .de· Peiiafiel--Diego de Ochandiano.-Don
Gabreil de Moscoso.-Fray Tomas Manso.
The Viceroy Approves the Contract and for the future until
His Majesty or the Viceroy for reason may change it.

•

Seen and considered in th~ acuerdo de hacienda which this day
I attended, [and]· in which were present Licenciado Don Juan de
Alvarez Serrano, Oidor of this Real Audiencia, Doctor Don Juan
Gonzalez de Peiiafiel, Fiscal of His Majesty in the [Real Audiencia].
Don Juan de Cervantes Casaus, Knight of the Order of Santiago,
Contador of the Tribunill of Accounts of this New Spain, and the
said oficiales reales, Contador Diego de Ochandiano, Factor Martin
de Camargo, and Tesorero Don Gabriel de Moscoso; and being informed concerning all [the aforesaid] and concerning the benefit
and saving which would result to the Real Hacienda and concerning the means of avoiding embarrassment and ,delays in these dispatches; therefore, for the present, I approve the said contract, the
same to be executed and fulfilled as herein set forth, both for the
dispatch now being made and for those to be made in future until
His Mftjesty or the .Viceroys in his name for reason may be pleased
to change it.
And I order you, the jueces oficiales of the Real Hacienda of this
New Spain, that in regard to whatever is or may be under your
control with respect to the expense accounts of the Chichimecas and
of New Mexico, instead of the supplies in .kind which it has been
usual to give to the said friars, you will turn over to the said Padre
Procurator Fray Tomas Manso, understanding him to be the legiti-

r
'

,
I

t

'

'
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. ]11ate person to receive them, the sums of money due the forty six
friars-the thirty five friar-priests, including the Padre Procurator
and the companion who came· with him from New Mexico, and the
eleven lay-brothers-whom the said Padre Provincial has certified
to be in the said Custodia of New Mexico; and also for the twenty
friars-·-eighteen priests and two lay-brothers-now being sent out
to the said provinces,-making a total of sixty six;
In regard to the twenty eight· wagons which His Majesty has at
his account in this city out of· the total of thirty two which made the
past journey to New Mexico, it being stated that four of them remained .in the hands of the said governor of that province and for
whi'ch he must make an accounting; you will buy the wagons ·and
mules riecessai-y to f:1l out the number needed for this dispatch at
the rate of one wagon for every two friars, including both those already in New' Mexico a1id those being sent out for the first time,
and turn them over to the said Padre Procurator; and also the other
supplies for the fitting out of the caravan as set forth in the said
contract, which wiJI begin to run from the third of August of the
past year, 1630, which was the date when the three~year term of the
past dispatch terminated.
You will execute this order as soon as you may have finished
with the business of the fleet of General Miguel de Chazarreta which
is at present anchored in the port of San Juan de Ullua; ensuring
that the frim;s may not be detained in this city and that they
may ·make their journey in good season;· que con este mandamiento
·;·ecibo del dicho Padre P1"ocu.rador y los demas 1·ecaudos que se an neeesarios y bastantes se os pasara en datta lo que 111 o1~tare.'17
Done at Mexico, the sixth of May, one thousand thirty one.
Marques de Cerralvo.
By order of His Excellency, .
, . Luis de Tovar Godinez,
(Certified copy of the contract which is in the Lib1·o de ln Sec1·e_ta-ria del Gobierno, from which it was copied. in order tci present it to
His Excellency. Mexico, May nineteen, ·one thousand six hundred
forty eight.
..
,
( Pe,dro de Auncarri. (Rubric) ·
47. "[So] that with this order, [ihc] receipt Of the Father ProcuratlJr, and
tlw ut_her valiU.ating Papers which are necessary· and sufficient, the [total] which
may result shall be credited to you in datta·."
'
The. o.(ficia1s of the ]Jeal llacienda kept their aecounts in t.he two main divisions
of Cargo .;; (receipts, debits) . and DUtta (expenditures, credits.) It was the regular
procedure to justify every expenditure by vouchers
supporting documentS, as
above. Unless a disbursement was so justified,· the officials were personally aceountabie.-L. B. B.·

or
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The documents presented above in b;anslation are of
'unique importance for New Mexican mission history. They
were drawn up only after prolonged discussion, and they
incorporated the lessons and experience derived from some
twenty years of supplying the far-away frontier mission
posts. For this reason, they became the basis of all later
arrangements for the ·supply service. Several changes were
made by the viceroys who followed Cerralvo, but the fundamental principles remained essentially tht? same.
The statements of costs indicate clearly the very considerable expense which the Crown had assumed in supporting the New Mexican missions. The total cost of the
dispatch provided for in the contract was more than sixty
thousand pesos; and, in addition, there was the expense
of the military escort, the amount of this charge not being
stated in the
the
. contract." It is estimated that during
.
period between 1609 and the Pueblo Revolt the total cost of
tne missions must have been more than one million pesos,
-a considerable sum for that time, and very much larger
if considered in terms of modern money values.· The cost
of." the .missions, as a charge on the treasury of New Spain,
was much larger than that of the civil and military government of New Mexico during the same period, although it
should be noted that the cost· of military'. defense in New
Mexico was largely taken care of by the use of the encomienda. That the Crown was willing to assume ·a considerable expense, especially for a province which returned little,
if anything, to the treasury, is an excellent example of the'
effectiveness of the religious motive in Spanish colonial
enterprise.
' For the student of the history of overland transportation, the seventeenth century caravans should have a rare
interest. Two centuries before the Santa Fe trade was
started, New Mexico had an overland freight service of

I
I

.•

I

\I

'

48. The cost of the escort in the early 1660's was 4,000 ·pesos. See Certificacione•
de los Jueces Oficiales Reales de la Cuidad de Mexico .
. . • 1663. f. 45. A .. G.
I., 61-1-17 (old system).
i
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considerable proportions. The caravan with its thirty
two wagons, its more than five hundred mules, its herds
of livestock, and its military escort is in every res~ect ·
worthy of comparison with the later overland freight services .. The journey from Mexico City to New Mexico presented quite as many difficulties as the Santa Fe trail, even
the problem of hostile Indians which harassed the caravan
on the route between Santa Barbara and the Rio Grande.
In one respect, this seventeenth century service was uni-.
que: it was not a service for profit. It is true that the
governors of New Mexico tried to use the return service
for shipping salt, hides, and cotton cloth to the mines of
New Spain, but this phase of the service was secondary
to the real end-the supplying of the missions.
The seventeenth century supply service deserves to· be
included .in the list of famous overland and transcontinental
freight and mail services that blazed the trail before the
coming of the "Iron Horse."
(To be continued)
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